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FROM TIlE EDITORS
This second issue of the Pacific Review of Ethnomusicology
reflects the diversity of our discipline's interests.
Peter
Manuel provides an examination of the influence of socialist
ideology on the Cuban Drusic scene. Nazir Jairazbhoy ·considers
the concept of consonance in the music of ancient India and
Questions whether conventional understanding of this subject is
complete. Kenneth Culley's first installment of his index to The
New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians is a guide to those
subject and author entries of interest to ethnomusicologists. In
this issue's reViews, Steve LoZ3 has prepared a precis of Arturo
Chamorro's Los instrumentos de percusi6n en ~xico and David Such
gives us an introduction to "avant garde" jazz in his evaluation
of John Litweiler's The Freedom Principle.
The Pacific Review of Ethnomusicology is a publication of
the Ethnomusicology Students Association and is funded in part by
the Graduate Student Association of the University of California
at Los Angeles.
The primary objective of the journal is to
provide
a
forum
for
academic
articles
pertaining
to
ethnomusicology, particularly from graduate students at UCLA and
elsewhere, but also from interested members of the scholarly
community. While anticipating that the majority of submissions
will come from scholars in ethnomusicology programs, the
editorial board wishes especially to invite contributors from
related disciplines such as anthropology, dance ethnology,
folklore, psychology, and sociology.
The editors wil::h to thank those individuals who acted as
anonymous referees whose suggestions and advice have helped to
improve the quality of the journal.
We also wish to thank
Stanley Sadie for allowing and encouraging us to print Kenneth
Culley's index to the New Grove, Roger Wright for his suggestions
about the preparation of the journal, Jane Sugarman for her
assistance in the early stages of this volume'S planning, and
Louise Spear and the UCLA Ethnomusicology Archive for office
support.
The editors wish to acknowledge Tim Rice and Robert
Stevenson and our advisors--Sue DeVale in the Music Department
and Scott Spicer of the Graduate Student Association of UCLA--who
have offered their suggestions and criticisms of PRE's fomat.
Finally, we express our gratitude to the Graduate Student
Association for its moral and financial underwriting without
which this publication would not have been possible.

IDEOLOGY AND POPULAR MUSIC IN SOCIALIST' CUBA

Peter Manuel

Much has been written on the subject of Cuban popular music,
although most of this literature is in Spanish and tends to be
written from a popular or )ournalistic rather than scholarly
perspective. The usefulness of this material and the need for
more academic studies are evident for several reasons, including
the extraordinary and persistent international influence of Cuban
popular music, the paucity of studies of the effect of the Cuban
Revolution on music, and the important role of popular music in
Cuban national culture. A study of ideology and popular music in
Cuba may contribute to an understanding of how the popular music
industry can function in a socialist society.
This article explores some of the attitudes toward the
different kinds of popular music in Cuba and di~cusses aspects of
the relationship. between these attitudes, popular tastes,
cultural policy, and musical ideology. A central goal here is
the illustration of some of the complexities involved in such a
study; these complexities stem in part from the diversity of
opinions encountered (even within the bureaucracy itself), and
from the frequent lack of consistency between Marxist theories of
art, Cuban cultural policy as explicitly stated, and poliCy as
actually practiced. This article focuses on such attitudes and
policies, rather than on the music itself, primarily because the
influence of the Revolution, as ~ will discuss, is far more
evident in such extra-musical parameters than it is in the realm
of musical style.
In capitalist countries the course of popular music is
influenced primarily by the market, in the broadest sense of the
word. In socialist Cuba, aspects of the ''market''--for example,
supply and demand--remain fundamentally influential, but the
"demand," including taste, may be strongly affected by class
revolution, while aspects of the "supply"--especially, the
diffusion of music--may be largely determined by official
cultural policy. This policy may often be vague and loose, but
ultimately it is the state which, at some level, weighs economic
and aesthetic priorities and makes decisions regarding such
matters as the funding of music education, the opening of a new
provincial radio station, and the import and sale price of
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electric guitars. Thus, any attempt to place contemporary Cuban
popular music in the context of its social background must deal
with the relation of that music to Cuban socialist ideology.
Several
Cuban
musicologists--before
and
after
the
establishment of the Revolutionary government in 1959--have
explicitly denounced the negative effects of the commercial North
From the present Cuban
American music industry on Cuba.
.. perspective the development of l'IIWJic in tile pre-Revolutionary
period was stunted by the concentration of musicai education and
patronage in the urban upper and middle classes and, more
importantly, it was warped by commercial foreign influences.
From the socialist View, the artist, while "free" in the
bourgeois sense, was a slave of the market. obliged to
commercialize or sensationalize his art, or, often, to leave the
country to seek work in New York or elsewhere (see Otero
1976:13).
Cuban autbors Alejo Carpentier and Juan Villar lament that
the international popularity of Cuban music in this century
paradoxically led to its adulteration and sterilization, as Cuban
artists and foreign imitators tailored their music to the tastes
of Parisian and North American audiences (in Cuba as _11 as
abroad); in doing so they simplified and domesticated rhythms,
commercialized the melodies with banal harmonies and lush
arrangements, and produced cheap marriages of the vital Cuban
dances with the anemic foxtrot (Carpentier 1946:360, and Villar
1981:6-9). While Cuban music was thus commercialized, the Cuban
media deluged islanders with "cheap North American music" (Thomas
1971: 1164).

Thus, from a purely nationalistic perspective the inundation
of foreign pop music was offensive to some Cubans (musicians and
musicologists perbaps mors so than the common man); from the
socialist point of view, the commercial nature of this music made
it
doubly
objectionable.
Villar's
indictment
of
the
commercialization of Cuban music during this period is
representative: the commodification of music, he argues, led to
a deformation of taste and ideology, under which art was used as
a means of ideological penetrat10n by the dominant classes which
controlled the media.
This situation encouraged a passive,
consumerist mentality by means of presenting an escapist,
artificial, inverted portrait of reality--a portrait that
obscured class antagonisms and frustrated individual and
collective self-realization (Villar 1981).
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In the years following the Revolution, nationalized state
institutions virtually eliminated and replaced the free market
economy (Mesa-Lago 1978:106), including moat aspects of the
formerly commercial music industry, such as nightclubs, recording
companies, radio stations. and concerts.
The Revolutionary
government has undertaken the promotion of music on a mass scale,
regarding the democratization of access to culture as a fundamental duty in the same sense as was literacy (Otero 1972:13-14).
Although hampered by shortages of funds and teachers, and by a
certain degree of chaos resulting from bureaucratic inexperience
and the dislocation of the economy, the first decade of the
Revolution saw a "remarkable improvement of material facilities
for cultural expansion" (Mesa-Lago 1978:106). Music education
has been introduced throughout the countryside via neighborhood
cultural centers; where funds have been lacking, songs have been
taught in schools via the radio (Leon 1984). Competitions and
performance forums for amateurs were established (such as Todo el
mundo canta, and the Adolfo Guzm~n competition), and regular
festivals of all kinds of Cuban music have been held, public
admission being free O~ nominal in cost. While record production
appears to have stagnated somewhat (D{az Ayala 1981: 286-287),
publication of books (including musical literature) increased
exponentially (Otero 1972:50), radio transmission potential
tripled (Castro 1977), and prices were lowered at the
now-nationalized clubs like the Iropicana. Mesa-Lago's table of
average salaries (1981: 154) illustrates the high priority given
to musical entertainers: out of 36 occupations in all major
fields, the salary of a "well-known musician" (700 pesos monthly)
is equalled or surpassed by only four other occupations (cabinet
minister, hospital director, highly skilled technician, and
cane-cutter).
It 1s clear that popular music occupies an important place
in Cuban cultural policy, and that it has been fully recognized
as a vital and valuable part of Cuban cultural heritage; hence,
for example, Che Guevara's oft-qUoted ideal of "socialism with
pachanga" (pachanga was a Cuban popular dance of the 1950's),
Culture Minister Armando Hart Davalos'S reference to the "festive
character" of the Revolution (1983:68), and the explicit support
given to national music in the Declaration of the 1971 National
Congress on Education and Culture (National Congress 1977). This
kind of state support contrasts with policies in some other
socialist countries, such as Hungary, where popular music is at
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best tolerated by the government (Szemere 1983).
Policy
regarding ideological expression has tended to follow Fidel
Castro's broad 1963 dictum: '~ithin the Revolution, everything;
against the Revolution, nothing." On a practical level, imple~
mentation of this policy has led to little state interferenee in
musical style and content (see Lockwood 1969:136), aside from an
obvious intolerance of counter· Revolutionary expressions, and,
more specifically, a radio ban on all music produced by defectors
(which, as oiaz Ayala cynically notes, would also apply to the
music of pachanga inventor Eduardo Davidson).
This article
illustrates some of the diversity of opinions on popular music in
Cuba, and reveals how cultural policy regarding it has not been
monolithic, rigid or immune to criticism from within.
Rock Music and Cuban Ideologies
North American and British pop music-·mostly rock--continues
to enjoy considerable popularity in Cuba, and several youths
interviewed by this author expressed their preference for it over
Cuban music. The true extent of its popularity, however, is
difficult to estimate. Record stores generally feature at most a
few uncopyrighted 45 rpm discs of top hits from abroad (for
example, Michael Jackson, Paul Mccartney), and thus record sales
cannot be used as an index of demand. 1
Public exposure and
access to foreign pop music occur largely through radio (Cuban
and Miami- based stations), IV music video broadcasts, and
recordings brougnt by visiting Cuban·Americans. Tastes appear to
follow selected contemporary rock artists; thus, favorites in
1984 were, predictably, Hichael Jackson, Lionel Richie, Olivia
Newton-John, Foreigner, assorted disco hits and established
perennials like the Rolling Stones. On the whole, rock music is
consumed but not produced in Cuba, although rock elements may be
employed in Cuban dance music and other orchestral cane ion
arrangements.
A rough idea of the popularity of rock musiC in Cuba can be
gleaned from a preliminary survey of the dance music tastes of
100 students in Havana. conducted in 1982 by members of the
Center for Research and Development of Cuban Music (CIDMUC) in
Havana (Saenz and Vinueza 1982). The study revealed that among
this group, the popularity of ~ and Cuban dance music: was
roughly equal to that of the current rock favorites in Cuba at
the time (Keol and the Gang, Kiss, Queen, and Christopher Cross).
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Co-author Maria Elena Vinueza cautioned against drawing general
conclusions from such a limited questionnaire, but opined that a
larger study involving a broader class and geographical crosssection of participants would probably yield comparable results,
with the exception that the names of the preferred rock groups
would differ now (Vinueza 1984).
Cuban radio and television both devote a considerable amount
of air play to rock music, both in response to its popularity and
a realization that boycotting North American pop music would
simply drive more young Cubans to tune in to commercial Florida
stations or the Voice of America, which can be picked up 1n much
of Cuba except during inclement weather.
Cuban media
deliberately exclude, however, foreign songs or music videos
which they feel promote sex and violence (Pereira 1984).
In early 1973, the Cuban government did prohibit stations
from transmitting any North American or British pop and folk
music, aUeging that such music promoted alienation (Mesa-Lago
1978:111). Not even protest songs were tolerated, for Cuban
officialdom regarded North American pop culture, and especially
hippie culture, as self-indulgent, drug-induced escapism,2 and an
aberrant degeneration of bourgeois culture (Thomas 1971:1435).
the ban appears to have been part of a general defensive
crackdown in culture and ideology, encompassing a tightening of
censorship, curbs on travel permits for foreigners, OPPOSition to
"imperialist" cinema, television and art, and condemnation of
writers like Sartre and Carlos Fuentes who had protested Cuba's
persecution of the poet Padilla.
Tensions were relaxed in 1974, and American pop music was
back on Cuban radio to stay. Mesa-Lago (1978:111) relates the
softened stance to the change in the United States I presidency
and the atmosphere of detente following the Vietnam withdrawal,
while a Cuban friend insisted to me, undoubtedly with considerable exaggeration, that a primary factor in the reinstatement of
foreign pop was a "near rebellion" on the part of Cuban youth.
Rock music is primarily a product of the capitalist West,
and the worldview and life styles associated with it are clearly
capitalist in flavor; as such its popularity in socialist Cuba
presents a contradiction that Cuban commentators have been
obliged to confront.
Attitudes vary, and in spite of the
numerous Cuban denunciations of the negative influence of
cultural colonialism and the corrupting influence of the
capitalist market on artistic creation, opinions regarding the
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influence of North American music are not all entirely
negative--especia11y, of course, with the young, among whom this
music is tremendously popular. Argeliers Le6n, one of Cuba's
leading composers and ethnomusicologists, denied that the
popularity of North American and British pop in Cuba reflected
auy failure of Cubans to liberate themselves from mainland
culture. Le5n (1984) pointed out that Cuba bas freely adopted
musical elements from North America since the nineteenth century,
when blackface minstrel groups visited the island.
Leon
similarly denied that the foreign pop music heard in Cuba was
inherently commercial or ideological in character, saying:
Commercialism is independent from aesthetic values;
rather it.concerns the use to which music is put ••• here
we do not receive the commerCialism, only the music •••
We can assimilate the good values in this music without
subjecting it to a commercial usage, or promoting a
cult around the singer. And in ideological terms, this
music doesn't bother us at all, because it has only
aesthetic meaning and value for us. One can say that
there has always been incorporation of North American
music into Cuban music.
A popular urban music
developed here which owed much to that music, and that
has been changing in accordance wi th influences from
the North. Such factors as the individualism which is
exploited by commercialism don't exist here, nor is
alienation an inherent product of commercializat.ion.
If we can borrow from North American music when it
serves us, it's a form of winning against imperialism-taking what good the North American people have to
offer, wit.hout their system. 3
Other Cubans (not to mention many foreign ethnomusicolo·
gists) would question whether any music or art can shed the
ideology of the class that sired it.
The 1971 Congress of
Education and Culture, for example, declared "Culture, like
education, is not nor can ever be apolitical OT impartial,
insofar as it is a social and historical phenomenon conditioned
by the necessities of the social classes and their struggles
through the course of history." Further, Cuban musicians like
Enrique Jorr1n (Pola 1983&:21) have continued to voice their
disapproval of the indiscriminate acceptance of foreign pop music
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in Cuba on familiar nationalistic grounds. 4
But, as we have
seen, it is LeOn IS tolerant view of North American lIlU8ic-including rock--that seems to be most congruent with state policy
as practiced. While his denial of the inherent ideology of rock
music (or music in general) may be at odds with much of Marxist
theory, on another level he is expressing a fai th in the strength
of Cuban socialist culture to be able to absorb foreign
influences while retaining its own integrity. Robre important,
Le6n argues, than the nature of the music itself are extramusical factors like the use to which music is put, and the
ideological orientation of the listener which conditions the ~y
he apprehends music. Leonls views are echoed in those of Jorrin
(Pola 1983a:21) and others (for example, Villar 1981:7), who
argue that while some pop music, for example, may have a
reactionary class ideology, it can be digested with impunity by
an educated and polt tically aware audience that is ideologically
prepared not be lured by inherent commercialism.
Cuban Dance Music

.

,

the field of Cuban dance music encompasses rumba, chachacha,
"
guaracha, mambo, danzon, son pregen, and. above all,~. these
genres constitute the core of the music which Puerto Ricans and
Latinos in the United States often call "salsa," but Cubans, as
we shall discuss, apply that term only to the foreign-produced
imitations or offshoots of their own dance music. for which there
is no single comparable term except ''musica bailable cubana"
(Cuban dance music).
Discussions of most of the individual genres concerned may
be found in several Cuban publications (for example, Carpentier
1946, Leon 1972, Urfe 1982) and a few English-language ones
(for example. Barbolla 1980, Singer and Friedman 1977, Roberts
1979, Crook 1982). While the reader is urged to consult these
sources for more detailed information, the relevant genres are
briefly outlined here.
Properly speaking, "~" refers to a secular Afro-Cuban
music-dance genre performed vocally with percussion instruments.
In this century, elements of the most popular variety of rumba,
the guaguanco, have gradually been incorporated into the ~,
which itself has been the predominant Cuban popular musical genre
since the 1920' s, and which is regarded as the Cuban musical
expression par excellence (Orozco 1982), synthesizing Afro-Cuban,

.

--

------
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Hispanic, and jazz elements in a uniquely CUban manner. Son
itself has undergone several evolutionary stages, rendering the
term somewhat imprecise. !he genre became widely popular in the
1920 IS. when it was typically played by a conjunto (llensemble lf )
of guitar J ~ (guitar-like instrument of three double courses) t
tl'Ulllpet. percussion, and voices. The !2!2.'s· formal structure
bears some affinities with that of the ~, particularly in the
presence of a final, often long, call-and-response section (the
montuno) with a repeated harmonic ostlnato.
In
subsequent
;
decades (particularly in the music of Arsenio Rodriguez), piano
and other horns were added, individual percussion patterns
standardized, tempo accelerated, and instrumental arrangements
became more elaborate, while the basic structure of the ~ has
continued to be the backbone of Cuban dance music and salsa.
The now-archaic danzgn has a more European derMton and
character; from the early decades of this century, it was most
typically played by a charanga ensemble of flute, violins t piano,
and percussion. In the 1940 t s and 1950's, it was one source for
the development of the ~--a rather vague term generally
denoting an up-tempo instrumental composition with elaborate
antiphonal horn seetions--and for the ehachacha. The latter term
is often used loosely to denote a characteristic medium-tempo
composite rhythm, but more precisely denotes a genre using that
rhythm, performed by charanga bands.
Guaracha is an up-tempo dance piece, more popular in the
nineteenth century, with a picaresque and often bawdy text. The
~ pregon is distinguished by its text, which imitates the calls
of street vendors. The son preg(j.n and, to some extent, the
guaracha bear affinities with the !£!!. in rhythm and fonnal
structure.
Cuban dance music is regarded as having reached a peak of
sorts in the 1950' s. especially in the musics of Benny More.
~
'" and others. Since 1959, there have
Chappotin,
Miguelito Cuni,
been no dramatic revolutions or new trends in the evolution of
Cuban dance muSic, a fact which has led a few writers to call it
stagnant (for example, Thomas 1971:1464). However, aside from a
few specific trends such as the brief furor of the mozambique
rhythm in the 1960's, there have been some notable developments,
albeit within the basic stylistic frameworks inherited from the
1950's. For the last several years, the most popUlar and
acclaimed groups have been Irakere and Los Van Van, led by
composer-arrangers Jesus (IIChucholf) Valdez and Juan Formell,
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respectively. Dance music innovations have not been confined to
these t'WO groups, but they ue the two most distinguished,
accessible (on recordings), and representative bands. Van Van's
novel ty lies primarily in the frequent use of the new songo
rhythm (which has a stronger downbeat than the more fluid ~
or !2!!. rhythms) and the distinctive ensemble timbre resulting
from the addition of four trombones to a charanga format and a
more active use of the flute in arrangements.
Irakere's
innovations include: the occasional combination of traditional
Afro-Cuban rhythms and solos in modem jazz style within the
format of an extended piece (for example, their Misa Negra, as
recorded on Columbia 35655); the use of more elaborate
arrangements, rock rhythms, and/or 2
rhythms with a far more
active bass pattern (as in Aguanile on the same record); and the
use (or parody) of rhythms and forms such as the conga.
While some afficionados of nueva trova--the "new song"
discussed below--may deplore the triviality of many of the texts
in the genres discussed above, these styles are designed as dance
music, such that profundity is generally not expected of the
texts. On the whole, their subject matter does not differ from
that of the traditional son or rumba. The most common themes are
love and heterosexual relationships, daily life, praise of Cuban
dance music itself, or praise of Havana (for example, Irakere's
''Yo soy de La Habana"), or of Santiago de Cuba (see, for example,
the recorded collection of such songs on Egrem 2D-253), or of
Cuba in general. A few songs concern the Afro-Cuban cults, and a
/'
significant minority are revolutionary (e.g., Van Van's "Que palo
es ese?"). While the socialist content expressed in the latter
may be new, it is best appreciated as continuing the tradition of
political ~ and congas, and revolutionary/nationalistic
puntos and canciones dating from the nineteenth century and
continuing to the present.
!he fact that most Cuban dance groups play more conventional
music than lrakere or Van Van, and the fondness of Cuban youth
for foreign pop music and salsa has led to a prodigious concern
among journalists, musicians, producers, and listeners regarding
the state of Cuban dance music. The variety of opinions, and the
depth of the preoccupation are best reflected in numerous
interviews in Cuban magazines, especially Bohemia, and in the
lengthy series of interviews with musicians, musicologists, and
producers in Revolucion y Cultura entitled t~sica popular: sigue
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la encuesta" ("Popular !Usic: 1be Survey Continues") (Martinez
1979·80).5
Some of those questioned (for example, journalist Jose
Rivero and Pedro Izquierdo) as well as musicologists interviewed
by myself (including Argeliers Le6n and Olavo Alen) denied the
existence of any stagnation or demoralization in the realm of
Cuban dance music. 6 Others complained of a lack of creativity in
the field (composer Rodrigo Prats), an "avalanche of faciliBm"
and mediocrity (television director Douglas Ponc~), cheap and
tasteless texts (singer Amaury P~rez Vidal), and a general
inability to compete with music from abroad (composer Enrique
Jorrin). Most commonly expressed, however, was the opinion that,
while Cuban dance music remained more or less vital, its
popularity was undermined by poor media diffusion (such as the
excessive reiteration of the same few hits--see Rodolfo de la
Fuente), unfair media domination by Havana musicians (Osmundo
Calzado), and bureaucratic obstacles to exposure and recognition
(see, for instance. Jose Rivero).
1be last complaint was voiced with particular stridence by
saxophonist Paquito d'R!vera, who deplored the bureaucratic
control restricting, for example, movement of a musician from one
band to another, the insufficient number of live concerts, and,
above all, the need for "inside!! bureaucratic contacts and
assistance <lila plantillall } in order to get ahead. The unusual
note of bitterness in d'Rivera's complaint was prophetic, as he
short 1y thereafter defected to the United States. where he has
established himself as a respected exponent of Latin jazz.
It is of interest that some of the criticisms of the Cuban
media and music bureaucracy more or less parallel those of the
music industry 1n the capitalist world, since these two sets of
institutions perform the same functions, albeit in their own
ways. Just as AM radio stations in the United States may focus
programming on a small number of hits, so do the Cuban media tend
to endlessly reiterate
,
, a few favorites (for instance, in 1984,
Van Van's "Y gue tu crees?"), while many fine groups are ignored.
Furthermore, denunciations of the commercialism of bourgeois
music notwithstanding, there is no reason to doubt that a degree
of commercialism may exist in the realm of Cuban music. While a
musician's salary may not be directly related to parameters like
record sales or concert attendance,
salaries do vary
considerably, such that a performer misht well feel inclined to
alter bis style in order to reach a wider audience and move into
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a higher income category. In the absence of advertising and of
competition between record companies for sales t Cuban writers
tend to speak not of cOllDllercialism but instead of "facl1ism" and
"populism," connoting unimaginative reliance on hackneyed
sentimental effects, and the attempt to appeal to a lowestcommon-denominator audience.
Evidence suggests that the diffusion of music has improved
greatly in the last decade; this improvement is reflected in the
profusion of 11ve concerts, the abundance of LP discs filling
what 15 years previously had been the near-empty shelves of
record stores, and, above all, the enlivening of media
presentations with such shows as "Para bailar" (llfor dancingl1), a
popular television special featuring amateur dance contests with
largely Cuban dance music. The latter show is singled out for
praise by several interviewees--such as musicologists Helio
Orovio and Zoila GOmez (in Martinez 1979).
!he increased
attention to creative and lively programming is attributed by New
York Times journalist Joseph Treaster (1984) to anticipated
competition from the Reagan Administration's Florida-based '~dio
Martt," but Cuban officials deny this explanation. !he fact that
many of the media improvements commenced several years ago
suggests that they derive at least in part from internal factors
such as the public critiCisms mentioned above, from shifting
policy priorities (for example, away from exporting revolution,
instead concentrating on internal quality of life), and economic
stabilization.
!he "Salsa" Phenomenon
Much of the preoccupation with the state of Cuban dance
music stems from the recent competition with the music now
referred to as "salsa" (literally, ''hot sauee").
~ is
sometimes distInguished from Cuban dance music by its inclusion
of non-Cuban Latin dance genres, especially the Colombian ~,
the Dominican merengue, and the Puerto Rican plena and~. In
the repertoires of most bands, however, these genres are
peripheral to the musical core constituted by the Cuban guaracha,
chachach~,
and, above all, the modern son.
~ born
instrumentation and arrangement style also may differ somewhat
froll that of the modem Cuban ~. but the most important
distinction between salsa and Cuban dance music remains
non-musical: ~ is produced outside of Cuba, primarily by
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Cubans and Puerto Ricans 11ving in Puerto Rico and New York City,
but also by groups in MexiCO, Venezuela, and other Caribbean
Latin countries (where it may be called mUsica tropical). While
the term "sa1sall is now in extremely common usage, it is regarded
as meaningless by many Latin musiCians (Roberts 1979:188) j the
statement of band-leader tito Puente is typical: '~e only salsa
I know comes in a bottle; I play Cuban music" (Martinez 1982-)-.§!!.!,!, and the !2!!. style therein, derive primarily from
Cuban dance music of the 1950's, although this music had
certainly established its own roots in Puerto Rico by then.
Roberts (1979:191) points out the increased jazz element in
salsa, but many contemporary. Cuban bands (e.g., Irakere.
~vana, and Son 14) incorporate jazz elements in much the same
manner. Often, not only the style but the songs themselves are
borrowed from the traditional Cuban repertoire; such is the case
with Venezuelan salsero Oscar d'Leon's recording of Jesus
Martinez's Yo quisten saber and of Miguel Matamoros's El que
siembra su maiz, E1 Gran Combo's (Puerto Rican) version of Felix
Caignet's familiar Frutas de Caney, their recycling of Maria
teresa Vera's Falsaria as Salome, Roberto Torres's LP of hits
written by or associat,.ed with the Trio Matamoros, and Tite
Puente's 1978 album dedicated to Benny Mor-e. Meanwhile, Cubanborn salsa musicians like Celia Cruz have continued to record and
perform Cuban standards.
In general, ~ texts do not differ dramatically from
those of Cuban dance music. Puerto Rican groups (El Gran Combo,
Sonora Ponc:ena and others) naturally tend to sing nationalistic
songs about their own homeland rather than about Cuba, while
songs in the "daily life" category may describe the
, exasperation
of waiting for a New York subway (e.g., Bobby Rodriguez: "Numero
Seis") rather than the overcrowding of Havana (e .g., Van Van I s
;q:;-Habana no aguanta mas"). The !DUSicof collaborators Willie
Colon (composer and band-leader) and Ruben Blades (singer) is
often singled out for its eclectic juxtaposition of different
Latin styles. its elaborate orchestral arrangements, and, above
all, its greater attention to texts; many of these texts describe
barrio life, indict social evils (rtP1i!stico lf ) , or support sociopolitical reform in fraternal Latin nations like El Salvador
(tlTiburon").
Wbile many!!!!! texts call for pan-Latin solidarity (e.g.,
Tito Allen/Ray Barretto: "Indestructible"), most avoid committing
themselves to either a right- or left-wing stance.
!his
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ambiguity is not surprising considering the extreme polarization
of the!!!!! listening audience, from radical proletariats in New
York, San Juan and Caracas to extreme right-wing Cuban-Americans
based in Florida.
Elements of the latter group have been
particularly influential, blacklisting Ruben Blades for his
support of the Sandinista government 7 and threatening to boycott
Oscar d'LeOn after his recent visit to Cuba; d'Leon, under
pressure to molUfy his Cuban-American audience, subsequently
criticized the Cuban Revolution (Pereira 1984).8
The use of the term "salsa" for Latin dance music may derive
from the song "Echale sal~ of the Septeto Nacional (Roberts
1979:187), and later from an early 1960's Caracas radio program
entitled "La bora de la salsa" (''!he salsa' hour") (Pierre
Goldman, in Martinez 1982). It seems clear, however, that the
term's popularization was associated with Fania Records. the
largest New York record company specializing in Latin dance
music. Fania' s head and founder, Jerry Masucci. promoted the
term in a deliberate and successful attempt to give a single
marketable and catchy label to the various genres comprising
Latin dance music (Martinez 1982). The term stuck, and the last
decade has seen a tremendous vogue of "salsa" in the United
States, Puerto Rico, and other Latin America countries.
It is not surprising that Cuban views of the !!l!!
phenomenon are highly ambivalent, and have been debated avidly in
the media and in such contexts as the conference on the ~ held
in Santiago de Cuba in 1982. On the one hand, while Cubans
naturally appreciate the vogue of their musical styles abroad,
some resent how the use of the term "salsa" as a marketing label
obscures the true origins of the styles it comprehends. 9 CUban
mus-icologist Martha Castellon (1982) writes, "In countries like
Colombia, Panama, and Venezuela, young people, knowing nothing of
past Cuban music, think that 'salsa' is as modern as disco, that
it has no relation to the past." Castellon regards the salsa
phenomenon as another illustration of the cultural and
informational domination of Latin America by the North American
media, wherein Latino satellite states may be ignorant of and
isolated from the cultures of their neighbors, dependent instead
on the United States for cultural and ideological input from
abroad. Since the United States has made a particular effort to
isolate Cuba economically, diplomatically, culturally, and
ideologically, the commercially successful recycling of Cuban
music under the "alienating and mystifying slogan" (Torres 1982)
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of "!!!!!" is seen as especially duplicitous. In a similar vetn,
CUban musieologlst Dora Ileana Torres (1982) regards the
phenomenon as a typical instance of North .America imperialist
exploitation whereIn a "primary product" (in this case, musical
style) is extracted without due cOlipeDsation £rOll an tmderdeveloped nation, and is then packaged and marketed as a North
American product. !'be appropriation of Latin music is thus, she
. argues, in the tradition of tbe''brain drain" tmder which many
Latino musicians migrated to the United States to work.
Most Cuban commentators--lncludina Torres and Castellan--are
generally quick to point out that the !!!!! vogue .in itself is a
positive and healthy phenomenon, despite the artificiality of the
rubric II!!!!!." and its relation to cultural imperialism. Cuban
JllU81cians tbel1lselves appreciate how the !!!!! boom has greatly
promoted and popularized CUban muSic, not only abroad, but especially among Cuban youths, who might otherwise be less familiar
with their own musical heritage .10
Says Van Van' s leader Juan
Forme 11 , ''With Oscar d'Le"On and Ruben Blades, our young people
start to enjoy traditional Cuban music" (Rivero and Pola
1983:21).
CUbans also view with pleasure the pan-Latin solidarity for
which so many !!!!! songs explicitly call, insofar as it serves
to counter North American cultural dominance. ~,asserts
Martinez (1982). "reflects the vigor of the Latin American
musical identity, erected as a rampart against the racial
discrimination and acculturating designs of the dominating
Yankees." Similarly, Torres (1982) writes of the paradoxical
''boomerang'' effect of the vogue, by which ~'s very cOlBIDercial
success contributes to a growing Latino cultural solidarity;
"that is, in spite of the manipulations of the gigantic mechanism
of the North American culture industry, ~ has developed into
a shared song form of the (Caribbean) Latin American peoples. If
Insofar as ~ songs do express this solidarity, their
ideology is well-received in Cuba. Hence Ruben Blades and Willie
Colon are particular favorites on the island, and Blades'
occasional encounters with and praise of Cuban musicians are
featured in the Cuban press. nte aforementioned CIDMUC survey
revealed that While the poll group enjoyed salsa and CUban dance
music roughly equally)'l they expressed a ~ preference for
some of the ~ texts~ especially those of Blades and Colon.
(Indeed, the text emphasis and fonnal experimentation of Colon
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and Blades renders much of their music less suitable for dancing
than for active listening.)
Other aspects of !!!!! ideology are less appreciated in
Cuba, such as the perceived sexism, vulgarity, and superstar
flamboyance of Oscar d'Leon's texts and stage presence (including
performing onanistic antics with his uprisht bass), which
received mixed response in his Cuban tour (Capetillo 1983:21),
D'Leon's style was parodied throughout 1984 in the floor show at
the popular Havana Libre club. The vaudeville-like repertoire
included a few songs of d'Leon, whose music is much loved in
Cuba, partly because of its Cuban flavor and the frequent
sentimental references to Cuba in his texts.
One of his
best-known and most popular songs is ''Hi negra" ("My Dark One"),
a particular favorite because of its catchy melody, but also a
sexist complaint about his girlfriend's obstinacy ("She doesn't
do laundry, doesn't iron, doesn't" do anything, says she's
tired--Out!
I wear the pants around here").
In the live
rendering of this song at the Havana Libre show, the vocal roles
were reversed, with the singer being a middle-aged black woman
complaining about her lazy, freeloading lover, who cringed and
sulked behind her on the stage. Thus, while ~e audience got to
hear one of its favorite songs, the song's machismo was
effectively"lampooned, to the considerable evident delight of the
audience.
Ibe popularity of !!!!! in Cuba, then, poses in itself an
interesting and complex set of questions for those involved in or
concerned with Cuban popular music--questions which stem from the
paradoxical competition between Cuban dance music and what Cubans
regard as recycled versions of that music produced in the
capitalist world.
As
with rock, the Cuban media have
disseminated salsa in accordance with popular demand, while
commentators on popular culture continue to debate the issues of
nationalism, ideology, and style posed by the ~ vogue.
The Cancion Romantica
We may now turn to music which is not intended for dance.
In Cuba, the traditional genres in this category are collectively
referred to as ~, and they include the (Cuban) ~,
criolla. guajira, clave, and, above all, the cancion. Most of
these originated in the nineteenth century, their primary models
being Spanish canci5nes (boleros, tiranas, and polos), German
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lieder, Prench romanzas, and especially Italian operatic arias.
Products. primarily of the black urban petty bourgeoisie, the
trova sonss dealt witb love, the Cuban countryside, and
~nalism (GOmez 1919:22-23). The most renowned composers were
Sindo Garay (1866-1968) and Pepe Sanchez (1856-1918). From the
1930's on, "intermediate" ~ incorporated' features of the
Cuban !2!! (as in the bolero-son of Miguel Matamoros), but also
came increasingly under the influence of North American popular
music. This last trend contributed to the rise in tbe 1940's of
!!..!.!!!. (from ufeel1ns Jl ) , a more unabashedly sentimental canci6n,
also of urban working class origin. still typically performed, in
~ tradition,
by one or t1ilO vocalists with accompanying
guitar. While traditional trova still abounds in Cuba, since
1950, under continuing foreign influence, the canci~n has adopted
a mainstream international style, paralleling the course of its
sentimental popular counterparts in the United States and Europe,
that 1s, in the format of a solo singer backed by lush orchestral
arrangements, with relatively standardized formal structure, and
song lyrics dealing almost exclusively with heterosexual
intimacy.
Thus. while one may trace the development and cultivation of
the Cuban canci5n over the last century, in its present state it
is identical in form and content to the international style of
sentimental slow song, as rendered by Barbara Streisand. Julio
Iglesias. and the like. Cuban canci~n singers also replicate the
melodramatic··snd. one may argue. affected·-stage mannerisms of
their foreign counterparts, suCh as the dazzling costume, the
head bent down pensively between verses, and the histrionic
gestures and postures culminating during the final climax.
The commercial and bourgeois associations of this music are,
if anything, even more striking than in rock muSic, and as a
result the pop candon's extraordinary popularity in socialist
Cuba may well seem anomalous. 'll1e modern canclon romantica.
whether by Cuban or foreign artists, appears to be the single
most predominant musical genre on the Cuban media, and it also
dOlDlnates the large Cuban music competitions, notably Todo el
mundo canta and the annuaL. Adolfo Guzman forum (referred to by
the newspaper Tribuna as "the most important national musical
event"). Further, whereas in other countries such -music may be
associated with the older generation, in Cuban competitions such
as the Guzman, the vast majority of singers and composers are
under 35 years of age.
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Canci~ texts are almost invariably romantic and apolitical.
In the three-day festival of the 1984 Guz~ competition in
Havana, the several entries by nueva trova "members" were not
exceptions to this pattern. On the media they are broadcast
side-by-side with similar foreign songs like ''My Wsy"--in both
Spanish and English versions--with its very un-socialist
celebration of individualism <"What is a man, what has he sot, i f
not himself? •• !he record shows I took the blows and did it my
way"). Silvio Rodriguez does point out, howver. the decline of
picaresque "'bar songs" portraying the male protagonist drowning
his sorrows in liquor and disparaging a "cursed woman" (Areito
1975:87).
Aside from the popular appeal of the modern cancion, CUban
writers and commentators on music are as ambivalent toward it as
they are toward !!!!! and rock.
On the one hand, the long
evolution and cultivation of the canci5n in Cuba enables Cubans
to regard it as a native form, even if its elements are foreign
(Alen 1984), such that the classics of Sindo Garay and Pepe
S~nchez are ranked among the IDOst sublime expressions of Cuban
popular culture (GOmez 1979:23).
Hence, some of those
interviewed by the author (including Argeliers Leon, Olavo Alen,
and Alfredo Pereira) do not regard the "commercial" sound of the
sentimental cancion as anomalous in Cuba. Further. Cubans do
point out that whether or not the content of such music is
revolutionary, the admission price of live performances is; for a
mere peso (about one dollar), one could, for example, attend the
Guzman finalists concerts in the luxurious Karl Marx theater and
hear Cuba's top cancion singers backed by full orchestra, with
the most opulent and glittery Las Vegas-style stage lighting
effects and sound system. State subsidies of such events are
regarded as means toward the democratization of culture, in the
sense that they render such extravaganzas accessible to everyone.
Nevertheless, the modern sentimental canci'on is not
unanimously accepted, and, indeed, it is the butt of much
criticism in periodicals. Thus, nueva trova singer Amaury Perez
deplores the melodramatic pop style which ''becomes ever more
remote from our own popular music, and especially from dance
Similarly, vocalist Miriam Ramos
music" (in Martinez 1980).
laments the machismo and "negative ideology" of the cancion,
which appears "in open contradiction with the epoch in which we
live, and in frank opposition to the image of love which the
young should have 1n maturing" (1n Martinez 1980). Juan Villar
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indicts the canei~n as a commodified fabrication of the bourgeois
music industry. relying on facile, catchy melodies, lush banal
orchestration, simplified rhytbmB, and shallow, escapist texts
which obscure social reality. !bus, he argues, the sentimental
eanc16n, "given the disappearance of the economic causes which
engendered it, has no reason to persist, much less to be sung, in
our country, since its social function is nl1." Its continued
popularity is due
to the "deformation of taste,
the
responsibility for which lies with the mass media, and, more
explieity, the dominant classes which always controlled them,
prOflll1lgating a IllUsie Which responded only to their interests"
(Villar 1981t9).
lbe popularity of the canci6n in CUba reveals, of course.
that it does have considerable social function; what is at
question is whether or not this function is incompatIble with
socialism. As with rock and salsa. state policy, reflected in
the substantial promotion and dissemination of the canden, Is
considerably more tolerant and indulgent of popular demand than
are the attitudes of critics like Villar. AgaIn, one may well
note the contrasts with the authoritarian poliCies of certain
other socialist countries. such as Olina during the Cultural

Revolution.

Nueva Trovs
ThU8 far all the musical genres we have considered have been
either foreign or pre·r~volutionary in origin. As we have seen,
the popularity of the former genres, and the relative stasis of
the latter have generated ambivalent responses among defenders of
the Cuban Revolution. The one genre that is clearly a product of
the Revolution, and that explicitly reflects and promotes its
ideology, is nueva trova. Nueva trovs, the Cuban variety of the
pan-Latin nueva canci6n, has justifiably received some scholarly
attention in English as well as Spanish publications (see
Carrasco 1982, Acosta 1981, Benmayor 1981). Stylistically, the
genre is an extenSion of traditional trova--especially the CUban
cancion--and it occasionally uses tr~nal poetic forms like
the ten-line ~ (Acosta 1981:15). However, the style is
modernued by a free use of elements from North American rock and
pop lllUaie, occasionally from non-Cuban Latin folk traditions
(especially of the Andes and Puerto Rico), and the use of modern
instrumentation
(including synthesizers).
!he traditional
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elements are used in a self-conscious manner, in an explicit
effort to revive Cuban folkloric styles by giving them new
content (Le6n 1984).
!he use of other Latin forms and
instruments is seen as expressing fraternal
solidarity;
sometimes, this may be more symbolic and gratuitous than
musically functional, as, for example, when the group Manguare
uses Andean drums and flutes in a song whose style and texture
remain that of tame North American "soft rock." The goal of
appealing to a pan-Latin audience lD8y also contribute to the
frequent use of a bland, mainstream canci~n style, which may not
be new, not to mention revolutionary.
The revolutionary aspect of nueva trova lies, then,
primarily in its texts. On the one band, their ideology has
roots in such sources as the nineteenth-century nationalistic and
revolutionary ~ and csnciones, and the guarachas of Carlos
Puebla. The socialist content, naturally, is more recent than
the nineteenth century, drawing inspiration from the verse of the
poets Neruda, Vallejo, and Guillen, as well as progressive North
American Singers like Bob Dylan and Joan Baez (Acosta 1981:11).
Poetic style ranges from highbrow surrealism to more simple and
accessible verse. loB often ·as not, the subject matter may be
love or personal relationships rather than socio-political
affairs, but nueva trova composers stress their deliberate
avoidance of machismo, objectification of women (''your pearly
teeth," etc.), and romantic stereotypes and rhetoric (Acosta
1981:22).
Performance presentation also contrasts with that of the
sentimental cancion. As Benmayor observes, there is a conscious
endeavor to 8emystify the artist, partly through frequent free
live performances (1981:26). "From its inception, therefore, the
nueva trova has waged war on banality and commercialism in song.
It rejects the star syndrome, nightclub-style performances,
glitter, and show.
!he singers appear on stage in street
clothes, refuse to be made up, and strive to cODDIIUnicate with
their audience in a natural, honest fashion" (Benmayor 1981:14).
In most Latin American countries, nueva cancion may be
categorized as "protest" music, and as such is often in an
antagonistic relationship with governments--the extreme example
being Chile, where, since the 1973 coup it has been effectually
banned.
In Cuba, appropriately, the genre is celebrated
unequivocally on popular and officsl levels. Clearly, quite a
few Cubans who are fans exclusively of dance music take little
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interest in nueva trovador Silvio Rodriguez's thin voice and
bland arrangements; but there is no doubt that nueva trova enjoys
considerable popularity in Cuba. Government support, meanWhile,
is not simply a Qatter of passive approval or routine
administration of diffusion. Carrasco describes how the nueva
trova has become
••• a
sort
of
mass
youth
organization
With
representatives allover the country.
Since its
official birth in 1972 its members have met every year
or two to discuss common problems and elect, their
representatives in the governing body, the Executive
Directorate of the Movement of the Nueva Trova Cubana.
This movement current:ly nmubers 2,000 young people,
membership depending on artistic or personal merit and
the submission of works for discussion by active
regional members.
The basic units are called
'detachments of the ~,' and consist of groups or
soloists. From time to time these detachments meet to
discuss new compositions and organizational, artistic
or political problems. As can be seen, the nueva trova
has its statutes, its organizational structures and its
operational machinery, and is highly organized at every
level (Carrasco 1982:616).
Due to the compatibility between nueva trova and Cuban
cultural policy and Revolutionary goals, the genre certainly
presents none of the dilemmas and contradictions posed by rock,
salsa, and the sentimental canci6n. 12
Conclusions
TIlis article has examined the relationship bet.ween the
reality of popular music in Cuba and the theories and attitudes
toward it expressed by officials, bureaucrats, musicians,
muSicologists, journalists, and consumers. As we have seen, many
Cuban writers have been unequivocal in their denunciation of the
negative effects on Cuban music of the capitalist marketplace and
alleged North ,American cultural imperialism. These same critics,
not surprisingly, are unanimous in their praise of the effects of
the Revolution on music in Cuba. Nevertheless, as we have seen,
except for nueva trova, the realm of music in Cuba is dominated
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by North American rock, sentimental canciones in international
commercial style, and Cuban dance music which, whether produced
in Cuba Dr abroad, remains on the whole very close to the styles
established by the 1950's.
How, then, can the seemingly
anomalous persistence of pre-revolutionary and international
styles be reconciled with revolutionary and nationalistic
cultural
policy?
Does
this
persistence
reflect either
disaffection or cultural stagnation? And, ultimately, what, if
any, may be the spontaneous effects on music of a socialist
revolution?
First of all, it is clear that 25 years of socialism in
Cuba have not produced revolutions Dr even dramatic changes in
the styles of music popular there. One might argue that this
relative stasis contrasts with radical directions of modern Cuban
cinema, architecture, and painting.
Cinema and painting,
however, were poorly developed in pre-revolutionary Cuba, whereas
popular music was a strong tradition.
Moreover, alleged
commercialization notwithstanding, popular music--including dance
music and canci~n--had strong working-class origins and
audiences, such that the continuance of these styles in a
proletarianized society is not inappropriate.
Secondly, it would seem questionable whether cultural policy
has had a substantial effect on the direction of musical style,
although its promotion of revolutionary content (as in ~
~) is evident.
Cultural policy has been, if anything, more
tolerant than would be implied in Castro's dictum, "Within the
Revolution,
everything; against the Revolution, nothing."
Cultural policy has always promoted popular music, unlike, for
example, in socialist Hungary (Szemere 1983), and has generally
attempted to satisfy the demand for foreign pop, again unlike,
say, the Soviet Union, where jazz has been intermittently
repressed (Starr 1983). Explicit directives regulating style and
diffusion, for example, along Stalinist/Zhdanovist lines, do not
appear to have been implemented. Nor has the state attempted to
promote "colIIIDunalized" choral and orchestral versions of
traditional styles, as was done by Koutev and his followers in
Bulgaria. Moreover, the media have promoted free exchange of
ideas on cultural policy, albeit within a basic context of
assumed support for the Revolution.
As we have seen, the opinions discussed above are far from
monolithic, aside from their sUDport for nueva trova.
If one
were to hazard extracting any sort of consensus among
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coamentators, it wuld be that the state should intervene to a
greater extent than it does to promote Cuban music; but the state
bureaucracy--including cultural ministers, disc jockeys, and
competition organizers--clearly does not hesitate to diffuse
foreign or "coamercial" music in accordance with popular demand.
The presence of the Revolution in Cuban music, then, is not
to be sou~t in style or formal structure. One may perhaps argue
whether that is a result of the inherent ly abstract nature of
musical style, of the youth of the Revolution, or of the depth or
shallowness of its roots. What is clear is that while some
changes have taken place in music, they are largely extramusical. These changes should be the subject of another study,
and they loIOuld include such phenomena as:
the attempted
democratization of access to musical education, performance, and
its general diffusion to all possible sectors of the public; the
increased politicization of song texts (in all genres); the
invariable attempts to involve the audience in performances
(through quizzes between songs, dance competitions, etc.); the
aforementioned demystification of performers; the dissociation of
music from commercials aDd from the capitalist market in general;
and the ideological climate and propaganda which promote a
different aesthetic apprehension of music on the part of the
listener.
Further studies, it is hoped, will attempt to relate these
factors to attitudes, policies, and the course of Cuban music
itself, incorporating data as yet unavailable on demographic
consumption patterns among different regions and economic strata.
Studies of popular culture in socialist countries are overdue,
and it is hoped that this preliminary discussion may contribute
toward such explorations.

NOTES

1. Cassettes are only beginning to make headway in Cuba,
most music stores selling only phonograph records. The primary
source for cassettes and recorders is gifts (whether purchased
from foreign
(mostly
abroad or in Cuban dollar-shops)
Cuban-American) visitors.
2. Drug use appears to be minimal among Cuban youth, and it
is harshly punished.
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3.
This theme is echoed in an interview with composer
Rembert Egnes (Pola 1983b:21). Le6n's statement. along with all
other Spanish references in this article~ have been translated by
the author.
4. Jorr1n, in another interview, complains of a chachacbJ
radio show of his being replaced by a rock program (Martinez
1979: 74).
For sources of interviews cited in the fo llowing
5.
paragraph of the text, see References Cited listings under
Martinez.
6.
It is possible that some Cubans ~ out of nationalistic
pride, may have been less likely to express disapproval to me
than to a fellow Cuban.

7.

Blades visited Nicaragua in 1984.

8. Pereira stated, "After Oscar toured here, Cubans in
Miami who deal with the record industry put a lot of pressure on
him, and so he criticized Cuba. An editorial came out in the
cultural page here explaining his situation--it hurt the Cuban
people, but in a way, people understand. He has to depend on
people that way in the capitalist world. The popularity of his
music here died down a lot after that."
9.

See, for example, Carlos Puebla in Pola 1983:31.

10. See also, for example, Adalberto Alvarez, leader of Son
14, ~n Penalver Moral 1983: 23, and composer Pedro Izquierdo in
Martinez 1980.

11. Very few ~ groups are actually familiar to Cubans;
in two trips in 1984, the only ~ groups I encountered on the
media were Colon and Blades, Oscar d'Leon, El Gran Combo, and a
few Venezuelan groups.

12. One should not thus expect nueva treva to meet Che
Guevara's
insistence
that
revolutionary
art
should
be
revolutionary in form as well as content.
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HARMONIC IMPLICA:rIONS OF CONSONANCE AND DISSONANCE
IN ANCUNT INDIAN MUSIC

Nazir A. Jairazbhoy

the immutability and continuity of tradition is exemplified
by many elements of Indian practice, the prime example being the

chanting of the !!:!!!!. the sacred ''books'' of Hinduism. Yet there
is good reason to believe that gradual as '-!ell as occasionally
drastic change has been characteristic of some of the other areas
of material and cultural Ufe in India of which music is one.
the idea of change has not always been accepted readily by all

members of Indian society. In muSic, a resistance to change has
been promoted possibly more by theoretiCians than by practi·
tloners with the result that technical terms have continued to be,
used long after their original significance has been lost. In
other instances. definitions have been twisted although they
still seem eo preserve some semblance to the old usages. In this
paper. loIe will examine some of the fundamental elements of
changes which have taken place in Indian music from the aarUst
records to the present and also look at some of the attempts of
theoreticians to reconcile ancient theory with modern practice.
The Nafyasistra of Bharata, a treatise on drama which
included dance as well as vocal and instrumental music, is
thought by many sChola.s to be the earliest extant text containing a detailed discussion of secular Indian music. Its date
has not, however, been definitely established and opinions range
from the second century B.C. to the fifth century A.D. It was
evidently not the beginning of the Indian tradition of texts on
drama. as Panini (c. 500 B.C.), in his grammatical sutras,
Attadhyayl (4-3, 110-1), refers to a work called Naps;itt;by
511alin and Krsasva which was a treatise on act1ng--~ being an
actor or mime (Monier-Williams 1899:525)--£or wandering mendicants (bhik§u). WhUe there is no reference to any earlier
treatise on the subject in the Nikya~astra itself, the elaborate
detail found in this work clearly suggests that it represents the
culmination of a lengthy period of development before it, perhaps
dating back to the fifth century B.C. or even earlier.
The dissertation on music in the Natysi4stra Is SUbordinate
to the main theme, natYs ("drama"). 7here is no mention of any
traditions of music independent of n~,ya, but these must have
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existed even in those days. There are several legends in the
Jitaka tales which would suggest that there were even traditions
.
1
of art music, as for instance the stories of Guttila and HUsila
2
(and other Buddhist tales), the minstrel Saga, and Supriya,
King of Gsndharvas.3
The musical sections of Bharata IS
Nitya'istra have since become the basis of Indian musical theory.
Whilst in practice the music has undoubtedly undergone changes in
the natural course of evolution, spurred on by the impact of
periodiC invastions, later writers have venerated Bharatals
tradition to the extent that they have given insuffiCient or even
no coverage to the music of their own period. In the music
literature which follows there are many instances wher~ Bbaratals
theory has evidently been misinterpreted or subtly modified to
fit the practice of another period, with the result that a
reconstruction of the history of Indian music is an extremely
complex matter.
The primary factor of importance in Bharata' s system of
music seems to have been a concept of consonance and dissonance,
indicated by the terms vadI ("sonant"), satpvidI ("consonant"),
vividI ("dissonant") and anuvidI ("assonant II) which, as Fox
Strangways (1914:108) points out are survivals of a theory of
consonance now forgotten.
It is quite evident that the
recognition of consonance was very widespread in ancient India.
As early as the PufpasGtra, an early ancillary text of the
Samaveda, dated by some scholars in the eighth century B.C., the
Vedic tones are said to have udUha ("raised counterparts") at
apparently an interval of a fourth since they are described as
being dvyantara, i.e., having two tones in between.
Fox
Strangways also draws attention to a reference in the Mahabharata
(14, 14, 19--which I have not been able to trace in the editions
available to me) which indicates that consonance was a factor in
the music of its period. In this reference, the ten elements of
sound are listed,
the seven tones and three others,
~ ("agreeable"), aniUa ("disagreeable"), and smphata ("struck
together"), which Fox Strangways (1914:114) reasonably equates
with assonant, dissonant, and consonant.
In South India, too, consonance seems to have been an
important concept for in the CUappatikiram (8.13), written in
the early centuries of the Christian era, there is a reference to
four musical terms:
ipai, kllai,. paksi, and natpu, which
translate as "relationship of twins," "blood relationship,"
"enmity," and "friendship" (Ilango 1965:47).
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Consonance and dissonance seem to be fundamental to
Dharata's system, since he uses them to describe the two parent
scales, fa9jagrima (or sigrima) and madhyamagr8ma (or migrSma)
used in his system. !bese scales differ only fractionally in one
interval so that no modal progressIon of one is duplicated in the
other. 70 describe the scales and his concept of consonance and
dissonance. he uses the term 2!.. which clearly refers to a
unit of tonal measurement smaller than a semi tone. In relation
to the ~ ("sonant") I the sapad'I (ttconsonant") is either 9 or
13 srutis from it. In the $a4jagr8ma, the fourth (sa-ma) and the
fifths (sa-pa, ri-dha, and ga-nt) are given as salJlll'acfi. the
interval ri-pa. which is also a fourth, is not samvadi relationship in the ,a43 agrlma. since the interval between these degrees
is 10 Srutis, whereas to be consonant it must be either 9 or 13
~s;--;;- mentioned above. 4 In the madhyamagrilma, however, the
interval ri-pa is sa,YidI, since the pa 1s reduced by one ~ruti.
This has the effect of destroying the samvadi relationship of the
sa-pa which naw becomes 12 srutis. Other salJlll'adls remain the
same as in the ,adjagrama.
Since Bharata gives the ~
intervals contained in each !!!!!. the following schematic
References are to the Kashi edition
diagram can be constructed.
of the Nity~istra unless otherwise indicated.
10 Srutis

I

$ac;lJa!rama

MadhIamairama

svaras: sa ri ga
srutis: 4
3
2
svaras:

rna

~rutis: 4

pa
3

dha
4

pa

IDa

4

4

ni
2

dha
3

sa
4

ni
2

r1

3

ga
2

10 srutis

Ibe !!!!!!!. ("dissonance") of Bharata I s system are tones 20
apart (in editions other than the Kashi referred to here,
it is given as two 'SrutIs). such as the intervals ri -ga and
dba-ni (28.21£). Since the octave consists of 22 ~rutiB, the
srutis were evidently reckoned (1n the Kashi edition~ least)
in descending order. Bake, in lectures at the School of Oriental
and African Studies, suggested that this may have been a remnant
of the earlier descending principle which was characteristic of
Samavedic chant in which the tones prathama ("firstlt), dvitiya

~s
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("second"), tritiya (ntbird rt) , ete. were in descending sequence.
If th1s were the case~ it is difficult to understand Why Sherata
lists his !!!!!s (tones) 1n ascending order. A second explanation could be that in Bharata's experiment illustrating 'rutis on
two !!.2!s, conduc:ted by lowering one string of one ~ suc:eessive1y through all the ~s of a four-'ruti tone (described by
Bake, 1957.), he establisbes a deseending order for calculating
intervals in te1.'!ll8 of 'Brutis.
the anuvidts ("a~ces") are the remaining tones of tbe
scales other tban ~s, s!IfIVadIs, and vividIs. In Bharata's
time these included intervals as contrasting in cbaraeter 8S the
major third and the augmented fourtb.
Bharats gives an Important clue to the application of this
system of eonaonanee and dissonance When he says, ''That tone
which is ~, that tone is vid!" (28.20), Later in the chapter
(28.70), Bbarata gives tbe ten characteristics of the jitis
("modes" or ''mode groups") of Which !!.I!!! is apparently the most
signifieant sinee it, too, bas ten characteristics (28,72-74).
From these it is apparent that the term apsa was used to
designate the IDOst prominent tone (or tones) in a mode. Although
Bharats equates !:!l!!!. with !!!!! in this context, the two tems
were not synonyms and Bharata' s purpose seems to have been to
point out that tbe prominent tones of a mode are to be treated as
sonants, that is, that consonances and dissonances are partieularly significant in the ease of prominent tones rather than
passing tones.
It seems very likely that the 8!p!adI concept of Bharata's
system is identical to the concept of perfect fourths (4/3) and
fifths (3/2) which prevailed in ancient Greece.
It is thus
possible to reconstruct the consonant intervals of Bharata'S
scales on this basis.
In the ,a4jagrama. sa-me-ga-ni are
successive consonant fourths and sa-pa a consonant fifth and ean
thus be easily calculated. The remaining tones, ri and dha are
problematic since ri is specifically stated to be ~ consonant
to the sa in this grima (being 10 srutis) and is only consonant
to dba Whieh, in turn, is consonant only to the ri. In the
msdhyamagr8ma. al though ri is consonant to pa, the pa is no
longer eonsonant to sa, and thus there is no sgviidl basis of
consonance on which to calculate either of these notes, or dha
which remains only consonant to t"i also in this grima. If one
knew the exact size of a sruti, the matter 'WOuld be easily
resolved,· but this informat1~s not given in the NiD'QiSt'rB
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except in a general way. On the basis of conjecture, there are
several different ways to calculate the' value of a ~,
assuming they were equal in size as Bharata seems to suggest. If
the octave were divided into 22 equal parts, each Brut! would be
54.55 cents and the respective sizes of tones would be: semitone
(two ~rutis), 109.1 cents; intermediate 'tone (three ~rutis),
163.65~ts; and the whole tone (four ~rutiS). 218.2~ts.
This would mean that the consonant fourth o~e ~rutis would be
490.95 cents, approximately seven cents smaller than the perfect
interval, and the consonant fifth of 13 tirutis would be 709.15
cents, approximately seven cents larger than the perfect
interval.
In other words, dividing an octave into 22 equal
intervals is extremely ingenious since the intervals of nine and
13 units so closely approximate the perfect fourth and fifth.
Seven cents is not a large deviation and it could be argued that
it could easily pass unnoticed in view of the fact that complex
calculations are not used in the Na£ya~astra.
On the other hand, i f we begin with the four-~ tone as
being the difference between the perfect fourth and the perfect
fifth, namely 204 cents, then. assuming the srutis to be equal,
each one would be 51 cents. The two-sruti tone would then be 102
cents and the three-sruti tone, 153 ~s. This would give an
octave of only 1.122 cents. which would be unacceptable by
definition. But here again the discrepancy seems obvious only
because we are using the cent system and would not be so apparent
in an empirical demonstration.
Fox Strangways (1914:112) and other writers have, however,
proposed that the srutis were not equal, consisting of three
different-sized intervals:
(1) 22 cents, being the di fference
between the four sruti or "major" tone (204 cents) and the
three-sruti "minor" tone (182 cents); (2) 70 cents, being the
difference between the three-srut! "minor" tone (182 cents) and
the two-sruti semi tone (112 cents), and (3) 90 cents, being the
difference between the two ~ semi tone (112 cents) and the
single §'ruti of 22 cents.
Although Fox Strangways does not
explain how he arrived at these conclusions, and particularly the
size of the three-sruti interval, it seems evident that he is
influenced by just intonation which prevailed in the West before
equal temperament was introduced. In the just intonation system,
the recognition of the major third as a consonance (5/4 or 386
cents) is essential to determining the minor tone as it is the
difference between the major third, 386 cents, and the major

-
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tone, 204 cents and it is this which Fox Strangways equates with
Bbarata's three-sruti tone.
In the Naljyasutra, however, the major third, i.e., the
seven-sruti interval, was regarded as anuvidI ("assonant") as
mentioned earlier, and there is absolutely no proof that it was
the consonant 5/4 interval. A second strong argument against the
just intonation interpretation is that Bharata evidently felt the
srutis to be equalS (Jairazbhoy 1975:41) and it seems highly
improbable that he loIOuld have faUed to mention the disparity
between 22 and 90 cents had that been the ease. Ihe evidence in
the NiIya'Sistra thus indicates that the three different-sized
tones, expressed in terms of four, three, and two srutis, were
actually a fair approximation of the ratios of the tones then
used, that is, roughly 100, 150, and 200 cents, obviously not
precise as Bharata evidently had no sophisticated tools for
measuring intervals.
There is no denying that there are superficial similarities
between just intonation and Bharata's system as they both involve
three different-sized tones.
However, the just intonation
hypothesis implies that Bharata's system was, like just intonation, derived from a form of art music and based on purely
artistic principles. !'his hypothesis, however, does not take
into consideration the function and purpose of ancient Indian
music and drama in Indian society of that period. It is clear,
from the Na1;yasastra, that ~1;ya ("drama") and its music were
devised to create a religious atmosphere and to communicate
religious and mythological conent. Bharata is quite unequivocal
on this point and refers to niU'a as the fifth Veda, claiming
that the musical elements of nltya are derived from the chanting
of the Simaveda. Attention to the similarities between the
chanting of the Samaveda by the Kauthuma and R8~ayariiya schools
of the present time and the §sQjagrama as described by Bharata
have been drawn by a number of scholars, notably Arnold Bake
(1957b:l157-63). While the Samavedic intervals are not preCise,
varying both from one Simagih chanter to another and also within
a single hymn, three different-sized tones are generally evident
even today. A fairly typical example measures about 200, 160,
and 110 cents--much closer to the 4, 3, 2 ratios than to the just
intonation intervals. Since scholars have proved that Vedic
chant has been preserved faitbfuliy for more than two thousand
years in terms of text and accent, it would· not be unrealistic to
accept also the veracity of their intonation.
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this 'WOuld suggest that tbe IllUde of Bbarata 's religions
drama may well have differed from other forms of music in India,
nat only in its textual content, but a180 in its intonation,
orchestration, and. other lIIWIical features 80 that it would be
unique and immediately recognizable in order to evoke the
religious connotations !barata evidently intended. The threesruti tone should perhaps be considered, not as a parallel of the
just intonation minor tone, but rather like the neutral interval
of Near Eastern music which is also perfectly acceptable from the
musical standpoint.
!here is, however, no evidence of such a neutral interval in
present-day India music where only whole tones and semitones are
generally recognized at the scalar level.
lbe North Indian
system, particularly, is very IllUch like that of the Western
12-semitone system, except that the intervals are neither
tempered nor precisely fixed.
The late Pandit Bhatkha~4e,
perhaps the most renowned authority on North Indian music of this
century, bas pointed out (1939:4-8) that the !irutisvarasthinas
("positions of the srutts and svaras") of Bharata and that of the
,,-thirteenth-century author, Sin\gadeva, are of little use in
connection with modern Indian music, and states further .that
those of Locana and Ahobala (seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, respectively) are more meaningful since they explain
their systems in terms of 12 mukhya !!!!!s (main tones), which is
obviously more consistent with present practice.
Further evidence that the 22 Bruti system has long since
disappeared from Indian IllUde 1s given by Sir William Jones who
stated, in 1784, that he had tried in vain to discover any
difference 1n practice between the Indian seale and that of the
West.
He even went to the extent of requesting a German
professor of music to accompany a Hindu "lutanist" who sang some
popular airs of the love of Krishna and Radha; the professor
assured him that the scales were the same (1875:141-142).
Although Sir William Jones was referring primarily to tbe use of
a mode comparable to the major scale. he, or at least the Geman
professor of musiC, would undoubtedly have noticed and commented
on any significant difference in intonation from that prevailing
1n the West, such as would have been the case if the three sruti
neutral tone were still in use.
It must be emphasized that 1n the modem North Indian system
the 12 semitones are neither tempered nor precisely. iixed and
that there are many deviations from the conceptual standard in
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specific performance contexts. Measurements on a Stroboeonn have
revealed that the actual intonation varies from raga to raga,
performer to performer, and even in ascent and descent
(Jairazbhoy and Stone 1963; Levy 1981). Yet many scholars have
attempted to correlate present practice with the ancient !!!:!!!:
system. Daniilou (1949:56), for instance, has given a complete
and mathematically preCise scale of 66 srutia in one octave,
which he claims to have arrived at '~y careful measuring of the
intervals used by musicians playing different ragas .••• "
Firstly, the number 66 seems to have been derived from a
misinterpretation of the Sanskrit treatises which normally refer
to 3 octaves (sthanas, "places," or saptakas, "group of seven"),
each having 22 .:!!:!!!.s.
Secondly, Danielou assigns fixed and
precise pOSitions to each of the srutis, whereas Stroboconn
measurements of a leading !!!2!! player show that a single tone
.' may vary by as much as 15 cents. depending on whether it occurs
in an ascending or descending series.
Since Indian classical
music is basically a solo performer tradition today, there has
been no need for precise standardized intonation, with the result
that one finds an even wider deviation of intonation between
performers from different traditions (gharanas) and different
geographical areas of the country.
Although the term sruti no longer has the same connotation
as it did in Bharata's time. it continues to persist in presentday musical terminology, but wi th many different meanings and
interpretations. In South Indian musiC. for instance. the term
generally refers to the pitch of the ground tone on which the
drone is based and has no reference to intonation. Some North
Indian musicians. on the other hand, explain ~rutis as
intonational deviances from their "normal" conceptual standards
of the tones Which they use only in particular ragas. This leads
us to the general hypothesis that in Indian music, at least,
technical terms tend to have a life beyond their original meaning
or significance and that both theorists and musicians seem to
prefer to preserve technical terms either as archaisms or to give
them new meanings, rather than to invent completely new terms for
new phenomena. The term ~. as used in the South Indian
context given above, is a classic illustration of the hypothesis.
The terms vadf, sl1J!lvadi, ~, and anuvadl have also
acquired new meanings over the years.
In present-day North
Indian music these terms no longer refer to a general concept of
consonance and dissonance. but are applied in the contexts of
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specific rips. !he term vadr now refers to the 1II0st prominent
'" in
note in a riga, perbaps occupying the same role 88 the !!!!
Bbarata's time. 1'he. term !!!!!. Is seldom used now, but when it
1s, it is an archalam and is used a8 a synonym for vadI. Whereas
in the ancient system some 38th had more than one 8I\I';a--1o fact,
the 'itt ,aQJamadhyamS bad all seven tones as !'sa--today's ragas
are allowed only one ~ and one samvidI which now indieates the
second most prominent tone 1n the raga. In Btulrata' s t1me~ of
course~ a tone could well have had two samvidrs of 9 and 13
~, Le., a perfect fourth and fifth. '!'he samvadr today is
a180 usually a fourth or fifth removed from the ~, but not
always, exceptions beIng rigas such as Mirvs in which it is a
diminished fourth (dha and ~ re). 'lbere is an element of
arbitrariness in the designation of the vidI and samvadr in
specific ries f which has beeD discussed .;ls;were (JaIrazbhoy
1971:42, f.n. 4, 5), partly because many !!5!s of today seem to
have more than two prominent tones, as the jitis also dId in
Bharata's tillle. the important point to note, however. is that
the ancient concept of samvi<1t llQ longer applies, since i t
referred to consonances of both fourths and fifths, whereas in
present-day music, it refers to only one of these (apart from the
exceptions)~ even 1f the other perfect interval is also present
in the riga.
It is interesting to note that the present-day interpretation of samvidr has some festures in common with that of the
earlier interpretation, notably the matter of consonance. lbe
attempt to reconcile Bharata's description of vivad! as a
dissonance or a semi tone in terms of modern practice has tried
the ingenuity of several writers. According to Pandita Ahobala's
Sangltaparij8'ta (seventeenth century), the definition of vivid!
is merely that tone which destroys the rakti ("pleasingness, II
"charm") of a raga (1.82-83). He makes no attempt to reconcile
the semi tone dissonance with the vlvidI of his period. Writers
in this modern period of newly awakened interest in Indian
classical music theory have, hOW'ever~ managed in their several
ways to bring in the semi tonal interval in their explanations of
~ in terms of pre8ent-day practice.
In his work, Saf!gYta Bhav3, Maharani Vijayadevj! of
Dharampur (1933:26) says, '~e note which is generally absent in
a Riga is called 'BIBADI' as well as notes which are, although
not strictly within the main structure of the 'Rig, but are
employed to give it grace, are also called tBIBAnI. "' These
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grace notes to w,1ch he refers, invariably a semltone removed
from the normal scalar tones of rigas, are equivalent to
accidentals and are quite cOllllllOn in North Iridian music.
In her book De~r SailgltanI Padclbati (1n Gujaratl), 1U1la
(1930:31) expresses DlUch the same notion. A free translation
reads as follows:
That note which is not used in a risa is called ~.
the vivid! svara is called the enemy of the raga
because if it is used by accident, the riga is spoiled
and the singer proves to be ignorant. But when experts
bring in the vivid! svara it adds charm to the raga.
In order to do thiS, however, one must have both
knowledge and considerable practice. S
In his work, I ca iyaya 1 (1948: 118) , Pillai adds to this
tbeory a South Indian or ICarnatic DlUsic explanation of vivad!.
He writes:
The term ''hostile .!!!!!:!" denotes those svaras opposed
(one to another) and the term "friend" refers to those
svaras wich stand in some relation one to another.
Some say that the vivati serves to augment the beauty
of the riga, (but) this is not of importance to
Karnatlc music. 7
This explanation of Vivid! also involves an interval of a
semi tone, but its ingenuity will only become apparent in
reference to the following schema which gives the tones of
Karnatic music with their alternative names: 8
Nomenclature
attributed to
VenkalamakhIn

1.
2.
l.
4.

5.
6.
7.

sa
ra
ga -1'1
gi - ru
gu

ma
mi

Name of svara
lfac;\ja
Buddha r~abha (2-sruti)
4-'ruti r'i!abha
sidhira~ gandhara
antara gandhara
suddha madhyama
prati madhyama
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6-sruti Habha
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8.
9.
10.

U.
12.

pa
elba
na - dIli

nl - dhu
nu
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,..

pancama
'Buddha dIldvata (2-'ruti)
4-sruti dIlaivata
1calsiki ni!lada
kikal1 ni,ida

'uddha niljlada
6-sruti dhaivata

Although there are three nomenclatures used for altered
forms of ri, ga, dba, and n1, there are, in fact, only 12
semitonea used as the rl and gat and dha and ni overlap. Plilai
(1937:46) states, "1'he six-'ruti nabha, the six sruti dhaivata,
~uddha gandhira and the ~ nl§&da, these are called ~.tI
Although the author is not very explicit, his meaning 1s clear.
!be six-$ruti ri is vlvadr to the Buddha ga, and the six-sruti
dha is vividr to the ruddha ni. ~-sruti ri (the s~
tone of the scale) Is, in fact, the enharmonic equivalent of a
minor third. and the ~ 8a (the third tone of the scale), the
equivalent of a major second. The same inversion applies to the
dha and ni, the sixth and seventh. Dlese notes are considered
vivid! because they destroy the ascending and descending lines
wben played in order.
In other words the regular ascending
sequence of tones sa r1 ga me (1 2 3 4 ) would be altered if the
six sruti ri would be followed by the wddha ga, i.e., 1, 2
sharp:Tdouble flat, 4. l!Jhile this expiMion of vivid! also
involves semitones, it is quite clear that the ancient concept of
vivad! as harmonic dissonance is no more applicable to presentday South Indian music than North Indian music.
In the present-day practice of Indian classical music,
whether of the North of the South, the semi tone is in no way felt
to be basically different from the other notes of the scale.
There are now many ragaS using the minor second.
In their
relation to the drone all intervals have their particular flavors
or effects and none of them is forbidden as in the original sense
of vivadr, but are rather conceived of as resolved or unresolved
or as conveying particular moods. In fact, both the natural
seventh and the minor second are classified as either vad! or
samvadr in particular ragas.
It will thus be apparent that Fox Strangways was undoubtedly
correct in his view that the ancient concepts of consonance and
dissonance have now been forgotten and certainly do not apply to
present-day music, even though the terms linger on and present
writers still continue to define samvadr as consonance and vivad!
----as dissonance.

.
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Ihere haa been no satisfactory interpretation of the nature
of the ancient lllUSical system with its strong emphasis on
consonance and dissonance. Obviously consonances were important
in terms of scale building in Bharata's time, but consonance was
not the overriding consideration or else the parent scales of the
time would have involved Pythagorean tuning based on pure fourths
and fifths, a type of tuning which was probably very widespread
in the ancient world and was very likely extant in India as well.
!hat Bharata draws special attention to the fact that in the
fa9Jagrima ri and pa (second and fifth) and in the madhyamagrama
sa and pa (its fifth and second) are ~ consonant, clearly
indicates there to be in Bharata's system some other determining
factor, in addition to that of consonance. In this paper we have
expressed the view that this factor was a religious one and it
seems very probable to this writer that Bharata's purpose in
describing the system in terms of consonances was to draw
attention to the difference between his parent scales and what
was probably existing in other musical contexts in ancient India.
The anomalies of Bharata's parent scales, the ,aQjagrima and
the lllad!lyamagrima in the context of the evidently widely
prevailing factor of consonance in ancient India deserve to be
examined in some detail. In the ~a4jagrima, the rl-pa interval
is stated to be of 10 srutis, and therefore not consonant, being
one ~ larger than the consonant fourth. Why should this be
so? In the madhyamagrima, this non-consonance is corrected by
lowering the pa by one ~--why not by raising the ri by one
~ruti? Why would Bharata have preferred to lower pa (fifth) to
create consonance with ri (second) thereby destroying its
consonance with sa, the ground tone, rather than to raise the ri,
by one sruti, which would not affect the primary consonances of
the parent scale?
The result would have been Pythagorean
intonation with tones of only two different sizes, whole tones of
204 cents and semitones of 90 cents, as follows:
degrees:
interval in cents:

dha
ni
ga
sa
ri
ma
pa
204
204 204
90
204
204
90

Why was this tuning not acceptable to Bharata when it is the
logical outcome of the concept of consonances of fourths and
fifths? The only answer that seems to fit is that the three
different-sized tones were crucial to the music of natya. Yet
consonance was undoubtedly also an important factor in this
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musical system. Not only is this evident from the way the two
parent scales compensate for each other 1n providing missing
consonances, but also from the two additional tones introduced by
Btlarata, evidently initially as accidentals to be used only in
ascent, one in each of the grimas.
These additional tones
apparently bard en to become scalar tones, called sadharaqa, and
replace their counterparts (see Jairazbhoy 1958). Called antara
sa and ~ ni, they al'l! raised two arutis above the norm7P
and ni; the former provIdes a perfect fourth for the dba 1n both
gramas, an interval which is otherwise of 11 'ruth (similar to
the tritone), whereas the latter adds a perfect fifth above this
~ga.

Consonance was not important just for scale building in
Bharata's time, but was also a practical consideration in
performance, as we will attempt to show later 1n this paper. It
is first necessary to consider the types of stringed instruments
of the period, since Bharata illustrates the features of the
melodic system on two ~s.
However, Bharata gives no
organological description of the instrument.
At the present
time, :i!2!. refers to a stick zither in North India and a
long-necked lute in South India, but in Bharata I s time this was
probably not the case. lbe earliest representations of stringed
instruments in the sculptures and bas-reliefs of India, 1n
Bhirhut, Sand, and Bodbgaya (about the second century B.C.),
depict only bow-shaped harps.
In the Gindhira and Amaravati
bas-reliefs of the first few centuries A.D., we see different
types of short-necked lutes in addition to the bow-harp. In
about the sixth century A.D., in the sculptures and paintings of
Mahabalipuram and Ajanta, we begin to find long-necked lutes or
stick-zithers which are so prominent in Indian music today.
A number of schola'ts, notably Coomaraswamy (1930: 244- 253) ,
have argued that the ancient Indian V1Qi was a bow-shaped harp,
and Sachs (1940:94,153) has connected, on linguistic grounds. the
Indian word vtlfa with the Egyptian word ~ which is known to
have been a bow-harp. Indeed, Circumstantial evidence in the
Natyasastra tends to support the view that at least one of the
types of stringed instruments in use at that time was a bow-harp.
Bharata, however, refers to two types of Vinal citra, which had
seven strings and was played with the fing-;;;: a.n~a'nci. which
bad nine strings and was played with a kona (usually translated
as "plectrumll ) . Both of these suggest b~arps from the number
of strings employed, but seven strings is by no means impossible
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on a lute or stick zither, provided that some of these strings
were used for producing a drone, as on present-day instruments
such as the sitar and~. :!here is, however, absolutely no
mention of a drone in the Nitraiistra and good reason to believe
that there was no static drone in the music of that period as
there is now. the whole conception of Bharata's musical system,
with its parent scales, grimas, from which are derived regular
series of tones, mfircchanas, beginning successively on each
tone,9 which are then crystallized into "modes," jitis, also
based on each of the tones, would seem to be derived on harp-like
instruments. the suddha jatis, or "pure modes," were named after
the seven tones and presumably had different ground tones, unlike
present-day music in which the ragas are performed on a common
ground tone. If there were drone strings on the instruments of
Bharata's period, they would have had to be retuned rather
drastically from one mode to another.
Not all the evidence of this period suggests bow-harps,
however. Some of the early literary sources suggest otherwise.
An example of this is the story quoted earlier, from the Avadana
Sataka (see f.n.3) which is dated about 100 A.D. (Keith 1920:65)
in which it is stated that the seven tones and the 21-tone series
(murcchanas) were played on one string. On harps it is usual to
play just one tone on each string and even on lutes or stick
zithers, playing these 2l-tone series, each involving the full
seven tones of the scale, would not be an easy task on a single
string.
There is also some internal evidence, if circumstantial, in
the Natyasastra which suggests that a lute or stick zither may
have been inovlved. Bharata describes an experiment or rather a
practical demonstration on two vr~as to illustrate that the
intervals between the tones are of thre~ different sizes, two,
three, and four ~rutis (28:prose following sl.24). Two vInas of
~
the same size are tuned identically to the sagrama. One of these
remains unchanged throughout the demonstration and serves as a
frame of reference. the other is lowered in pitch, each time by
a single sruti and the tones produced on it are compared with
those on the reference vIna. After two lowerings, the ga and ni
of the lowered vina coincide with the ri and dha of the reference
-~
,
!!2!, since there are two srutis between them, the ri and dha of
the former coincide with the sa and pa of the latter after three
lowerings, and sa, ma, and pa coincide with ni, ga, and ma after
four lowerings.
If this demonstration was conducted on a

----
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bow-harp. each lowedng wuld have involved the ret.uning of every
string of the altered vI~ by a consistent. amount which would
have to be judged by ear and would, to some extent, defeat the
precision of the demonstration. In the text there is no mention
that each lO1olering is anything more than a slng1e step and there
is no reference to more than one string being lowered at each
step.
:Jhus Bake (1957:65) has reasonably argued that this
demonstration is much more meaningful with a stopped instrument,
such as a lute, where lowering the melody string by one aruti
would result In the lower1ng of all the tones played on tbat
string by an equivalent amount.
It thus seems that the so-called "ancient Indian vl2¥tt 1II4Y
actually have been more than one type of instrument. One of
these, and perhaps the most prominent one, was very likely the
bow-harp.
11Iere Is a great deal of other evidence in the
Natyasastra to support this, particularly the latter part of
chapter 29, which is devoted to a description of instrumental
techniques on the vtt;li. Incidentally. this very difficult and
enigmatic section of the work still throws much light on the
musical practice of the period and provides valuable clues to the
importance of consonance and dissonance in the performance
practice of the time. Although this chapter has been translated
(Ghosh 1961), it contains many unexplained terms and references
to musical concepts which have long since vanished, so that much
of it is beyond our comprehension.
Such is the case wl th the term ~, which means "raw
material," lteleme.nt,U "metal." or "ingredient," whose preCise
significance in application to instrumental technique in the
Natyasastra is unclear. There are four dhitus described in the
treatise: vis tara. ividdha, kara~. and 1ryanjana.
For the
purposes of this paper, we examine only the last of these,
vya~jana,
a word which bas had many meanings. including
"decoration," "ornament," "sauce," and "seasoning."
Bh<1rata
defines ten varieties of the vya~jana dhatu: (l)~. striking
the strings with the two thumbs. (2) E!!:!; pressing with the left
and striking with the right hand; (3) ni§kofita, dOing a stroke
witb the thumb of the left hand; (4) unmr§ts, a stroke with the
forefinger of the left hand; (5) re2ha, a drawing towards the
body with all fingers co~bined; (6) avamn1;a, a three-fold
movement of the right little finger and the thumb of the right
hand; (7) ~, the bringing together of the thumb and little
finger simultaneously; (8) anusvarlta, coming to rest down below
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in the region of the!!!! (lower part, or base of the instru~, a long or heavy ~ (syllable or sound) on
one string; and (10) anubandha, coming into being by vyisa
("combination") and !!!!!!!! ("separation") of those (above) and
belongs to all dbitus (29.90-95).
lbe descriptions of ~--striking wi th the two thumbs--,
avamrlka, and ~--plucking with the thumb and little finger
--as well as the others which refer to striking or plucking with
the left hand, certainly seems to suggest harp or board zither
types of instruments. on a lute, generally, only one hand is
used for plucking. A right-handed player would not have occasion
to strike with the thl.Dllb of the left hand, although plucking with
a finger of the left, or stopping hand, is not an unusual technique today. It might seem that !!!!--pressing with the left and
striking with the right--was especially applicable to the lute.
where the left hand stops the string by pressing it to the
fingerboard. On the other hand, this surely is the most obvious
aspect of playing the lute and it would seem rather unnecessary
to elassify it at all, except as a general characteristic
applicable to practically all the ten varieties of vyaIrjana and
the other ~s. In relation to the harp. however, this could
refer to a performance technique for damping, or perhaps a way of
producing graee notes.
-An interesting feature of these varieties of the vyanjana
~ is that kala, ~, and avamr.£a apparently refer to the
sounding of two strings at the same time. !his in itself is not
very significant unless it can be established that the second
tone played was not the drone or ground tone, as it would be in
present-day practice.
Further in the same chapter, Bharata
describes biihirglta, defined by !obnier-Williams (1899:726c) as
"a song accompanied by a stringed instrument". which seems to be
used here in the literal sense as music played outside, or off
stage (s.n). Bihirglta also has several parts; about one of
these parts, s8lJl8ho,ani. Bharata says, liThe ins trumental
execution of sgghot:ana IIRlst always be with a finger of the right
hand and b9th thlDDbs, with the hands on the at1dal}4a vI!jla" (or. a
viVa with the hands [reaching) across the dal)4a [stem?})
(29.137). "In s8l!lgh0kana, s8J!IViidI and ~ of notes occurs.
It is called thus by Se~a and the others on account of
S,hoIani" (29.138).
SSlJlgho)ana 1s probably derived from the root, s.!!!!. which
with the prefix, !!!, merely means to strike or play an

ment)j (9)
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instrument. It is evident from the description of saI\Igb0iana
that three strings bave to be struck: simultaneously, with a
finger of the right hand and the two thumbs. Bharata makes it
quite clear here that the tones which are played together are
governed by the concepts of consonance and dissonance. lbis !DUst
also have applied to the types of vyaibana dhatu in whicb more
that, one tone was sounded simultaneously.
These examples prove rather conculsively that some form of
changing harmony was practiced on at least the stringed instruments of the period. lbe precise nature of this harmony oy
never be completely comprehended, but there stll1 remain llUUIy
technical terms and their definitions in chatper 29 of the
Nityasastra wb ich are S1: 11 1 un<leciphered and, no doubt, contain
many clues to the resolution of this matter--for instance, the
terms vinyasa and sa,Ryasa which are given as two of the charac·
teristics of a,ias (28.7S). lbese are generally interpreted to
mean the closing tones of the different diVisions of a song, but
mean literally, "ending apart" and "ending together" and could be
interpreted in a harmonic sense, i.e., vinzasa could refer to an
ending on the ~ accompanied by a consonant (or even an
assonant) and 8!fnyasa with an unison (or a consonant). In any
case, it seems very probable that, in his description of the
characteristics of msa (28.77), Bbarata is indicating that the
is played in combination (s8!Yoga) with s!fVidl(s) and even
anuvidl(s).
Consonance.s and dissonances are, of course, most obvious
wben strings are being sounded simultaneously and it 115 in this
context that the importance placed on vadl, s!!!adl, ~, and
anuvadI in Bharata's system becomes much more meaningful.
,
Bharata 's!!.!!!!!. of two ~s
also begins to have considerable
significance in this light. Even in medieval Western theory of
the end of the twelfth century, the minor second and the minor
seventh, together with the augmented fourth and the major
seventh, were listed as perfect dissonances by Franco of Cologne
(see Helmholtz 1954:196).
According to Helmholtz I s calcula1:1ons (1954:415-418) I the
semi tones above and below the tonic are the most dissonant of the
tones of the scale. lbe fifth is the most consonant, with the
fourth very close. Only these two are recognized by Bharata as
samvadis. The major third and the major sixth are also both very
consonant, but in Bharata's time they were not considered so and
were classified with the other tones as anuv~s. An interesting

!!!!
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point is that the 12-~rut1 tone (diminished fifth) which occurs
as the sa-pa interval in the mad1ba!agrima and the lO·&ruti ri-pa
interval in the ,a23asrima were not considered ~s as one
might have expected, but as 4DUvidIs.
It is interesting to note that the ninth century author,
Matansa, in his BrhaddesI (1928:16), states that in the
Madhyamasrima, the seven-~ interval (major third) i8 a
s8lJlVidI.lO 1his could be a scribe's error or a later interpolation, since it is not substantiated in the body of the work.
Otherwise, it suggests that a consonant third was employed in
Hstaitga's period and in the music:al context he describes; but,
since he writes many centuries later than Bhuata. it is
tmprobable that the comment has any bearing on Bbarata's musical
system.
A further clue to the nature of the music: in anc:ient India
can be derived
from Bharata I s comments on instrumental
accompaniment of song. Bharata says,

-

1h.ere are three ways in which vIn; accompaniment
of song can be done by experts, !!!:!:!!.. anugata, and
~, with many different karaps (types of strokes).
~ is that kind of playing which brings out
laya (tempo), tala (time measure). varT,la (melodic
movement), pada (text), 1ati (succession of tempO,
,Iti . (melody) and ak$ara (syllable).
Anugata is that which just follows the song, and
ogha is that form of accompaniment which disregards the
sense of the sons, with one pa~ika (hand rhythm?) after
another, quick with many aviddha kara9as (multiple
strokes) and in quick tempo (29.102-4).
1h.ese three
techniques
of
accompaniment were
also
characterized by different tempi, ~ in the "fixed" (slow),
anugata in the medium, and ogha in the quick (29.105).
Ibe literal meaning of ~ is essence or truth, and as it
is played slowly, we could interpret it was an accompaniment
which just emphasizes the basic notes of the melody. Anugat8, as
its meaning and explanation suggest, may have been an
ac:compan1ment in unison with the melody. Ogha, literally, flood
or abundance, very much suggests a greater density of notes than
are present in the melody of the song and might well have been a
form of heterophony or even counterpoint against the singer I s
me IOOie: line.
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Harmony, heteropbony, and counterpoint would be quite
natural developments, as the prevailing stringed instrumen~ was
the bow-harp. On such instruments, it is easy to pluck two or
more strings at the same time, whereas on lutes and stick zUhers
changing harmony requires complex fingering on several strings.
The bow-harp is, however, quite unsuited to reproducing the
complicated ornaments and graces of which a voice is capable, and
as an accompanying instrument it would be surprising if it were
limited to accompanying in unison the bare notes of the vocal
melody. Some elements of this ancient style can probably still
be heard in the vocal accompaniment of Burmese songs on their
bow-shaped harp, saung gault, which was very likely derived from
the ancient Indian ~, although their intonation and principles
of harmonization and counterpoint undoubtedly differ from tbat in
ancient India.
It is impOSSible to know just why and how this music changed
to that of the present, why the bow-harp was abandoned in favor
of stick zithers, or why harmony and counterpoint were replaced
by the present modal system dominated by a drone, but it is
certain that the ancient musical system was one of the wonders
which inspired A. L. Basham to write The Wonder That Was India.

NOTES

"A feeble musician, HUsUa of Ujjain, whose music on the
was 'like scratching on a mat,' came to learn of Guttila of
Banaras (the Bodhisatta in an earlier birth). Guttila's parents
when they heard him said 'Shoo! Shoo! the rats are gnawing the
vII}8 to pieces.' Guttlla who, as Bodhisatta, was 'skilled in
discerning from the lineaments of the body' said, 'Go, my son,
this art is not for you.' But MUslla got his way; and Guttlla
Bodhisatta who 'did not stint his knowledge,' at last pronounced
his pupil perfect. Miislla pressed to be taken into the king I s
service. This was done; but the king awarded Guttila twice as
much as his pupil. Miislla protested, and forced matters to a
contest, of which proclamation was made to tuck of drum. The
Bodhisatta reflected that he was old, and that 'if he beats me,
death in the woods is better than the shame which will be my
portion.' So to the woods he went; but 'kept returning through
fear of death, and going back to the woods for fear of shame,' so
that 'the grass died as he walked and his feet wore away a path.'
1.

vi~a
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In his trouble Sakka, the king of the Gods, appeared. Guttlla
was to break, in the contest, one string after another. beginning
at the 'beestring,' and the music should be as good as before.
'Then you shall go on playing with nothing but the body; and from
the ends of the broken strings the sound shall go forth and fill
all the land of Baniras for the space of twelve leagues.' All
happened as was foretold, and the scholar, beaten out of the
field, was stoned and torn in pieces by the populace" (Fox
Strangways 1914:79).
2. "Ihe minstrel Saga in search of Queen Sussondl came
across certain merchants of Bhirukachha (Broach) who were setting
sail for the golden land. He said, 'I am a minstrel (magadha).
If you will remit my passage money I will be your minstrel.'
They agreed. When the ship had set sail they called to him to
make music for them.
'I would make music,' he said, 'but the
fish would be so excited that your vessel would be wrecked.'
'Fish.' they said, 'will not be disturbed by what mortals do.
Play on.'
Then tuning his lute and keeping perfect harmony
between the words of his song and the accompaniment of the
lute~string he made music for them.
The fish were maddened, and
a certain sea~monster leaping up on the ship broke it in two"
(Fox Strangways 1914:80).
3. Avadana Sataka. Story 17. "Supriya, king of Gandharvas,
arrived in §ravasti, and having heard of King Prasenajit's skill
in Gandharva, challenged him to a contest. King Prasenajit of
Kosala suggested that they should go to his teacher, the supreme
king of the Gandharvikas (Buddha) in Jetavana. This they did
accompanied by 500 gandharvas. Now the ~uddha, having known of
their approach, had Pa~caiikha bring a vI~a with a vaidurya da~~a
(beryl stem) in the company of 7,000 gandharvas. When Supriya
began to play the vrQi in the presence of the Lord he showed the
7 svaras and the 21 miircchanas on one string. Whereupon the
whole congregation was astonished.
Then the Lord caused the
vaidurya d894a vI~ to be heard, producing several special kinds
of svaras and miircchanas on one string after another. Supriya
then left his vlni and renounced the householder'S life. Ibe 500
gandharvas who had accompanied Supriya invited the Lord to enter
their city and when he approached they welcomed him with their
various instruments, the V198, the mrdanga, the ve~, the pa~va
and others and attended him with food. Ibe Lord then declared to
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banda that these gandbarvas would, in tbe distant future, become
pratekabwldbas, c.alled Vartt8SVaras. II (Feel' 1891 and Speyer 1902)

4.

!be names of the seven seale degrees in ascending order
(sa), nabha (r1), sandbars (ga) , madbyama (ma),
pdcama (pa), dhaivata (dba), and niljl8da (n1).

are

!!1!.1!.

---

5. In his experiment on two vln;s, Bbarata describes bow
the pitch of one instrument is lowered successively by one ~
and compared with the unchanged pitch of the other, after the
first lowering, he says "punar api tad evapakarsat" (lower just
that much again) (28.22£).

..

6. "je regam': je svara nabi levino boya, te, te rigano
vivid! leaheviya che. vivid! svars, rigano dumana kaheviya che,
kemake jo bhulathl rigam: Vivid! Bvara ligl jays, to raga baga41
jaya che, ne ganira aiirkha. ~hare che. pan vall ketalaka kusala
gavaiyao ja:ljI joine mo~l khublth! vivid! svara ragauri aIte che
tyare te gha1}u sobhe che. pat} tau karaYa mi~ lamba vakhatanl
prekal;lsa tatha saro jniina joie."

7. "paksi ccurameppatu virotamuHa curanka~a1yam (na~pu
egpatu Otlru~~ru nerunktQataka ppCirunu nirkum curanka\aiyum)
kuIlkkum.
vivati ~npatai ccilar irikkati~ a!akai mikaipa;a
cceyate!!!UID
kiitUkiru:.agar.
atu
karuni~ka
cankltattitku
pp~runtitat'ikum."

8.
This chart
1937:xvl-xv1li.

is

based

on

the

Mela

Raga

Mil1ki,

9. Both editions of the Nitya~a:stra. (KIshi and Kivyamili)
are somewhat garbled in the prose passage following :1, 32
(Kishi) and the equivalent passage following
3S (Kivyamil~).
We are tbus accepting the version emended by A.A. Bake:
"dvividha1kamlirccbani1s1ddhi~. tatra l!a4j &grime dvi£rutlprakarfid
dhaivatIq-te
gindhare
m'iirccbani
gr'limayor
anyataratvaI¥.
!rutyantar~
pancamadhaivatayos
tadvat.
gandbarotkar~ac
catU2~ruti~
antar~
bhavati.
tadV8SaD
madhyamidayo
yathasai'lkhye.na nil!idadi-(u)-tVaIJI pratipadyante. madhyamagrime
dhaivatamardavid dvaividhy~ bhavatl tulya$Tutyantaratvac ca.
se,s! ci.'pi n1!'idal!a~janabb'a:dayo madhyamidltvam prllpnuvanti
tulya!rutyantaratVit.
antaradar{anam
api
(rutlnidarsane

'1.
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to make a llliircchana have a twofold function:

by tuning up gindbara 1n the ,a9jasrlllla making it into dhaivata

-

(of the madhyamasrima), the mUrccbani can belong to the other of
~,
the two i!!!!s.
the ~ interval between pancama and dbaivata
should remain the same, but by tuning up the gindliara a four
sruti interval appears J by the force of which madhyama and the
following take the place of ni,ida and the following 1n
succession. In the madhyamagrima the ambivalence arises by the
tuning down of dhaivata on account of the sameness of srut1
content. the others, ni,i'da and the following, take the place of
madhyama and so on by the sameness of truti content. By this
demonstration of srutis the definition of the intervals has been
given. )
10.
It • • • saptanavakatrayoda~inta\l
s8l!'viidinatt"
seven, ninet. and thirteen srutis is s89VidI).

(as

far

as
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AN EtHNOMUSICOLOGICAL INDEX TO
!'HE NEW GROVE DlcrIONARY OP MUSIC AND MUSICIANS

Part One
Kenneth Culley

This index, part one of which is presented in tbis issue, is
an aid for those who wisb to determine the ethnomusicological
topics in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 2
Although only the geographical and author listings are included
in this part of the index, these introductory remadc.s have a
bearing on the entire list. An outline is therefore included
bere to help elucidate the remarks in this introduction and to
demonstrate the range of categories which have been included.
The index is meant as a quick reference to entries on world
areas, genres, instruments, scholars, performers, composers,
terms, disciplines, institutions, notation, and musical techniques.
Differing from the excellent and useful appendix in volume
20 of the dictionary, this index lists items with separate
entries and groups them together under various headings. In
contrast, the New Grove indexes, for the most part, terms Which
lack separate entries.
The New Grove has assembled an impressive array of authors
for ethnomusicological entries and it follows that the dictionary
is a key to current scholarship. It Is hoped that the index will
be useful as a window on this scholarship and that it may provide
a tool for future revision of the dictionary.
The Classification
This index includes entries on jazz, popular muSiC, gospel,
and hymnody as 1Iiell as articles concerning more "ethnic" topics.
Readers will note among the entries recorded here that some items
may be considered within the provenance of the study of Western
art music.
For example, such subjects as "iconography."
"analysis, " ''musicology, It and "archives and music ," cross
disciplinary boundaries but are included since they are among the
interests of most ethnomusicologists. An index of this kind
serves to reinforce Seeger's oft-repeated contention that the
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segregation of Western art music from any other music is
artificial at best.
the outline below is a SWIIIIary of the classification that
evolved from compiling this index. there are five principal
categories (excluding the author listing) with subdivisions
within each.
Although the organization and content of the
articles in the dictionary are often suggestive of a classification scheme, this index includes categories that mayor may not
be treated as separate subjects in the New Grove. For example,
there is no article titled "genres" in the dictionary.
Similarly, there is no separate entry for "religious/ritual"
music, nor for "vocal" music.
the "geographical" classification which is included here is
among the most problematic. there is an implicit classification
apparent in the New Grove. Africa and ASia, for example, have
been subdivided according to points of the compass. This is
consistent with the opening sentences of many articles where
authors have described the country as a "State in southern
Africa" (Angola, 1:431) or as a ''West African Republic"
(Cameroon, 3:647).
Not every article has such convenient directions for
In formulating the outline used
geographical classification.
here, an attempt was made to stay as close as possible to a
.points-of-the-compass rubric. therefore, where it is possible, a
geographic designation takes precedence over a cultural or ethnic
designation.
the following discussion treats each of the geographical
subdivisions and points out the peculiarities of this
classification.
Asia. The New Grove indicates the standard subdivisions for
this continent (that is, East, Central, South, and South-East).
Although a great portion of the Soviet Union lies physically in
Asia, it tends to be treated in the literature as part of Eastern
Europe. the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is therefore to
be found under "Europe, East" and is an exception from the geographical bias which, it was hoped, would inform this classification. These portions of the country which are clearly Central
Asian are cross-referenced.
Europe. A simple East/West division is fairly standard in
treating Europe even though the musics of two ''Eastern European"
countries such as Poland and Bulgaria have little in common.
When it came time to include the music of Greece with that of
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Scotland, the need for a new category ''Mediterranean'' was
conceived. this last category includes the southern portions of
Europe and the Mediterranean islands.
America. Points of the compass are used again for these
continents, and the additional "Caribbean" subdivision has been
included to separate the predominantly African-derived styles of
the islands of the Caribbean.
the dictionary has many references to ''Latin America" and,
indeed, devotes a substantial article to the music of this cultural area. In keeping with the geographical preference of this
index, however, the points-of-the-compass framework prevails.
Pacific Islands. the designation "Oceania," it appears, has
been retired and will now appear only on antique maps of early
explorers. There is a cross-reference in the dictionary that
directs readers from ''Oceania'' to "Pacific Islands." Australia
and New Zealand are included in this category.
Near East.
The term "Near East" has superceded "Middle
East," although the latter enjoys wide currency in newspapers and
popular publications. Neither term is really applicable since
the notion of "far" or "near" has a great deal to do with relative positions. "Western Asia" is perhaps a better deSignation,
but it lacks currency.
Scandinavia. This designation likewise is not one to be
found in the dictionary. It was introduced to provide a slot for
Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Norway, and Iceland.
No doubt readers will find other entries which ought to be
inc.luded. The author 1o'Ould welcome any additions or corrections.
The index is "on-line" and an expanded listing could be possible
with reader contributions and comments.
Outline of the Index
l.

Authors of Articles

2.

Geographical Index
a.
Africa
i. General
ii. Central
111. East
iv. North
v. South
vi. West

b.
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i. Caribbean
U. Central
iii. North
iv. South
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Geographical Index (cont. )
c.
Asia
i. General
H. Central
11i. East
iv. South
v. South-East

d.

e.
f.
g•
.h.

Europe
i. General
H. East
i11. West
Mediterranean
Near East
Pacific Islands
Scandinavia

3.

Instruments
a.
General
b.
Misce llaneous
c.
Aerophones
d.
Chordophones
e.
Electrophones
f.
Idiophones
g.
Lame I laphone
Membranophone
h.

4.

Other
a.
Composers
Disciplines
b.
c.
Institutions
d.
Notation
Performers
e.
f.
'Iechniques

5.

Scholars and Collectors

6.

Genres

NOTES
1.
The groundwork for this index was accomplished during a
project undertaken by the author as a research assistant for
UCLA's Ethnomusicology Archive.
It is presented with the
permission of the editors of the New Grove.
Part two of the index will appear in Pacific Review of
2.
Ethnomusicology. volume 3, 1986.
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A'Il'l'HOR LISTING

Abraham, Gerald
USSR, IX. Russian SFSR, l(l·ili), Art muaic to 1917 19:380.384
Ad8111S. Qlarlea
Lesotho 10:690-692
Adkins, Cecil
Monochord 12:~95-496
Adrlaann. W.
Japan, IV. Instruments and their music, 2. Keto 9:526-532
Agerkop, T.
Surinam 18:374-377
Aldeas, Cli with William Y. Elias
Israel. II. Folk and popular music, 2. Jewish folk and papular music
9:358-361
Alexandru, riberiu
Romania, II. Folk music 16:129-139
Allorto. Riccardo
Education 1n music VI. From 1800 B. Western and Northern Europe
8. Italy 6:39-40
Anderllon, Lois Ann
Uganda. 1. General 19:310-316
Anderson, Robert
Egypt. 1. Ancient muslc 6:70-75
Anderson, \larren
Education in muslc I. Classical antiquity 6:1-4

Anonymous
Abdias (see Jewish music I. 2(iv» 1:9
Abwiq 1:30

Adderley, Cannonball [Jul1an Edwin] 1:103
African Music Forum 1:153
al-MawSill 1:285
Alal~ 1:191
Alberea 1:221
Alegria 1:242
'Alenu 1:243
'All ibn ~ammad al-JurjlnI 1:257
Anenayki (aee Russian and Slavonic church music) 1:417
Anhemitonle l:436
Apotome 1:506
Ar5riy (see Ethiopian rite, music of tbe) 1:543
Arbs'ann-naqUs (see Coptic rite, music of the) 1:544
Asia (see Central Asia, East Asia, India, Subcontinent of, South-iast
Asia and Near East) l:655
Asian Music FOrum 1:655
'Asor (see Jewish music I, ~(iv» 1:658
AtnaJ;! 1:669
Austral Islands (see Polynesia, 4(ii) and Pacific Islands) 1:728
AwshIya (see Coptic rite, music of the) 1:753
Azbuk1 (see Russian and SlavoniC church music, 2) 1:758
Balalaika 2:56
Bandurria 2:110
Bendlr 2:468
Besoyan, Rick {Richard] (Vaugh) 2:659
Biva 2:748-7~9
Black Bottom [Black ahufflej 2:769
Balon 3:10
Bathy ballad 3:88
Bow harp 3: 136
BreakdOlm :3: 244
Brel, Jacques 3:253-254
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Anon}'lllOWl (cont.)
Bryant, Dan(iel Webster) 3:400
Cash. Johnny (John R.J 3:856
Cba eba cba 4:100
OIang 4:129
Charleston (Ii) 4:159-160
OIeng 4:20~
Child ballad 4:230
OIriatensen, Dieter 4:361
Coleman, Cy (Kaufman. Seymour! 4:526
Colotomic structure 4:584-585
Conga 4:658
Congo, Republic of the 4:659
Conido 4:804
Davul 5: 2840
De Hen. Ferdinand Joseph 5:326
Drager, Bans Heinz 5:602
Dutar 5:759
Elschek, Oskir 6:~3
Epic song 6:212
Erlanger, Baron Frarn;ois Rodolphe d' 6:234
Fandango 6:318
Farandole 6:394
Folk hymn 6:693
Folk-aong Society 6:693
Fox, Roy 6:737
Foxtrot 6: 739
French Guiana 6:820
Gadullta 7:76
Gaita 7:90
Gamelan 7:142
Chazal 7:332
Grai, Walter 7:612-613
Gusle 7:855
Guyana 7:857-858
Haley, Bill (Clifton, William John] 8:46
HeI'lDan, Jerry [Gerald] 8,507
Hoerburger, Felix 8:613-614.
Haaing-waing 8:751
Hsiao 8:751
Hsien Hsing-hai 8:751
Huang-chung 8:752
International Society for Jazz Research 9:275-276
International Society for Music Education 9:276
Jitterbug 9:652
Kaufmann, Walter 9:833
Kaval 9:834
Khat-tali 10:50
Khang wong 10:51
Klusen, (Karl Heinrich) Ernst 10:115-116
Koran reading 10:191
lCote 10: 216

Krakowiak 10:238
kujawisk 10:304
Kyogen 10:330
tach, Robert 10:346-347
Leigh, Hitch 10:631
Lindy ll:5-6Ling, Jan Nils 11:6
Lti ~1:292
Ha~ak, Ivan 11:409
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AnonYIIIWs (cont.)
HaI.guaM 11:549
Mambo 11r592
Hbira U:873
Metre 12:222
Hijwiz 12:287
Hrdailgam 12: 756
NIg8svaram 13:14
Nattiez, Jean-Jacques 13:76
Nellr East 13:87
Niger 13:235
One-step 13:543
Pan-Pacific Pop 14:158
Peacock, ~nneth Howard 14:318
Pentatonic 14:353-354
Percussion instruments 14:364
Pt:f.-p'a 14:761
Plbrocb 140: 718
Pop lllU8ic 15:85
Punk rock (see Popular music Ill, 7) 15:455
Qlli (aee Syrian church music) 1':488
QJUthli (see Syrian church music) 15:488
Qasaba 15:489
Race record 15:525
Raga 15:536-537
Ranit 15:580
Radowa 15:663
levival spiritual 15:776
Rhodes, Willard 15:803
Rice, 'Daddy' IThomas Dartmouth) 15:835
Ruwet. Nicbolas 16:352
Santiir 16:486
Sanza 16:487
Sarang! 16:496
Sarod 16:499-500
Saran 16:500
Savoy Orpheans 16:529
Schifrin. Lalo (Boris) 16:644
ShahnU 17:213
Shake-a-Ieg 17:213
Shakubyoshi 17:218
Shakuhachi 17;218
Shalishim 17:218
Sham:l.sen 17:219
Sheng 17: 248
Sho 17:261
Shoo-pan 17: 275
SkH fle 17: 365
Slit-drum 17:382-383
Smetana, Robert 17:408
So-na 1.7:479
Songwriter 17:525
Spasm band 17:818
Spike f:l.ddle 17:832
Spike lute 17:832
Spouge 18:27
Steel drum 18:89
Strouse, Charles (Lou:f.s) 18:293
Suppan, Wolfgang 18:371
Surniy 18:377
Tala 18:538
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Anonymous (cont.)
lamburi 18:555
lap dance 18:571-572
p:r led. Frame drum) 18:571+
lar led. Lute) 18:574
laranta 18:575
Icboung-tou 18:638
Tirana 19:11
Two-s~ep 19:296-297
Uganda, III. Modern developments 19:318-319
'Ugab 19: 310
Vetterl, Karel 19:690
Vodulek, Valens 20:53
Waulking song 20:235
Whistle f1u~e 20:382
Whizzing bow 20:391
Yotsudake 20:577
Yueh-ch'in 20:585
Zamr 20:636
Appe1stein, Aaron
Webster, J(oseph) P(hilbrich) 20:282
Aretz, Isabel
Argentina. II. Folk music 1:566-571
Ecuador, II. Folk music 5:830-834
Latin America, 1. Indian music 10:505-515
Paraguay 14:175-178
Peru, II. Folk music 14:559-566
Arnold, Denis
Education in music V. Conservatories 6:18-21
Arnott, D. W.
Folani music 7:23-25
Arom, Simha
Cen~ral Africa Republic 4:57-61
At 'ayan, Robert
Komitas [Gomidas; Soghomonian) 10:166-168
USSR, I. Armenia, 2. Folk music 19:336-349
·Atmadibrata, Enoch
Indonesia, VI. West Java, 3. Dance 9:211-215
AtWQod, Kathy Scholz
Sri Lanka 18:32-35
Ayestaran, Alejandro
Uruguay, II. Folk music 19:472-474
Babbitt, Milton
Kenton, Stan [Newcomb, Stanley) 9:866
Shaw, Artie [Arshawsky, Arthur] 17:232
Baines. Anthony C.
Alphorn 1:290
Cow horn 5:14
Drone 5:637
Hornpipe 8:719-720
Kazoo 9:839
Shawm 17:237-243
Baines, Francis with E.A. Bowles
Hurdy-gurdy 8:814-818
Bandem, I. Made
IndoneSia, III. Bali. 2. Dance 9:187-189
Barandiaran. Gaizke de
Basque music 2:242-246
Bars ova , Inna
Kas~al'sky, Alexandr Dmitriyevich 9:823
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Bate, Ph1l1p
Air column 1:183
Baines t Anthony C(uthbert) 2:39
Bore 3:47
Hshl1lon, Victor-Charles 11:504-505
Psalmodikon 15:336
Reed 15:663-664
Resonator 15:757
Saxophone 16:534-539
Baumann. Max Peter
Switzerland, II. Folk music 18:416-422
Becker. Judith
Burma, 2. Instrumental ensembles 3:475-479
6. Twentieth Century 3:485
Dehague, Gerard
Alvarenga, Oneyda (Paoliello de) 1:298
Aretz (de Ramon y Rivera), Isabel 1:563-564
Ayestardn, Lauro 1:754 A
Azevedo, Luiz Heitor Correa de 1:758-759
Baqueiro Foster, Geronimo 2:126
Bossa-nova 3:77-78
Brazil. II. Folk music 3:223-244
Campbell Ba~sta, Ram6n 3:655
Campos. Ruben M(arcos) 3:661-662
cascudo, Luiz de Camara 3:851
Choro 4:340
Chula 4:382
cSeo 4:514
Danneman (Rothstein), Manuel 5:228-229
Gallet. Lu~ano (1893-1931) 7:102-103
Grebe, Har!a Ester (b. 1928) 7:657
Latin America. II. Folk music 10:516-522
III. Afro-American muSiC, 4. Folk music 10:526-528
IV. Popular musiC 10:529-534
Lira Espejo, Eduardo 11:22
Liscano, Juan 11:26
Mart! (Martinez J, Samuel 11: 712
Maxixe 11:851
Hayer-Serra, Otto 11:856
Hinas Gerais 12: 331-332
Modinha 12:454
,
Perdomo Escobar. Jos' Ignacio 14:365
Pereira Salas, Eugenio 14:365
Ram&n y Rlv~a, Luis Felipe 15:575-576

~~~:~oVi~:s~~c~~~:I~:;4i~:163

Saldlvar, Gabriel 16:413
Samba 16:447-448
Sardo Sodi, (Mariadel) Carmen 17:535
Stevenson, Robert M(urrell) 18:136-137
Tango 18:563-565
Vega, Carlos 19:588-589
"hague. Gerard with N. Fraser
Almeida. Renato 1:286
Andrade, Hari~ (Raul) de (Morais) 1:402
Bell. James F.
Helmholtz~ Hermann (Ludwig Ferdinand) von 8:466-467
Bell, James with C. Truesdell
Physics of music 3 - 6. 14:666-677
Benld~, Andr.ls
Szenlk, Ilona 18:493
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Bent, Ian D.
Analysis 1:341-386
Notation, I. General 13:333-336
II. Notational systems 13:336-344
Semiology 17:123-124
Berendt, Joachim E.
Dauner, Wolfgang 5:254
Kuhn, Rolf 10:297
Hangelsdorff, Albert 11:616
Schoof, Manfred 16:731
Berger, D. P.
Japan, IV. Instruments and their music, 3. Shakuhachi 9:532-534
Bergsage I, John
Emshelmer, Ernst 6:159
Sehi_rrins, Nils 16:655
Berlasz, Melino with J. Weissmann
Lajtha, Laszlo 10:377-378
Berner, Alfred
Harmoni~ 8:169-175
Bede!, Jerko
Yugoslavia. II. Folk music, 3. Croatia 20:594-599
Bierley, Paul E.
Sousa, John Philip 17:755-757
Binnington, Doreen with M. Liang
ESkimo music 6:247-248
North America, II. Indian and Esk1mo traditions, 4. Eskimo 13:318-320
Blacking, John
Venda musie 19:596-602
Blades, James
Bongos 3:19
Boobams 3:39
Cabaea 3:567-568
Castanets 3:8610
Chinese woodblock 4:283
Clappers 4:427-1028
Claves 4:457-458
Conga drums 4:658
COWbells 5:8
Cymbals 5:112-116
Drum, 1. General 5:639-642
Frame drum 6:739
Friction drum 6:844-845
Gong 7:521-523
Gourd 7:591
wiro 7:825
Kettledrum 10:7
Lithophone 11:60-81
Maracas 11:639-640
Marimba, 2. Latin America and the orchestral marimba 11:682-683
Marimbaphone ll:584
Metallophone 12:214
Nakers 13:16-17
Rattle 15:600-602
String drum 18:276
Tabla 17:506
Tambour 18:551
T1mbales 18:823
Tam-tom 19:49
Turkish crescent 19:279
Woodblock 20:520
Xylophone 20:562-564
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Blades, JlllleS with H. G. Farller
Janissary music 9:496·498
Blake, Ran
Monk. thelonious (Sphere) 12:490-491
Blu, Stephen
Cantral Asia, II. Western 4:67·75
Iran. II. Folk music 9:300-309
Boehmer, Konrad
Sociology of music 17;432-439
101<:0lIl, William with R. Kimball
Johnson. James P(rice) 9:678
Waller. 'Fats' (thomas Wright) 20:179
16nis, Ferenc
Bartay, Andras 2:191
Szabolcsi. Bence 18:484-485
Borbolla, Carlos
Cocoye 4:514
CUba. II. Folk music 5:85-89
Borrel, Eugene
Ca11nda 3:623
Borsai, Ilona
Coptic rite, music of the 4:730-734
Borwlck, John
Sound recording, transmission and reproduction,
6. the history of Gramophone recording 17:573-578
7. Gramophone record manufacture 17:578-579
8. Gramophone record reproduction 17:579-582
9. tape and tape recording 17:582-584
10. Film recording 17:584
11. Videotape recordlng and television 17:584·585
Bourllgueux, Guy
Azkue (Aberasturt), Resu\'recci6n Hada de h 759
Daniel. Francis (Alberto Clemente) Salvador 5:224-225
Bowers, Roger with F. Lesure
Archives and music 1:552-554
Bowles, Edmund A. with F. Baines
Burdy-gurdy 8:814-818
Boyd, Malcolm
National anthems 18:46-75
BoydeH, Brian
Bunting, Edward 3:455-456
Boyden, Da.vid D.
Bridge 3:277-278
Bo-ynon. Ivor with C. RmDani
Accordion 1:38-41
Brandilly, Honique
Chad 10:102-105

Brandon, James R.
South-east Asia, II. lbeatre 17:767-779
BranscOlllbe, Peter
Cassenhauer 7:177-178
Bt'ashovanova, Lada
Bukuresbtliev. Angel 3:1030
lll::hud.zhev, Stoyan 5:797
Kac.bulev, Ivan 9:763
Kamburov. Ivan 9:785
Katsarova (-Kuludova), Ra-yna 9:826-827
Kaufman. Ni1colai 9:832
lutey, Philipp 10:326
Stoin, Elena 18:164
Stoin. Vassil 18:164-165
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Broun, Joachijll
Clurlionyt~,

Jadvyga 4:422-423
Melngailis, EmIlis 12:111
USSR, VI. l.atvia, 1. Art music 19:368-369
USSR, VII. Lithuania, 1. Art music 19:372-373
Vrtolin~, Jikabs 20:21-22
Breathnach, Breandan
Ireland, II. Folk music 9:316-325
Bridges, Doreen
Education in music VI. From 1800 A. the English-speaking countries
3. Australia and New Zealand 6:34-35
Brook, Barry S.
Rlpertoire International de Littlrature MUsicale 15:747
~pertoire International d'Iconographie Musicale 15:749
Brown, A. Peter
Hawaii 8:319-320
Brown, David
Kashin, Daniil Nik1tich 9:816-817
Brown, Howard Hayer
Aerophone 1:118-119
Cbordophone 4:339
Electrophone 6:111
Fife 6:540-541
Fipple flute 6:603
Flageolet 6:623-624
Flute, 1. General 6:664-666
Iconography of music 9:11-18
Id1ophone 9:19
Hembranophone 12:130
Sachs, Curt 16:374-375
Whistle 20:382
Wind-cap instruments [reed-cap shawmsJ 20:447-450
Buchner, Alexandr
Mechanical instrument 12:2-9
Musical box 12:814-815
BujiC', Bajan
Kuha! [Kochl, Franjo laver 10:293-294
Kumer, Zmaga 10:305
Rihtman, Cvjetko 16:23
Burt, Amanda
Iceland, II. Folk music, 4. 20th Century 9:10
Byrnside, Ronald with D. L. Root
Rodgers, Richard (Charles) 16:90-91
Cambra, Zaneta Ho'oulu
Polynesia, 5. Hawaii 15:62-65
Campbell, Richard
Handolin Ll:606-609
Carlisle, Roxane Connick
Canada, II. Folk music 3:569-575
Carner, Mosco
Lindler 10:435-536
Carpenter, Nan C.
Education in music II. lhe Mlddle Ages, 3. Universities 6:5-6
~
I~I. lhe Renaissance, 1. Universities 6:8-9
c::ernulilik, Gracian with Andrew Lamb
Polka 15:42-44
Charlton, David with J. A. Fuller-Maitland
Wallaschek, Richard 20:178
Chenow1th, Vida
Melanesia. 5. Papua New Guinea 12:88-92
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Clew. Geoffrey
Semantron 17:122
Clianis. SotirioB
Greece, IV. Folk music 7:675-682
Chkhi1cvadze, Grllo1
USSR. V. Geoqia 1.9: 360-368
Christensen. Dieter
Polynesia. 8. tuvalu 15:69
Clristensen. Dieter with Gerd Koch
Micronesia, 3. Kiribati 12:275-276
Ciurlionyte, Jadvyga
USSR. VII. Lithuania, 2. Folk music 19:373-377
Clapham, John
KoletlekY, Ji~l Evermond 10:213
Cockrell, Dale
Beatles,!be 2:321-322
Cocks, ~illiam A.
Bagpipe 2:1.9-32
Cohen, Dalia
Helograph 12:127-129
Colby, EdWard E.
Discography 5:495-496
Sound archives 17:563-565
Calles, H. C. (revised by F. Howes)
Fox-Strangways, A(rthur) H(enry) 6:737-738
Calles, H. C. with F. Howes
Kennedy-Fraser, Marjorie !hB64
Collinson. Francis
Reel 15:667-668
Scotland, II. Folk music 17:70-81
Strathspey 18;202
Colwell, Richard with James W. Pruett
Education In muaic VI. From 1800 A. the English-speaking countries
2. USA 6:27-34

Conner, WilUam J.
Farmer, Henry George 6:400-401
Conner, WilUsm J. with Mi1fte Howell
Arghiil 1:572
Daff 5:145
Darabuklca 5:239
Ksmancha 9: 785
Mizmir 12:373-374

Nafrr 13:14
Naqqira 13:36-37
Niy 13:84-85
Rablb 15:521-522
Tabl 18:506

ConOlllos, nul tri
Karas, Slmon 9:802
Cooke, Peter
Burns, Robert 3:492-493
Burundi 3:495-496
Harp-lute 8:2ll
Lame I laph one , 6. Latin America 10:406-407
Notched flute 13:420
Pygmy music 15:482-483
water-drum 20~228
Yodel 20:574
ZUrna 20:720-721
Cooke, Peter With Emit Helns
Drum-chime 5: 649
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Africa 1:144-153
Cordero. Roque
Panama 14:151-154
CoSllla. Vlorel
Brediceanu, tiberiu 3:248-2~9
Burads, T(eodor) 3:458
Dr¥goi, ·Sabin '(asile) 5:607
Lajtha, L4sz1J 10:377-379
Lakatos, Istvln 10:37~·380
Crawford. Michael
Indonesia. V. East Java 9:201-207
Crawford, Richard
Holyoke, Samuel (Adams) 8:668-669
Hann, Elias 11:620
Crossley-Holland, Peter
Bard 2:147
Buddhist music 3:417-421
Central Asia, I. Eastern 4:61-67
Tibet 18:799-811
Wales 20:159-171
Crowe, Peter vltb Derek A. JlaWcl1ffe
Heleneaia. 4. New Hebrides 12:86-88
Cunninghlllll, Hartin
Spain, II. Folk muSiC,
1. General and history; 2. Husical characteristics 12:790-793
4. Text 12: 795
6. Dance; 7. Regional characteristics;· 8. History of folk. music
collecting 12:797-805
Dalby. Winifred
Hall, 1. Husic and society; 2. Handing maaic 11:573-575
Dale, Kathleen W1th Malcolm Turner
Andersson, Nils 1:401
Dapogny, James
Bachet, Sidney 2:330-331
Belderbecke. Leon Bix 2:417-418
Berigan. 'Bunny' [Roland BernardI 2:553
Dorsey (FamIly] 5:579
Freeman, Bud (Lawrence J 6: B15
'II1nes, Earl (Kanneth) ['Fatha'! 8:587-588
Holiday, B11Ue (Lady Dey; Faganj Eleanora) 8:645
Lang, Eddie [Massaro, Salvatore] 10:442
Mole, 'Miff' [Irving Milfredl 121464
NIchols, 'Red t {Ernest Lorinsl l3:206
Rusbing, Jimmy {James Andrew] 16:334
Russell, 'Pee wee' 16:335-336
Webb, Chick (WillIaml 201237-238
De Hen, F. J.
Low Countries, II. Folk musiC 11:276-283

De Vale. Sue Carole
Boas, Franz 2:823-824
Fewkes. Jesae Walter 6:518
FUlmore. John Comfort 6:5l.7-548
Fletcher, Alice Cunningham 6:639
Gilman, Benjamin Ives 7:382-383
Harps, African 8:n3-21.6
Deutsch, Walter
Austria, 11. Folk music 1.:736-740
POIIIIIIer, Josef 15: 73
Di&:.lcaw, Robert
Sun Ra [Bourke, Sonny; Le Sony'r RaJ 18:369-370
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Dobbs, Ja&:k Perdval Balcer
Malaysia, I. we,~ Kalayaia 11:555-562
Dobszay. Usz16
RaJeczky. Benjamin

1.5:~8-5"9

Domokos. Haria

DoIIIokos, p& 1 P~ter 5: 5z"o
Martin, GyOrgy u:ns

Olavai, Imre 13:53S-539
Dostrovsky. Slgalia
PhySics of' IINdc 1. To Hl!rsenne 2. Fram iluyzeDS to Savveur and Newton
110:664-666

JBJDes
Spiritual, I. White 18:1-4
Drabkin. William
Sondheim, Stephen (Joshua) 17:509
Drew, David
weill. Kurt (Julian) 20;300-310
Duckels, Vincent
Musicology 12:836-839

D~ey,

Dln"n, Lucy

Saud-Bovy, Samuel 2:296-297

Jairazbboy. Nazlr A(li) 9:1065-466
Jones. Arthur Morris 9: 697
Lloyd. A(lbert) L(ancaster) 11:97-98
Picken. Laurence (Ernest Rowland) 110:732-733
Tracey. Hugh (travers) 19:107
llur1l-Klajn. Stana
Djordjevil, Vladimir R. 5:513-514
HilOjevlc. Hiloje 12:328
DUn. Wa I tel'
Rhythm I. lbe nature of rhythm 1.5:805-810
Dyen, Doris J.

Jackson. Judge 9:438
Kurath. Gertrude Prokoscb 10:313-314
Cyen, Doris J. with Wlllard Rhodes
North America. I. Folk music 13:292-295
Echezona. W. W. C.
Igba music 9:20-23
Eggebrecht. Hans He inr1ch
Bose, Fritz 3:75
GUnther. Robert 7:849
Ruckertz, Josef 10:291

Reinhard, Kurt 15:721-722
Wiora. Walter 20:459-460

Ehrlicb, Cyril

Hipkins. Alfred (James) 8:590
£1 1Ch01y, Samba
Abde1-Rahim. Gamal 1:8
Abdel-wahab. JoQhClllllf!d 1:8-9

Atrash (El Atrash) Varid 1:673
Hafez, Abdel-Haltm 8:21
18111211, Aly 91349
Kalthum, I1rrahtm U!:a 9:785
OSlll8n IUltman). Kdlammed 1.4:5-6
North Afr1ca 13:287-292
Ellas, William Y.
Adler, Israel 1:108
Gerson-Kiwi, (Esther) Edlth 7:305-306
Shl1oah, Aanon 17:256-257
ShlIIueU, Herd 17:259-260
Stutscbewaky, Joachim 18:313
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Elias, William Y. with Cil Aldema
Israel. II. Folk and popular music. 2. Jewisb folk and popular music
9:358-361
Ellis, Catherine I.
Australia. II. Folk music. 3. Aboriginal music and dance in Southern
Austral1:a 1:722-728
Eischek, Oskar
Czechoslovakia, II. Folk music, 2. Slovakia 5:131-137
Emsheimer. Ernst
(luali 7:855
Kantele 9:796-797
Engberg, Gudrun
Ekphonetic notation 6:99-103
E&sze, Uszlo'
Kodlly, Zelt'n 10:136-145
Epstein, Dena L.
Garrison, Lucy McKim 7:169-170
Eskew. Harry
Carden. Allen D(ickenson) (see Shape-note hymnody) 3:773
Davisson, Ananias 5:284
Everett, Asa Brooks 6:320
Funk, Joseph 7:32
Gospel music, I. Hymnody 7:549-554
Hauser. William 8:313
Kiefer, Aldine S(illman) 10:54
Little, William 11:83
McIntosh, 1U.gden McCoy 11:440
Shape-note hymnody 17:223-228
Smith, William (ii) 17:420
Stamps, V(lrgil) O(llver) 18:67
Swan, Marcus Lafayette 18:396
Vaughan. James D(avid) 19:568
White, Benjamin Franklin 20:382
WOodbury, Isaac Baker 20:520
Wyeth, John 20:553-554
Euba, Akin
Yoruba music 20:576
Farhat. Hormoz
Iran, I. Art music 9:292-300
Farmer, H. G.
AbU l-$alt Umayya 1:30
Al-RJlzt. Abu Bakr 1:290
'Alluyah 1: 284
'Amr ibn Bina 1:332-333
Biiq 3:458
Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi 9:3
Ibn ai-Khatib 9:3
Ibn l\ijJa 9:3-4
Ibn Rusbd 9: It
Lozkhy 9:292
Qiiniin 15:488-489
Farmer. H. G. irevised)
Al-Imuli 1:193
Husb.8!1a. HS.Jli'11 12: 799
$!brit Wad! 16:368-369
'Ud 19:306-307
YUnus al-Kitib 20:607
Zallal 20: 629
Farmer, H. C. with JIlllleS Blades
Janissary music 9:.96-498
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Fellinger, lmoIen
Periodicals 14:407-535
Fenlon. lain
Education In IllUde II. lbe Middle Ages,
1. OIr18tl.n schools; 2. Monastic and cathedral scboo1s 6:4-8
Education in muSic III. the Renais8ance 2. Renaissance and
Refor.ation 6:9-11
Fiske, Roger

Bedford. Arthur 2:345-346
Fleischmann, Aloys
Celtic rite, music of the 4:52-54
Flood, W. H. G. (revised)
Patterson, Annie (Wilson) 14:301
FortU'l'l. Julia
Bolivia 2:872-876
Fox, Qlarles
Barber, (Donald) Chris(topher) 2:l33
Dankworth, John (Johnny I (Philip Willialll) 5:228
Gibbs, Micbael 7:360
Lyttelton, Humphrey 11:403-404
Scott, Ronnie (Ronaldl 17:83~84
Westbrook. Mike (Michael I 20:371
Fraser, Norman wi th ~rard Bebague
Almeida. 'Renato 1: 286
Andrade, Marid (Raul) de (Morais) 1:402
Fraiot. Harcel
Monaco 12:476-477
Freudenberger, Berthold with Albert wellek
Stumpf, (Friedrich) Carl 18:307-308
Fuller-Maitland J. A. with David Charlton
Wallasehek, Richard 20:178
Cabay, Yurty
USSR, II. Azerbaijan, 1. Art music 19:349-350
Gallusser, Werner
Ellis In~e cau&hie). Catherine J(oan) 6:ll8
Jones, I(revor) A(lan) 9:704-705
HOyle (nee Brown). Alice (Harshall) 12:660-661
Cansemans. J.
Rwanda

16:354~357

Carfias, Robert
Burma, 1. Hill peoples 3:474
3. Classical vocal music; 4. theory 3:479-481
Japan, tIl. theatre and cDurtly genres. 1. Gagaku 9:510-515
V. Notation systems 9:536-540
Gay, Bra. with Harold C. Hind
Brass band 3:209-213
Geiringer, Karl with HalcolJll Turner
Seeking, Gustav (Wilhelm) 2:342
Gelles, George
Levant, Oskar 10:699
Gerson-Kiwi, Edith
Chelronomy 4:191-196
Engel, Joel 6:167-168
Ide 1sohn, Abraham Zvi 9:18-19
Israel, II. Folk and popular music, 1. Arab folk muSic 9:358-359
Jewish musiC, II. Secular,
1. Nature of Jewish folksong 9:634-635
2. Historical aspects 9:635-636
3. Song types 9~636
4. Oriental communities, (v-tx) 9:637-639
6. Ashkenazic (1) Up to c::1850 9:641-642
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Gerson-Kiwi. Edith (cont.)

Robert 10:348-349
-Solmization, II. Ancient and
Gianturco, Carolyn M.
, Carpitella. Diego 3:821
.' Nattaletti. Giorgio 13:44
'Ginzburg. Lev

'".Lacbmtlllll,

noD-~an

systems 17:462-467

Stmeerson, Grigory H1khaylovich 17:260
Glradot. Anne

,Beelard d'Harcourt, Marguerite 2:344
Glasser, Stanley
Davuhe. Mackay 5: 258
,!Cente. Gibson 9:86S
, . Hatlbikiza. 'lodd 1'. 11:826
Nxumalo, Gideon N. N. 13:455
Gojowy, Detlef
Uapenllky. VUttor Aluandrovich 19:479
Goquingco, Leanor Oresa
Philippines, I. General, 3. Dance 14:634-636
1''-'''' "":, ,: Grtldante. Wll11am
iff-i·
, Aguinaldo 1:118-119
!it:~~ Baguala 2: 32

--

If. ~~~
s"~"

.,382

Coumbite songs 4:832-833
CUnulao 5:99

~?5Ji~

Guajlra 7:767

Guaracha 7:769-770

. ' Huayno 8:752

Harinera U:685
Hejorana 12:79
',' Merengue 12: 180
M1longa 12:328
Pasill0 14:261
Plena 15:6
: Sela 17:114
,lamborlto 18:551
Vals 19:509
:;>'"V112&18 19:711

" Gradante, William with Deane L. Root
.. RuIIba 16: 329

',Gradenwitz. Peter

Habib Hassan 19:93-94
Bans Magne

--•. - ....~. Catharlnus 6:135-136
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Guenther, Robert A.
Schneider, Martus 16;687-689
Gulgnard. Michel
Mauritania 11:844-846
Guahee, Lawrence
New Orleans Jazz 13:169
Oliver, Xing (Joe] 13:533-534
Haefer, J. R.
North America, II. Indian and Eskimo traditions, 3. Representative
tribes (i-viii) 13:312-317
Hage, Louis
Lebanon 10:573-576
Haglund, Rolf
Harteveld. (Julius Napoleon) Wilbelm 8:261
Halllayon. Roberte
Hongol music 12:482-485
Hsmilton, Alasdair
Richard, Cliff 15:841
Who, The 20: 391
Hamilton. H. V. [revised)
Habanera 8:8
Hannick. Oldstian
Ethiopian rite, music of the 6:272-275
Georgian rite, lIlUIIic of tbe 7:241-243
Harrell, Hall.
Indonesia. VI. West Java, 1. Classical music 9:207-210
Harrison. Hall.
Chaloff, Serge 3:111
Charles, Ieddy [Cohen, Theodore Charlesl 4:158
Dameron, Iadd IIadley Ewing] 5:171-172
Desmond IBreitenfeld), Paul 5:392
HaiS. Al (Allan Warren I 8:30
Jazz 9:561-579
Jobnson, 'J. J.' [James Louis) 9:678
Lewis, John (Aaron) 10:707
Navarro, 'Pats' (Theodore) 13:82
New Orleans Rbythm Kings 13:169-170
Rodgers (Rajonski]. Shorty (Hilton M.) 16:101.
Russell, Luis (Carl) 16:335
Solal, Martial 17:448
Symphonic jazz 18:428
Iatum, Art (Artbur] 18:593-594
taylor, Cecil (Perceval) 18:604
'Iristano, Lennie [Leonard Joaepb) 19:1510
West Coast Jazz 20:371
Whiteman, Paul 20:388
Harvey, L. P. with Jack Sage
Zajal 20:626-627
Harwood, Ian
Pret 6:836-837
Lute, 3. Structure of Western lute; 4. History 11:344-351
Hassan, Sc:heberazade Qasaim
Iraq 9:309-315
Heck, Thomas P.
Guitar (Bibliography) 7:825*843
Heins, Ernst
Angklung 1:427
Cambang 7:139
GlJlllbus 7:142

Gong-chime

7~S23
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Heins, Ernst (cont.)
Indonesia. I. ,General, 5. Libraries and archives 9:173
II. Instrumental ensembles 9:173-179
IV. Central Java, 2. Folk music 9:196-197
VI. West Java. 2. Folk muBic 9:210-211
VII. Sumatra, 2. Contemporary traditions 9:216
lCacap1 9:762-763
Klntlang '): 862
Kb!di 10:99
Rebana 15;522
Sullng 18;355
Tarompet 1B:581
Heins, Ernst with Peter Cooke
, Drum-chime 5:649
Relffer, Hireille
Neumatic notations, VIII: Tibetan Buddhist 13:151-1~
Henderson, Clayton W.
Minstre lsy, American 12: 351
Herzog, Avlgdor
Samaritan music 16:446
Hewitt, Robert L.
Bushman IllUsic ,,: SOlo
Bind, Harold C. with Bram Gay
Brasl band 3:209-213
Hitchcock, H. Wiley
Cakewa It 3: 611

Chase, Cilbert 4:178
Foster, St-,hen Collins 6:730
Rodei.r, Andre
Ellington, Duke (Edward Kennedy) 6:136-137
Evans, Gil (Green, Ernest Gilmore) 6:319
Jackson. Hi1t(on) ['Bags') 9:438-439
Hofman, ShII:llllO
lIadhan 2:8

Klezmer 10:108-109
Hood, Mantle
Indonesia, I. General,
1. Background 9:167-169
2. Historical pespective 9:169-171
3. Export of gong-chime instruments 9:171-172
4. Comparison of modern Javanese and Balinese traditions 9:172-173
Indonesia, VII. Sumatra, 1. Historical background 9:215-216
Indonesia, VIII. Outer Islands 9:117-220
KUnst, Jaap 10:307-309
South-East ASia, 1. MUSic 17:762-767
Hornbostel, Ericb H. von With Curt Sachs
Instruments, classificatien ef: Appendix 9:241-245
Hoshovsky. VelodYlByr
USSR, X. Ukraine, 2. Folk music 19:408-U3
Hodssson, JOH
Bilard, lIarney [Albany Leon) 2: 700
Brubeck, Dave {David W. J 3:349
Carney. Harry (Howell) 3:800

Cool jazz lu 714
Hodges, Johnny [John Cornelius; 'Rabbit'] 8:612
,Miller, (Alton) Glenn 12:322
0Iy, 'Kid' [Edward I 13:878
Rich. Buddy (BernardI 15:838

StraYhorn. Billy (Williaml 18:265
Webster, Ben{jamin Francis) 20:282
Williams. Cootie {Charles Melvin! 20:4]3
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Howe, Hubert S. Jr.
Electronic instruments 6:106-107
Howell. HtlUe with W1111am J. Conner
Argl1lil 1:572
Daff 5:145
Darabukka 5:239
KaDancha 9:785
Hizmir 12:373-374
NaUr 13:14
Naqqira 13:36-37
Nay 13:84-85
Rablb 15:521-522
labl 18:506
Rwes, Frank
Broadwood. Lucy Etheldred 3:325
Karpeles, Maud 9:813
Sharp, Cecil (James) 17:231-232
Howes, Frank with H. C. Colles
Kennedy-Fraser, Marjorie (1857-1930) 9:864
Hugill, Stan
Shanty 17:221-223
Hultin, Randi
Garbarek, Jan 7: 151
Rypdal, Terje 16:359
Hurd, H1cheel
Coward, Sir NOel (Pierce) 5:7-8
Husmann, Heinrich
Syrian church music 18:472-481
Hutcbings, Arthur
Education in music VI. From 1800 1. Great Britain 6:22-24
Hutchings, Arthur vi th Bernarr Rainbow
Education in music VI. From 1800 A. 'lhe English-speaking countries
1. Great Britain 6:22-27
ISlllall, HaIIi
Sudan 18:327-331
Jabbour, Alan
USA, II. Folk muSiC, 6, After 1950 19:447-448
Jackson, Richard
Bernstein. Leonard 2:629-631
Jackson, George Pullen (1874-1953) 9:438
Jairazbhoy, Nazir A.
Bake, Arnold Adriaan 2:44
Improvisation, II. Asian art music 9:52-56
Ind1a, Subcontinent of, III. fbumrt and gbazal 9:141-143
JllllleS, Michael
Ayler, Albert 1:754-755
Carter, Benny (Lester, Bennettl 3:831
Cherry, Don(ald E.) 4:203
Coltrane, John 4:586-587
Davis, Miles (Dewy) 5:282
Ellis, Don(ald Johnson) 6:138-139
Giuffre, Jtmmy (James Peter) 7:413
Graves, Milford 7:649
liawkins, Coleman "Hawk,' •Bean • J 8: 321-322
Kanitz, Lee 10:178
Mingus, Charles 12:334-335
tlIlligan, Gerry (Gerald Joseph] 12:775
Hurray, Sonny (James Arthur) 12:792
Peterson. Oscar (Emmanuel) 14:578
Reinhardt, Django 15:723
Suman, John (Douglas) 18!377
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Jerilid. Margareta with M. Ramsten
Sweden, II. Folk music 18:401-406
Jlfl, Vyaloull1
Bartol. Frantilek 2;230
Johnlon. David
Leyden. John 10:709-710
Johnson. Davld with Frank lCidson
thomas, William 18:789
Johnson. Jobn William
Somalia 17:472-473
Johnston, thomas F.
Tsonga music 19:232-235
JODes. Trevor
Australia. II. Folk music. 1. General 1:711-713
Didjeridu 5:461-462
Josephson. David
Grainger, (George) Percy (Aldridge) 7:614-619
Kachulev, Ivan with L. Brasbovanova
Stoin. Elena 18:164
Stoin, Vasail 18:164-165
Kaeppler J Adrienne L.
Pacific Islands. 2. Dance 14:57-62
Polynesia, 7. Tonga 15:68-69
ICahl, WllU

Bolero 2:870-811

Kllln. Paul

Education 1n music VI. FrCID 1800 B. Western and Northern Europe
12. Switzerland 6:43
Kanazawa. Hasakata
Abe, KOmei 1:9
Hayashi, Kenzo 8:327
Japan, VII. M.1aic since 1868, 1. Western music and Japan 9:549-550
JCi1dc.awa (Sutol. Elabi 10:59
JCish1be, Shigeo 10:83
lCoizum1, Fumio lOt 156
Hach1da. Yoshlakl U:483
Mingasawa. Tats~o 12:331
Miyagl, Mich10 12:371-372
~ra. Yosl0 (Franceaco) 13:266
Shibata. Minao 11:252-253
Tanabe, Hlsao 18:557
Tsuji, Sb5ichl 19:235
Yoshida, TsunealS 20:577
Karpeles. Maud
Cushion dance 5:105-106
England. II. Folk music 6:182-191
English Folk Dance and Song Society 6:198-199
International Folk M.1s1c Council 9:273
Kasilag, Lucrecia R.
Abdon, Bonifacio 1:9
Maceda, J08' 11:423
Katz. Israel J.
BarbeaU, Clarles Martus 2:131-132
Capmany 1 Farre., Aurelio 3:754
Danckert. Werner 5:219-220
Flamencop:625-630
Gl1 Garc£a, Bonifacio 7:375
Hemai (Clicurel), Alberto 8:477
Herzos. George 8:527-528
Hornbostel, Erich HDritz von 8:716-717
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Katz. Israel J. (cont.)
Jewish uu.ie. II. Secular,S. Sepbardic

9:639-6~1

LedeB1ll8, D8III80 10: 596

Katz, Israel J. with J. B. Trend
Cante hondo 3:719

Kauffman, Robert A.
LaJlellaphone. 1. Caneral 10:401-402

Kaufman. Nikolai

Bulgaria, II. Folk music 3:431-438

Kec8k~ti, lstv~n

Kirp4ti, J'no. 9:812-813
Keldtsh, Yury
!elyayev, V1ktor H1kbaylovl~h 2:458-459
Kennedy. Raymond F.
Micronesia. 2(111) Ponape 12:273-274
4(1) Chamorro 12:277-278
Xeren, Zv!
Hajdu, Andre 8:38-39
Kettlewell. David
Bandura 2:110
Bell harp 2:1042-443
Dulcimer 5:695-707
Kid.on. iTanit with Deane L. Root
Vamp 19:516
K1dson, Frank with David Johnson
thomson, William 18:789
Kikkawa. Eish!

Japan, VII. ~s1c since 1868, 3. Traditional lINaie, 20th-Century
9:552
Klmball, Robert vitb William Balcom
Johnson, Jame. P(rice) 9:678
KinS • .Anthony

Algaits 1:255-256

Ganga

7~145-147

Goge-7:496
Rausa musie 8:309-312
Hourglass drum 8:737-738
Kakak1 9:772-773
Kora 10.188-190
Lamellaphone, S. West Africa 10:406
Nigeria 13:235-243
Talking drum 18:540
Tabar1 18: 550

Khblbe, Sh1geo

China, II. Court traditions (ya-yueh) 4:250·253
Japan. I. Ceneral 9:504-506
III. Theatre and courtly genres, 2. Nob· 9:515-519
Kjellberg, Eric
Hallberg, Beagt 8:53

Doamerus, Arne 5:539

Cullin, Lars 7:845
Kneif. Ilbor

Hermeneutics 8:511
Knight. Roderie C.
Gambia 7;139-142
Knudsen, l'horldld
Denmark, II. Folk wale, S. 20th century trends and Folkunlslkhus
5:372-373
Xoch. Cerci with Dieter Olristensen
Micronesia, 3. X1ribatl 12:275-276
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ICDch, KI8WI·Peter
Nomadic peoles of Europe and Asia (Ancient) 13:264-266
Per.ia 14:549-552
Koizumi, Fumto
Japan, IV. Instruments and their music, 1. Biva 9:524-526
VI. Folk muslc, 1. Japanese folk music 9:540-543
VII. Husi~ since 1868. 2. Popular music 9:550-552

Kolehmalnene, Ilkka
Finland, 11. Folk music 6:586-592
Kolinsky, Mieczyslaw
Haiti 8:33-37

Kotlyaryov, Boris
OSSR, VIII. Moldavia 19:377-380

!(rader, Barbara

Et~nomusicololY 6:275-282
Gipplus, Evgeny Vladimlrovlch 7:403-404
Jankovi~ IFamily] 9:499-500
Kolessa, Filaret (Hykbaylovycb) 10:160-161
Kvltka, Klyment 10:329
Linyova, Erseniya (Eduardovna Papritz) 11:12
Boberts, H!len (Beffron) 16:69
Sirola, iozidar 17:352-353
§oeiety for Ethnomusicology 17:431
tsanec, Vinko 20:671-672
KramUch, Raymonde S.
Bailey, Mildred 2:35
Carmichael, HoalY IHoagland] (Howard) 3:799
!(roeger, Karl
Hutchlnson (Family) 8:827
Moravians, American 12:562-564
Kublk, Gerhard
Angola 1:431-435
Cameroon 3:647-649
KWela 10:329-330
L_llaphone, 2. Marlmba types, 3. Mbira types, 4. Llkembe types
10:402-440
Malawi 11:550-555
Marimba, 1. Africa 11:681-682
MVet 13:3
Tanzania 18:567-57l

Kuoz. H.

tun, Isang 20:606-607

Kuratb, Gertrude Proltosb

North America, II. Indian and Eskimo traditions, 2. Dance 13:307-312
Lab, Ronald
Ethiopia 6:267~272
Lamb, Andrew
Barn dance 2:165
Cancan 3:678-679
Davies, Berry Par 5:274
Lancers 10:421,.

Monckton. (Jobn) Lionel (Alexander) 12:478-479
MUalcal comedy 12:815-823
Music ball 12:831-834
Polka 15:42-44
Popular musiC 15:87-121
levue 15:718-180
Sullivant Sir Arthur (Seymour) 18:355-364
waltz 20:200-206
Wllson, Sandy [Alexander) (Galbraith) 20:444
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LalIIpert, Vera
Arma, Pau; 1:595-596
Bart6k, Bela, 1. Childhood and student years 2:191-199
2. Discoveries: Strauss, folk music, Debussy 2;199-201
3. Neglect and success, 1910-20 2:201-202
4. Concert tours 2:202-203
5. Last years 2:203-205
Marotby, Janos U:696
Lamplla, l'Iannu llar1

Launts (Lindberg). Armas (Emanuel) 10:546
Langwill. Lyndesay G.
Barrel Organ 2:181-185
Lanea Palactn. Arcadio de
Spain, II. Folk muSic,
3. Instruments 17:793-795
5. Song 17:795
6. Dance 17:795-799
LaRue, Jan
Japan, VI. Folk music, 2. Okinawa 9:543-548
Lebeau, Elisabeth
Weckerl1n. Jean-Baptiste ('lb~re) 20:284
Ledang, Ola Ka!
Groven, Eivind 7:755-756
Lee, Byong Won
Korea 10:192-208
Lee, !yong Won with RobeTt C. Provine
Kerea (Bibliography) 10:208
Lefkowitz. llInay
Rant 15:586
Lehmann, Dieter
Kazachok 9:837-838

L_Ualcos, George S.
Hadjidakia, Manos 8:17
Lasure, Fran~Q1s 1oI1tb Roger !lovers
Archives and music 1:552-554
Leu!:htlllAnn, Horst
Ditfurth, Fran~ Wilhelm 5:499
Haxthausen, August (Frsnz Ludwig Maria) 8:326
Lewin, Olive
Calypso 3:634-635
Jamai!:a 9:466-470
Mento 12:166-167
Leydl, Roberto
Italy, II. Folk music 9:382-392
Liang, M1ng-yUeb
China, V.Instruments,
1. Cheng 4:262-264
3. Hu-!:h'in 4:269-270
Liang, Ming-yGeh with Doreen Binnington
Eskimo muSic 6:247-248
North America, II. Indian and Eskimo traditions, 4, Eskimo 13:318-320
Libby. Dennis
Carol 3. Post-reformation 3:812
Libln, Laurence
Instruments. collections of 9:245-254
Llebet'lllan. Fredric
Amiot, Jean Josepb Marie 1:326
Nepal 13;107·109
Lindley, Hark
Mean tone 11:875
Pythagorean intonation 15:485-487
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Lindley, Hark (~ont.)
Zither, 1. Generlc term 20:698-703
List, George
Columbla, II. Folk musi~ 4:570-581
Lloyd, A. L.
Europe, II. Eastern 6:301-312
Hora lunga [dolna) 8:694-695
Lament 10:407-410
Lloyd, Llewelyn S.
Oc::arina 13:487
Pitch notation 14:786-789
Lob, I-to
Hsu, Tssng-hauei 8:751-752
Taiwan, 18:529-533
L6pez-Calo, Jos4
Education in music VI. From 1800 B. WeateTn and Northern Europe.
11. Spain and Portugal 6:42-43
Lortat-Jacob, Bernard
Berber music 2:517-518
Luederwaldt, Andreas
Samisb music 16:449-452
Lui, TSWl-yuen
China, V. Instnaents, 4. P'i-p'a 4:270-272
Lukanyuk. Bogdan
Leontovycb. Mykola Dmytrovicb (1877-1921) 10:678
Lyudkevych, Stanislav Pylypovych 11:404-405
Maceda, Joa4
Kulintang 10:304
Philippines, I. General,
1. Introduction 14:631-633
2. Music 14:633-634
Philippines, II. Indigenous and Muslim-influenced traditions
14:636-650

Hachavariani, Evgeny
Arakishvili, Dimltri Ignat'yevich 11540
Hshvelidze, Shalva Hikhaylovich 12:756-757
Paliashvili, ZSkhary Petrovich 14:137
Mackerras, COlin
Ch'eng Chang-keng 4:201
China, III. Husical drama and narratives,
1. Regional opera 4:253-254
2. Peking opera 4:254-258
China, V. Instruments, 5. Other instruments 4:272-278
Mel Lan-fang 12:71
T'an Haln-p ' ei 18:565
wei Ch'eng-sheng 20:293
Maier, Elisabeth
Education in music VI. From 1800 B. Western and Nortbern Europe
5. Austria 6:36
Hakun, Xazadi Wa
Congolese music 4:659-661
Halm. William P.
East Asia 5:803-807
Hood, Mantle 8:682-683
Japan, III. !heatre and Courtly genres,
3. Bunraku 9:519-522
4. Kabuki 9:522-524

Japan, IV. Instruments, 4. Sbamisen 9:534-536
Halone, B11l
COwboy song 5: 8
Cajun 3:6ll
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Malone, Bill (cant,)
Hillbilly musie 8:561
Hanky tonk music 8:682
Nasbville sound ~3141
Rodgers, Jimmie (James) (Charles) 16:89
Western swIng 20:375
Williams ('King') Hank (Hiram) 20:433
Maniates, Haria Rib
Street crIes 18:265-266
Mapomat Hwesa Isaiah
Zambia 20:630-635
Marcel-Dubois, Claudie
Franee t II. Folk muSic 6:756-764
Matthiessen, Ole
Icbieai, John (Hartin) 18:638
Hay. James

South Afriea, II. Afrikaans music 17:760-762
MCAllister, Rita
USSR, IX. Russian SFSR. 1. (iv-v) Political background and Soviet
music 19:384-388
MeKinnon, James W.
Aulos 1:699-702
K1thara 10:88-89
Lur 11:338-339
Lute, 2. Aneient 11:344
Lyre. 2. Ancient Greece 11:399-401
Panpipes 14:159-160
Psaltery 1. Ancient Greek and Latin terms 15:383-385
Sistl"'Ulll 17:354
Syt:inx 18 :481
McLean, Mervyn

New Zealand, II. Folk muSic,
1. Maor1 vocal mus1c 13:192-194
2. Maori instruments 13:194-196
Polynesia, 2. Cook Islands 15:55-57
McLeod, Norma

Malagasy Republic 11:547-549
Henan, Narayana
Balasaraswati. lhanjavar 2:58
Khan, Ali Akbar 10:49
Lal, Chatur 10:380
Shankar, Ravi 17:219-220
Shankar, Uday 17:220-221
Subbulakshllli, Madurai Shll1UllUkhavad1vu 18:322
Mensah, Atta
Highli£e 8:550-551
HadnOt Luis

Education in music VI. From 1800 D. Other coutnries
17. Latin America 6:50-51
Herriam, Alan P.
Zalre 20:621-626
Micbel, Paul
Education in music VI, From 1800 C. Russia (USSR) t Eastern Europe
13. Up to 1917; 14. After 1917 6:43-48
Michelsen, Kart
Eggen, Erik 6:65
Ledang, Ola Kat 10:592
MillJ~

Rodney H.
Yaaser. Joseph 20:572
Miller. lerry E.
Laos 10:460-465
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H1sbori, Nathan
Alexander, Charles McCallom 1:246
ltmtagu, Jeremy

Shofar 17:261-262
Moore, Sylvia
Malta 11:589-590
Horgan, Paula
BQuague, Gerard Henri 2:415-416
Crossley-Holland, Peter 5:63-64
Katz, Israel Joseph 9:828

Krader, Barbara 10:229

LaRue, (Adrian) Jan (Pieters) 10;473
Malm, Will1am Paul 11:5B7
Herriam, Alan P(arkhurst} 12:187
Nettl, Bruno 13:118-119
Powers. Harold Stone 15:179-180
Southern, Eileen 17; 779
WachSlllA1IJl, Klaus Philipp 20:94-95
Morroc:c:o, W. Ihomall
Kremenl1ev, Boris 10;252
Mancini, Henry ll:603
McPhee. Colin (Carhart) 11:449
Horton, David
lbailand 13:712-122

Hoyle. Alice H.
Australta, II. Folk music, 1. Aboriginal
Australia 1:712-722
Corroboree 4:804-805
Hoyle, Richard N.
Polynesia, 6. Samoa 15:65-68
MUndell, Felicia H.
Botswana 3:88-90
ftJrray, El2ward
Chou Wen-chung 4:359

~sic

and dance of Nortb

,.

Myers, Helen with Luis Fdipe RaDIOn y Rivera

Costa Rica 4:823
EI Salvador 6:142

Honduras 8s678-679
Nicaragua 13:202-203
Nalson, Veronique
Sardana 16:497
Nettl, arono
North America, II. Indian and Eskimo traditions. 1. MuSic 13:295-307
Neubauer I Eckhard
AI-Ghaz~lY 1:256-257
Al-Iai.hlnt 1:259
AI-IshIII ibn Ahmad 1:263-264
Ibn al-Nad.ua 9: 3
IbrAhIm al-Hawsl1i 9:4-5
lbrihIm ibn al-Habdt 9:5
Ishiq al-Hawsill 9:339
Islamic religious music ':342-349
Hajd ai-DIn al-Ghazilt 9:5.1
Zirya'D 20:698
Nielsen. Frede V.
Education In music: VI. FrDIII lliiDO B. Western and iortbern Europe
10. Scandinavia 6:40-42
Rl1t1prowetzlty, 701111

Senegal 17:127-129
Tuareg music 19 :236-237
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Nketia, J. H. K.

Ashanti music 1:651-652
Ghana 7:326-332
Nall, OOnther
Education in aualc VI. From 1800 B. ~Itern and Northern Europe
7. Germany 6:31-39
Norris. Geoffrey
J)anllov, Ki1"lha 5:2.21-228
O'Brien, Linda L.
Guatemala, 11. Folk music 7:776-780
Son guatemalteco 17:524
O'Loughlin, Niall
Cossetto. Emil 4:815
Odell, Jay Scott
Banjo 2:118-111
Ukelele 19:32)-324
OUver, Paul
Barrelhouse 2:181
Blues 2:812-819
Boogie-woogie 3:39
Broonzy. Blg Bill (Conley, William Lee) 3:334
Carr, Leroy 3:823
Cleveland, James 4:496
Davis, Gary "Blind Gary') 5:22
Dorsey, Thomas A(ndrew) I 'Georgia TOIII') 5;578-579
Fuller, Blind Boy [FUlton, Allen) 7:27
Gospel muSiC, II. Perfo1'llllnce 7:554-559
Hooker, John Lee 8:686
Hopkins, Lightnin' [Sae} 8:690
Hurt, Mississippi John 8;821
Jefferson, Blind Lemon 9:583
Jive 9:652
Johnson, 'Blind' Willie 9:676
Johnson. Robert (ill) 9:682-683
Ledbetter, Huddie ('Leadbelly'l 10:595-596
Little Walter [Jacobs, Walter} 11:84
MeTe 1I , 'Blind' Willie 11:452
Memphis Minnie (Douglas, Minnie} 12:131
Muddy Waters (Morganfield McKinley) 12:759
Patton, Charley 14:304
Smith, (Clarence) 'Pine rop' 17:417-418
SlII1th, Bessie 17:411
Songster 17:524
Spiritual, II. Black 18:4-7
tharpe, 'Sister' Rosetta 18:725
Walker. 'T-Bone' (Aaron Thibeaux1 20:174
Ward. Clara 20:210
Washboard band 20:224
Williamson, 'Sonny Boy' [John Lee) 20:439
Ols\lai. Imre
Borsai, Ilon~ 3:68-69
Halmos, Istvan 8:59-60
vlk4r , Llszlo 19:761
Olt, Harry
USSR, IV. Estonia, 1. Art music 19:357-358
Omondi, Washington A.
Kenya 9:867-870
Oms teln. Ruby
IndoneSia, III. Bali. 1. MUsic 9:179-187
Orrego-Salas, Juan A.
Allende(-Sar4n). Pedro Bumberto 1:282
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Orrego-Salas, Juan A. (cont.)
Lara, Agustin 10:467
Lavin, Carlos 10:554
Ottosson. R. A.
Iceland, II. Folk music,
1. Instruments 9:7
2. Vocal music 9:7-9
OVen, CootJe van
Sierra Leone 17:302-304
Paap. Woute.r
Education in music VI. From 1800 B. Western and Northern Europe
9. Law Countries 6:39~40
Pacholczyk, Josef
Arab musiC, I. Art music, 5. Art music after 1900 11521-526
Egypt. II. Folk music 6:75-76
Palmer, Christopher
Butterworth, Gerse 3:521-522
Patrick, James
Parker. Charlie [Charles ChristopheT. Jr.; Bird. Yardbird) 11+:228-230
Pendleton, Aline
Education in music VI. From 1800 B. Western and Northern Europe
6. France 6:36-37
Perz, Hiroslaw
Koleda [Colenda) 10:158-159
Pescatello. Ann K.
Seeger (Family) 17:101-103
Petrovi6. RadmUa
Yugoslavia, 11. Folk muSiC,
1. Introduction 20:587-588
4. Serbia, Macedonia and Montenegro 20:299-304
Pian, Rulan Chao
.
Chins, 1. General 4:245-250
Pleasants, Henry
Berry, Chuck [Charles Edward Anderson) 2:631
Charles, Ray 4:158
Crooning 5:60
Crosby, Bing (Harry Lillis) 5:60
Fitzgerald, Ella 6:621
Garland, Judy [Guam, Frances Ethel] 7:167
Jackson, Mahalia 9:438
Jolson. Al (Yaelson. Asal 9:689
king, B. B. (Riley B.I 10:65
Lee, PegBY [Egstrom, Norma Delores] 10:599
Presley, Elvis (Aaron) 15:218
Sinatra, Frank [Francis AlbertI 17:333-334
Waters, Ethel 20:233-234
Polunin, Ivan ~th Tany Polunin
MalaYSia, 11. Sabah 11:562~S63
Pope, Isabel
Kansaa",a, MaSBkatB 9:792
Porter, James
Europe. 1. Western 6:296-)01
Europe. Prehistoric 6:312-315
Potvin, GUI,s
Leclerc, Felix 10:592
Vigneault, Gilles 19:756
Poulton. Diua
Lute, 5. rechnique. 6. Ornamentation, 7. Repertory 11:351-365
V1buela 19:757-761
Powers, Harold S.
Bbatkhande, Visbnu Narayan 2:669-670
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Powerll, Harold S. (cont.)
Ind1a, Subcontinent of, 1. The region, its music and music history
9:69-91
II. theory and practice of classical music 9:91-141
Kashmir 9:817-819
Hode, I. The term 12:376-378
Mode. IV. Modal scales and folksong melodies 12:418-422
Hode. V. Hode as musicologlcal concept 12:422-450
Price, Percival
Bell 2 :424-437
Chimes 4:242-245
Handbell 8:80-83
Proc tor, George A.
Education In music VI. From 1800 A. The English-speaking countries
4. Canada 6:35-36
Provine. Robert C. with Byon! Won tee
Korea (Bibliography) 10:208
Pruett, James W. with Richard Colwell
Education in music VI. From 1800 A. The English-speaking countries
2. USA 6:27-34
Purcell, Joanne B. with Ronald C. Purcell
Portugal, II. Folk music 15:141-148
Purcell, Ronald C. with Joanne B. Purcell
Portugal, II. Folk music 15:141-148
Qureshi, Relllia
India, Subcontinent of, IV. Chanted poetry 9:143-144
India. Subcontinent of. V. Popular religious music, 2. Muslim
9:145-147
Pakistan 14:104-112
Racy. Ali Jihad
Cruze music 5:652-656
RainboW, Beman with Arthur Hutchings
Education in music VI. From 1800 A. The English-speaking countries
1. Great Britain 6:22-27
Ramon y Rivera, Luis Felipe
Dominican Republic 5:535-538
Quljonl'o 15 :505
Venezuela. II. Folk muSic 19:606-613
Ram6n y Rivera, Luis Felipe with Helen Myers
Costa Rica 4:823
El Salvador 6:142
Honduras 8:678-679
Nicaragua 13:202-203
Ramstan. Mirta with H. Jersl1d
Sweden, II. Folk music 18:401-406
Raatall, Richard
Education in music II. the Middle Ages, 4. Profesaional training
6:6-7
R.a1olC11ffe. Derek A. with P. Crowe
Helanesia, 4. New Hebrides 12:86-88
Reed, Addison W.
Joplin, Scott 9:708-709
Reinhard. Kurt
Turkey 19:268-278
Remnant, Mary
Hardanger fiddle 8:158
Husla 8:824
Psaltery, 2. The instrument 15:385-387
Reynolds. William H.
Olsen, Poul Rovsing 13:537
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Jlbodes. J. J. K. with W. 'R. 'lbCllllls
EI1Ls (SlIarpe). Alexander J{ohn) 6:138
Jlbodes, Willard

Densmore, hanees 5:375
Haywood, OIarles 8:418
RbOdes. Willard with Doris J. Dyen
North America, 1. Folk musiC 13:292-295

'Richter, Lukas
Diesis (li) 5:466-467
Rlhtun. CYjetko

Yugoslavia, II. Folk muSiC, 2. Bosnia and Hereesovina 20:588-594

RiJavec. Andrej

Education in music: VI. From 1800 C. Russia (f.lSSR), Easten Europe

5. Yugoslavia 6:48-49
'Rimllle]' , Joan
CUlrseac:b 4:425
Cnlth 5:75-77
Hommel 8:676-677
Irish harp 9:328-329
Nyc:kelharpa 13:455
Pibgorn 14:719
Steel ban 18:89

Zither, 2. Hodern Alpine, 3. Otber fretted dtbers 20:698-703

Rimmer. Joan with Ann Griffiths
Harp 8:190-210

Ringer, Alexander L.
Education in music IV. 1600-1800 6:12-17
Melody 12:118-127
Robert.. Jolin Storm
Salsa 16:430

Robinson, Bradford
Blue note 2: 812
catlett. Sld 4:12
Dixieland jazz 5:512
Dodds, 'Baby' [Warren! 5:519
Electric: jazz 6:105-106
Evans, Bill [William J.] 6:318
Free Jazz 6:815
Gamer, Errol (Louis) 7:167
Granz, Noman 7: 640
Grappelll fGrappellyl Stephane 7:640
Hampton, Lionel ['Ramp'I 8:80
Jones, Jo [Jonathan) 9:701
lameda IXrzeinskl). Krzysztof 10:165

Modal jazz il:376
Hodem Jazz Quartet 12:453

Page. Walter (Sylvester) 14:92
Powell, Bud (Earll 15:172-173

Riff 16:13

Rolling Stones 16:111-118
Scat singing 16:580
Stride 18:270
Swing 18:416

Traditional jazz 19:110-111
trent, Alphonso [Alphonse) 19:132
Wllson. Xeddy {Iheodore) 20:445
lancey, Jtmmy IJames Edward) 20:569-570
Rabin8on, Bradford with loss Russell
Basie, Count (aka Red lank) 2:236
Romani, G. with Ivor Beynon

Accordion 1:38-41
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Root, Deane L.
Arlen, Harold 1:593-594
Barbershop harmony 2:137
Barnard, Charlotte Alington 2:165
Berlin, Irving (Baline, Irving] 2:578·579
BrcM\, Hado Herb 3:334 .
Donaldson, Walter 5:541
Dresser {DreiserJ, Pa~l 5:629
Dylan, !ob (Z:Lmraerman, Robert Allenl 5: 795
Henderson, Ray (Brost, Raymondl 8:478
Jones, Spike (Lindley Armat1:'Ong) 9:7010
Lane, Burton 10:441
Lauder, Sir Ifarry (Maclennan) 10:543
McHugh, JimIIIy (James! (Francis) 11:439-440
Porter, Cole (Albert) 15:135-136
Rainger, Ralph 15:546

Revel, Harry 15:775
Mce, Edward Everett 15:835
Rome, Harold (Jacob) 16:162
Rumba 16:329
Square dance 18:30
Tierney, Ha~ (Austin) 18:817
Vallee (ValIde) Rudy (Hubert Prior) 19:502
Van Hwaen, JimIIIy (James1 [Babcock, Edward Cheaterl 19:525
Von Tilzer (GUam!. Albert 20:77
Von Tilzer (Gumml, Harry (Harold 1 20:78
Warren, Harry (Sal\'atore) 20:215
Wenrich, Percy 20:342
Willson (ReinigerJ, (Robert) Meredith 20:442
Root. Deane L. with R. 8yrnside
Rodgers, Mchard (Charles) 16:90-91
Root, Deane L. with Frank. Kldaon
Vamp 19:516
Root, Deane L. with Andrew Lamb
Revue 15:778-780
Rorem, Ned

Harrison, Lou 8:255
Rosellini, Jim
Upper Volta 19:456-460
Rosenberg, Neil V.
Bluegrass music 2:812
MOnroe. Bill [William] (Smith) 12:499-500
Rosse, Michael D.
Tasore, Sir So~rindro MObun 18:525-526
Houget, Calbert
Benin 2:z.87-493
Briiloiu, Constantin 3:193-194
Guinea 7:819-823
Rovsing Olsen, Poul
Arabian Gulf 1:513-514
Greenland 7:688-689
Ray, James G., Jr.
Russel1, George (Allan) 16:334-335
Russell, Ross with Iradford Robinson
Baaie. Count (aka Red Bank) 2:236
Rycroft, David X.
Gora 7:535-536
Ground-barp 7:751
Hottentot music 8:730-733
Musical bow 12:811-814
Nsuni music 13:197-202
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Rycroft, David K. (cont,)
Ramkie 15:574-575
Saaduddin, Abul H.
Bangladesh 2:110-117
Talore, Rabindranath 18:525
Sachs. Curt with Erich von Hornbostel
Instruments, classification of: Appendix 9:241-245
Sage, Jack
Garcia Matos. Manuel 7:156-157
tilwashshsh 13:1
Seguidilla 17:106-108
Sage. Jack with L. P. Harvey
Zajal 20:626-627
Salgado, Susana
GClllleZ Carrillo, Manuel 7:519
Sallee, Pierre
Gabon 7:49-54
Sal.menhaara, Erkki
Ala-KOnni, (MantO Ericki 1:191
Donner, Henrik Otto 5:570
Krohn, llmari (Henrik Reinhold) 10:274-275
Vilialnen. At"lllas Otto (Aapo) 19:487-488
Salter, Lionel
Harich-Schneider, Eta 8:161-162
Samson. Patricia
Malaysia, III. Sarawak 11:563-567
Sansom, Oaris

Electric guitar 6:104-105
SarkiSian, SVetlana
71granyan. NiJcoabayos 'adeyi 18:819-820
USSR, 1. Armenia, 1. Art music 19:334-336
shosi, BlUnt
Gypsy music 7:865-870
Hwl~ary. II. Folk IllUdc 8:803-811
I.Cerepyi. Gy§rsy 9: 872-873
Kiraly, Erne 10:71
Kiss, Lajos 10:84
SZOIIIjaa-SchUfert, Gy8rgy 18:496-497
Saulllaiwai. Oaris 7bompson

Melanesia, 2. Fiji 12:82-85
Scbaeffner, Andr'
Mali. 3. Dogan 11:575-576
Schechter, John H.
Berimbau 2:553-554
lUrimbao 2:731
Caja 3:610-611
Olarlp'lSO 4:155
Clar!n 4:429
Erite 6:229-230
Garay, Narciso 7:151
Garrido. Pablo 7:169
Guachara 7:764
Qaachal.'aca 7:763
Mejoranera 12:79
Pincullo 14:752
Qquepa 15:489
~ 15:503
INtruka 19:230
Jaravi 20:570
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Sehl~rr1ng,

Nils
Denmark, II. Folk muatc.
1. Medieval ballads and sona 5;370-371
2. Popular song of the 16th to 18th C.
5:371-372
3. lnatt"lJllNlntal lIU.ic 5: 372
4. Collection and research 5:372
Schuller, Gunther
Afro-Cuban jazz 1:lS3
Break 3:244
Eckstlne, Billy (Eckstein. William Clarence) 5;827
Eldridge, (David) Roy 6;104
Jam session 9:473
Moten, Bennie IBenjlllin) 12:617
Stop time 18:179
!hiI'd Stream 18:773
fin Pan Alley 18:841
Vaughan, Sarah 19:568
Walking bass (1.2) 20:174
Schwartz. Charles

Gershwin, GeorRe 7:302-304
Scott. A. C.
China, VI. Sinee 1949 4:279-283
Scott, David
Galpin. Francis W(illiam) 7:133-134
Harrison. Frank [Franeis) L(lewellyn) 8;254
Scul11on. Fionnuaghla
Lambeg drum 101394
Seeger, Cbarles
USA, II. Folk music,
1. The study of folk IllUsic in the USA 19:.36-438
2. General characteristics 19:438-440
3. British-American folk music 19:440-446
4. Folk musiC of 'foreign-language' minorities
19:446
5" Folk music in composition 19;446-447
Seeger, Horst
Elsner, Jurgen 6:145
Stockmann, (Christine) Doris 18:162
Stockmann, Erich 18:162-163
5evag, Reidar
Norway, 11. Folk musie 13:322-328
Shibata. Minao
Education in music VI. From 1800 D. Other countries
16. Japan 6:49-50
ShUoah, Amnon

Arab IllUslc, II. Folk music 1:528-539
Kurdish music 10:314-318
Shorter. D. E. L.
Sound recording. transmission and reproduction.
1. The signal 17:567-568
2. Microphone characteristics 17:568-569
3. Microphone construction 17:569-571
4. Mlerophone placing 17:571-572
5. Studio techniques 17:572-573
12. Radio transmission 17:585-587
13. Sound reproduction 17:587-590
Shuter-Dyson, Rosamund
Psychology of IllUsic. IV. Mae8811ent 1S:4U-427
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S1IIon. Robert

India, SUbcontinent of, V. Popular reUg10ul music, 1. Hindu
9tl44-1ltS
Slobln. Ha1!'lt
Afabanlstan 1:136-144
USSR, IX. Russian SFSR. 4. Volga-Ural peoplel 19:1001-406
llSSR, XI. Central A81an peoples 19:413-424
Smith. Barbara
Himeni 8: 571
Hula 8:772
Melanesia. 1. Introduction 12:81-82
Melanesia. 3. Mew Caledonia 12:85-86
Micronelta, 1. Introduction 12;271-272
.H1cronesla, 2(iY) Truk, (y) Yap 12:274-275
Micronesia, 2(i) Ifaluk 12:272
Kicranesia. 4(il) Guam 12:278
Hcironesia. 5. Harshall Islands 12;278-279
Pacific Illands, 1. Introduction 14:57
Pacific Islands. 3. MUsiC, 4. Instruments 14:62-65
Polynesia, 1. Introduction 15:54-55
Polynesia, 3. Easter Islands 15:57-58
Polynesia, 4. Frencb Polynesta 15:58-62
Smith. Hale
Henderson. (James). Fletcber 8:418
Smith, N. N.
North America l II. Indian and Eskimo traditions, 3. Representative
tribes, (ix) Wabanakl 13:317-318
Smith, Patrick J.
Burck, Sal(aman Isra.lovicb) 8:821
Samfai, LAsd6
BartOk. lilla,
6. Earlyworka (1889-1907) 2:205-206
7. EatabUahlllent of the . .tare atyle (1908-1911)
2:207-209
8. Yeara of extension (1911-1927) 2:209-212
9. Classical middle period (1926-1937) 2;212-217
10. Last works (1938-1945) 2:217-218
Sardo Sod1. Carmen
Honeada (Garcia), Francisco 12:478
Southall, (ieDeva
Bethune (Green). 7b0lllU IBUnd :rom) 2: 663-6'"
Southern. Eileen
Blake. !ubie (J. ._ HIlbert) 2:175-776
Bland, J. ._ (11) 2:780
Burleian. Henry lhacker 1:471-472
Cook, WLll Marion 4: 708
CUnningham, Arthur 5:97
Davis t Gussi!!! (Lord) 5: 282

Dawson, WUliam Levi 5:286
Handy, William tbriatopber 8:144
JohMon, J(ohn) iollllllUnd 9:680
Sm1th, Hale 17:414

USA, II. Folk music. 7. Afro-American music 19;448-451
Sparsbott, F. E.
Adorno, 7beodore W. 1:112

Aesthetics of music 1:120-134
E4t.acation in mudc VII. Ccmceptual aapecta 6:54-58
Spector. Johanna
USSR, n. Azerbaijan, 2. Folk _sic 19:350-354
Spencer, Jennifer
Andreyev. Vasily VasU'yevicb 1:413
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Spencer, Jennifer (eont.)
Rlbakov. Sergey CavrUovlc:h 15:826-827

Spender, Natasha
Absolute pitch 1;27-29
~ic

therapy 12:863-864

Psychology of music. I. Bacqround and theories. II. Perception.
III. Memorv 15:388-421
Spiessens, Codelieve
Collaer, Paul 4:533
Spieth-Weissenbacher, Christiane
Danielou. Alain 5:226
Devoto, Daniel 5:410
Gergely. Jean 7:251
Hodeir. Andrf 8:610-611
Marcel-DubOis, Claudie 11:647
RoUB.t. Gilbert 16:267
Sehaeffner, Andrl 16:586-587
Tran Van Khl 19:121-122
Squire, Willi~ Barelay (revised}
Halling 8:57
Stanford, E. thomas
Ensaladilla 6:209
Jacaro 9:435
Janna 9:555 I
Mendoza (Gutierrez). Vicente 7(eddulo) 12:160-161
Mexico, II. Folk music 12:228-240
Negrillo 13:96-97
Sandunga 16:469
Villaneico, 3. Latin !aeriea 19:769-770
Stauder, Wilhelm
Mesopotamia 12:196-201
Ste1ngr1asBon. Hreinn
Iceland. II. Folk muSic, 3. Rimur 9:9-10
Steszewski, Jan
Poland, II. Folk music 15;29-39
Stevens, John
Carol, 1. Or1&lns. 2. Pre-refo:rmation 3:802-811
Stevens. Kate
China, III. ItJIi1.eal drama and narratives, 3. Popu.lar narratives
4:258-259
Stevenspn. Robert
Alomia Robles, Daniel 1:289
Aztec muSic 1:760-761
Car_ba, La 3:7
Christy, Elfvln Pearce 4:317

Inca music 9:56-57

Latin America. III. Afro-American music, 1. Colonial period
lO:522-525
.

Leon. Argeliers 10:669
Maya music 11:853-854
Zamacola, Juan Antonio (Iza) (Don Preciso) 20:629
Stockmann, Doris with Erich Stoc:laDann
Albania 1:197-202
Stockmann, Erich with Doris Stockmann

Albania 1:197-202
Stone, Ruth M.
Liberia 10: 715-718

Sudarsono
Indonesia. IV. Central Java, 3. Dance 9:197-201
Surugue. B.
Songhay music 17:523-524
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5oa110, Hardja
Indonesia, IV. Central Java, 1. Classieal auaie 9:189~196
Sutton. julia
HataChin 11:816-818
Szekeres~Far~as, Marta
Sepr&di, Janos 17:140
Szweykowski, Zygmunt H.
Chybi~Ski, Adolf (Eustachy) 4:385
Czekanowska, Anna 5: 138
Sobieska, Jadwiga 17:429
Sobieski. Harian (Bazyli) 17:429
St,szewskt. Jan 18:130-131
Tampere. Herbert
USSR. IV. Estonia. 2. Folk music 19:358-360
Tanimoto. Kazuyuki
Japan. VI. Folk music. 3. Ainu 9:548-549
USSR. IX. Russian SFSR. 3. Siberian folk music 19:398-400
Tari, Lujza M.
slrosi, B4lint 16:500
Vargyas, Lajos 19:535-536
Tan, Edward H.
Trumpet, 1. Terminology and classification 19:211-213
Taylor. Charles
Sound 11:545-563
Taylor. J. R.
Bolden, Buddy I?Charles] 2:870
Christian, Charlie ICharles) 4:361
Dodds, Johnny 5:519~520
Johnson. Bunk IWilliam Geary] 9:676
Kirk, Andy IAndrew Dewey) 10:78~79
Lewis [Zeno), George (Louis Francis) 10:706
Hiley, 'Bubber' [James Wesley) 12:304
.
Roberts. Luckey [Charles Luckeyth (Luckeyeth») 16:70
Thieme, Darius L.
Cantometrics 3:736
Lomax, Alan 11:139-140
Thomas, W. R. with J. J. K. Rhodes
Ellis, Alexander John 6:138
Thompson, Donal~
Castillo, Jesus 3:873
Puerto Rico, II. Folk music 15:443-446
Thompson, J. M.
New Zealand, II. Folk music. 3. European folk music 13:196
Tino, Frank
Getz, Stan(ley) 7:324
Rollins, Sonny [Theodore Walter) 16:118
Tracey, Hugh
African Music Society 1:153
Tran, Quang Hai
~uchea

9:789-792

Tran, Van lCha
Vietnam 19:744-752
Trend, J. B. with lrael J. Katz
Cante hondo 3:719
'trevitt, John
Laloy. Lollis 10: 390
TrQjan Jan
~mtk. Joef 4:77
Truesdell, C. with James F. Bell
Pbysies of music 3 - 6. 14:666-677
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l'sit:ovlch. Gennacly
USSR. Ill. Belorussia 19:354-)57
:turnbull, Harvey
Anatolia 1:388-393
Guitar 7:825-843
Turner. Malcollll with Karl Geirinser
Decking. Gustav (Wilhe1lll) 2: 342
Turner. Malcolm with Kathleen Dale
Andersson, Nila 1:401
Tyrre 11. Jobn

DuIIIka 5, 711
Kirby, Percival Robson 10:71-72
FliCks, Karel 1:13
v
VOj~ek~ Hynek (Ignlc Frantlsek) 20:68
virna1, Peter P.
Avars 1:743
Vatsyayan. Kapila
India. Subcontinent of, VII. Dance 9:158-166

Vel1mirov1£. H11~

Russian and Slavonic churcb music 16:337-3~6
Vetterl, Karel
CEechoslovakla. II. Folk muSic, 1. Bohemia and Moravia 5:127-131
Viorel, Cosma
Alexandru. !1berlu 1:249
Vrtol1ni, Jelc.abs
Jurjans, Andrejs 9:754-755
Kalnins, Aldonis 9:782-783
USSR, VI. Latvia. 2. Folk music 19:36t-372
VOduselt, Valens
Yugoslavia, II. Folk muSiC, 5. Slovenia 20:604-606
Vysloul11, Jll!i
Barto~. Frantilek (i) 2:230
Wachsmann, K.laus
Bullroarer 3:450-451
Cabaret 3:510-572
Folk music 6:693
Instruments, clas8ification of 9:237-241
Lute. 1. GenerIc tenD 1l:~2-344
Lyre, 1. General 11:397-399
Reed instruments 15:665-666
Uganda, 11. Bugaods 19:316-318
Africa 1:144-153
Wade. Bonnie C.
India, Subcontinent of, VI. Folk music 9:147·158
Wang, Richard
Gillespie. Dizzy (Jobn Birks) 7:379-380
Goodman, Benny [Benjaminl (David) 1:529-530
W4nget'1ll~e, Robert
Fetis, Fra~ois-Josepb 6:511-514
Yarren. M. Robin
Guthrie. 'Woody' (Woodrow Wilson] 7:856-857
Waterhouse, D. B.
Japan, II. Religious music 9;506-510
Wegner, Max

Kodon 10:145
John S.
J~rd'n~. Pal 9:555-556
!arogato 18:580-581
Verbunkos 19:629-630
Weissmann. John S. (revised)
Cdrds 5:82

We18sman~
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WeillS'lllllnn, John S. with Melinda Berlasz
Lajtba, LaSZlo 10:377-378
Wellek, Albert with Berthold Freudenberger
Stumpf, Friedrich Carl 18:307-308
Werner. Eric
Jewish music:. 1. Li turgica 1 music 9: 614-634
~ite, Christopher
Blakey, Art (Abdullah Ibn Buhaine) 2:176
Williams, Hartin
Allen, Henry (James) 'Red' 1:28
Ammons, Albert 1:330
Coleman, Ornette 4:526-552
Lewis, Heade (Anderson) ,'Lux'] 10:707
Morton, 'Jelly Roll' (Ferdinand Joseph) 12;595-596
Norvo, 'Red' (Noville. Kenneth 1 13:321
Original Dixieland Jazz Band (DiXie Jazz Band) 13:822
Pepper, Art(hur Edward) 14:356
Silver, Horace (Ward Martin 7ebares) 11:319
Singleton, 'Zutty' [Arthur James1 11:347
Young, Lester (Willis) ('Pres', 'Prez'] 20:580
Williamson, Huriel C.
Burma,S. Burmese harp 3:481-485
Wilson, G. B. L.
Laban, Rudolf von 10:334
Wilson, ally
Brown, Clifford 3;341
Clarke, Kenny (Speal'lll4n, Kenneth; 'Klock') 4:448
Jones, Elvin (Ray) 9:699
Roach, Max [Maxwell) 16:65
Wiora, Walter (revised by WOlfgang Suppan)
Germany, II. Folk music 7:283-289
Wirsta, ArIsUde
USSR. X. Ukraine, 1. Art 1111:18i<: 19:406-408
Witmer, Robert
Motown 12:649
Reggae lSI 681
RhYthm and blues 15: 824
SIca 17:361
Soul music: 17:545
Wright. John
Jew's harp 9:645-646
Wright, O.

AI-rarlbI 1:251-252
AI-~san ibn AOmad 1:257
AI-Kindt 1:264
Al-Lldhiqt 1:264-265
Al-Munsjjim 1:288
Arab music. I. Art musiC.
1. Early history 1:514-516
2. theory 1:516-519
3. MUsical characteristics; 4. Instruments
1:519-521
Ibn stni 9:4
Ibn Zayla 9:4
Ikhwin al-fafi' ['8rethren of Purity'1 9:24
Qutb al-DYn 15:518
Saff aI-DIn 16:381-382
Sbarh Hawllni tllbarak. SbIh 'bar adwir 11 :231
Ylllllaguchi. Osamu

Micronesia 2. 1i. Palau 12:212-273
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Yellin, Victor Fell
Shakers, American 17:213-214
Yener, Faruk
Alner, Hasan Ferit 1:288-289
Rey, Cemal Resit 15:782
SaylWl. Al:uaet Aclnan 16:540

Yuns,

Bell N.

China, IV. Theory 4:260-262

Zemp. Hugo

Ivory Coast 9:431-434
Melanesia, 6. Solomon Islands 12:92-95
Zemtsovsky, Izaly
USSR, IX. Russian SFSR, 2. Folk music 19:388-398
Zobar, Yehoshua
Glantz, Leib 7:421-422

GEOGRAPHICAL
AFRICA - GENERAL

Africa 1:144-153
African MUsic Forum 1:153
African Music Society 1:153
Bow harp (See Harps, African)
3:136

Harps, African 8:213-216
Kaffir piano 9:766
Marimba. I. Africa 11:681-682
Kbila 11:872-873
Mbira 11: 873
Quijol180 15:505

Sanza 16:487
Talking drum 18:540
Thumb piano (see Lamellapbone)
AFRICA - CENTRAL

AFRICA - EAST

Abysainian rite, music of the
(see ithiopian rite, music of
the)
Arlriy (see Ethiopian rite,
music of the) 1:543
Babarl (see Coptic rite, music of
the) 2:32
Bo1 2:869

BUganda (see Uganda. II)
Dabtar. (see Ethiopian rite,
music of the) 5:143
Deggwa (see Ethiopian rite,
mullic of the) 5:322
Drum chime 5:649
Ethiopia 6:267-272
Ethiopian rite, music of the
6:272-275

Alsaita 1:255-256

Kabaro 9: 762

lCeddase 9:841

Angola 1:431-435
Belgian Congo (see Zaire)

Kene 9:862
Kenya 9:867-870

Burundi 3:495-496
Central African Republic 4:57-61
Clad 4:102-105
Congo, Republic of the (see alao
Angola, Cameroon, Central
African Republic, Congolese
music, Gabon, Pygmy music.
Zaire) 4:659
Congolese music 4:659-661
Ground haTp 7:751
HIIet 13:3
Pygmy music 15:482-483

Khedase 10:50
Mackwawya 11:547
Malagasy Republic 11:547-549
Maqillliyii 11: 638
Maqwillliyi (see Ethiopian rite.
music of the) 11:638
Maraged (see Ethiopian rite,
music of the) 11:640
MawllIe •et 11: 850

Merera! 12:59

Meleket 12:103

Mozambique 12:662-667
Pswlos 14:315
Pygmy music 15:482-483
Qedclase 15:489
~,el (see Ethiopian rite, music
of the) 16:461

Rwanda 16:354-357
Mre 20:621-626
Zambia 20:630-635
Zimbabwe 20:683-685
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AFRICA - EAST {cont.}

AFRICA - SOIml (cont.)

Sef'at (see Ethiopian rite, music
• of the) 17:103
Serayu (see ith10pian rite, music
of the) 17:159
Somalia 17:472-473
Tanzania 18;567-571
Tariqa (.lee Coptic rite, DlUsic of
• the) 18:580
Tasbi~a (see Coptic rite, music
of the) 18:588
Uganda 19~310-319
Zimi (see Ethiopian rite, music
of the) 20:665
ZemmAm! (see Ethiopian rite, music
of the) 20~666
ZQSm3rl (see Ethiopian rite, DlUsic
of the) 20:666
AFRICA - NOR!H

[)avalhe, Mackay 5: 258
GibbS, Michael 7:360
Gara 7:535-536
Hottentot music 7~730-733
Kente, CibsoD 9:865
lwela 10:]29-330
Lesotho 10:690-692
Malawi 11:550-555
Matshiklza. Todd T. 11:826
Nguni music 12:197-202
Nxumalo, Gideon N. N. 13~455
Ramkie 15:574-575
South Africa. II. Afrikaans
music 17:760-762
isonga music 19:232-235
Venda music 19:596-602
Zulu music (see Nguni music)
AFRICA - WEST

Arba1ann-naqus (see Coptic rite.
music of the) 1:544
Awshlya (see Coptic rite. musiC
of the) 1:753
Babari 2:32

Algaita 1:255-256
Ashanti music 1:651-652
Benin 2:487-493
Bolon

3~10

Cameroon 3:647-649
Fulani music 7:23-25
Gabon 7:49-54
Gambia 7:139-142
Ganga 7:145-147
Ghana 7: 326-332
Goge 1:496
Ground harp 1:751
Guinea 7:819-823
Harp-lute (i), 8:211
Hausa music 8:309-312
Highlife 8:550-551
Ibo music (see Igbo music)
Igbo music 9:20-23
Ivory Coast 9:431-434
Kakaki 9:772-773
ICora 10:188-190
Lamellaphone, V. West Africa

Bendtr 2:468

Berber music 2:517-519
IUlus (see Coptic rite, music of
the, and Epistle) 3:453
Coptic rite. musiC of the
16:730-134

Difnlr 51473
Egypt, 1. Ancient music 6:70-7S
II. Folk music 6:75-76
Ermeneia 6:237
Euangel10n (see CoptiC rite, IllUsic
of the, and Gospel) 6:291
Ewangel1ytin (see Coptic rite,
music of the. and Gospel) 6:321
Hos 8:727
1b,a1'l.ya 9:5
labaro 9:762
Mauritania 12:844-846
Moorish IllUsic (see Hauritania)
Morocco 12:587-589
North Africa 13:287-292
QUm (see Ethiopian rite, IllUsic
of the) 15:515
Sudan 18:327-331
labl 18:506
TuareS music 19:236-237
lUnisia (see Arab music and
North Africa)

10:406

Liberia 10:715-718
Mall 11:573-577
Niger 13:235
Nigeria 13:235-243
Pygmy music 15:432-1633
Senegal 17:127-129
Sierra Leone 17:302-304
Sonibay music 17:523-524
Tambari 18 :550

Upper Volta 19:456-460
Yoruba music 20:S76

Al'RICA • swm

AMERICA
Ansala 1:431-435
Botswana 3:88-90
Bushman music 3:5Ot.

~

CARIBBEAN

Afro-American music (see Latin
!aeries, III; U.S.A., II,
2(111»
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AMERICA - CARIBBEAN (cont.)

AMERICA - CENTRAL (cont.)

Afro-Cuban jazz 1:153
Lamel1aphone, VI. Latin America
Bongos 3:19
10:406-407
Lara, Agustin 10:467
Calypso 3:634-635
Cba cha cha 4:100
Latin America 10:505-534
Claves 4:457-458
Mariachi 11: 678
Cocoye 4:514
Har1lllba, II. Latin Americs and
Conga 4.:658
the orchestral marimba
Conga drums 4;658
U:682-683
Hatachin 11:816-818
Cuba. 11. Folk music 5;85-89
Danzon 5:236
Haya music U:853-S54
Majoraaa 12:79
Dominican Republic 5:535-538
Guajira 7:767
Hejoranera·12:79
Guaracha 7:769-770
Mento 12:166-167
GUiro 7:825
Mexico, II. Folk music
Habanera 8:8
12:228-240
Haiti 8:33-37
Nicaragua 13:202-203
Hispaniola (see Dominican
Panama 14:151-154
Republic and Haiti)
Quijada (see Rattle) 15:505
Jamaica 9:466-470
Saba 16:430
Negrill0 13:96-97
Sandunga 16:469
Seia 17:114
Pans 14:160
Plena 15:6
Ska 17:361
Puerto Rico, II. Folk mulic
Son guatemalteco 17:524
15:443-446
Spouge 18:27
Reggae 15: 681
Tamborlto 18:551
salaa 16:430
Vilianeico, 3. Latin America
Samba 16:447-4.48
19:769-770
Spouge 18:27
Steel band 18:89
AMERICA - NOR7H
Steel drum 18:89
Adderly, Cannonball [JuHan
Timbales 18:823
Trinidad and Tobago 19:146-150
Edwin) 1:103
Afro-America music (see Latin
West Indies (see Cuba, Dcilainican
America. Ill; USA, II,
Republic, Haiti, Jamaica,
2(iii) and Canada II, 4)
Puerto Rico, Trinidad and Tobago)
Allen, Henry (James~ 'Red' 1:28
Ammons, Albert 1:330
AMERICA - CEN'I'RAL
Appalachian dulcimer 1:506-507
Aztec music 1:760-761
Arlen, Harold 1:593-594
Bandurria 2:110
Ayler, Albert 1:754-755
Bailey, Mildred 2:35
Belize 2:424
Banjo 2:U8-121
Birilllbao 2:731
Barbershop harmony 2:137
Caja 3: &10-611
Central Americs (see Latin America
Bam dance 2:165
Barrelhouse 2:181
and under individual countries)
Bade, Count (aka Red Bank)
Corr1do 4: 804
Costa Rica 4:823
2:236
Coumblte songs 4:832-833
Bechet. Sidney 2:330-331
Cuatro (see Colombia, II, 4;
Belderbecke, Leon Six 2:417-418
Mexico, II, 2(i1); Puerto Rico,
Ber1.an, 'Bunny' [Roland
II, 3-4) 5:84
Bernard) 2:553
Ber11n, Irving [Reline, Irving)
£1 Salvador 6:142
Ensaladil1a 6:209
2:578-579
Bernstein, Leonard 2:629-631
Guachara 7:764
Berry, Chuck [Charles Edward
Guatemala 7:776-780
Anderson) 2:631
Guiro 7:825
Besoyan, Rick (Richard) (Vaugh)
Honduras 8:678-679
2:659
Jarana 9:555
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AMERICA-HORn! (cont.)

AMERICA - NOR'IH (cont.)
Bethune (Green), lbcmas [Blind
roml 2:663-664
Bigard, Barney [Albany Leon) 2:700
Black bottom (Black shuffle] 2:769
Black shuffle (see Black bottom)
Blackface minstrelsy (see
Minstrelsy, American)
Blake. Eubie [James Hubert]
2:775-776
Blakey, Art [Abdullah Ibn Buhainal
2:776
Bland, James (ii) 2:780
Bliss, Philip Paul 2:794
Bluegrass music 2:812
Blues 2:812-819
Bock, Jerry (Jerrold) (Lewis)
2:833
Bolden, Buddy [?Charles) 2:870
Boobams 3:39
Boogie woogie 3:39
Bop 3:41
Brewster, William Herbert 3:273
Broonzy, Big Bill (Conley, William
Leel 3:334
Brown. Clifford ['Brownie') 3: 341
Brown, Nacio Herb 3:344
Brubeck. Dave (David W.] 3:349
Bryant, Dan(iel Webster) 3:400
Burleigh, Henry l'hacker 3:471-472
Cajun 3:611
Cakewalk 3: 611
Caldwell. William (see Shape-note
hymnody) 3:618
Calinda 3:623
Camp-meeting spiritual (see
Spiritual, I, 2) 3:660
Canada, II. Folk music
3:669-675
Carmichael, Hoagy [Hoagland}
(Howard) 3: 799
Carney, Harry (Howell) 3:800
Carr, Leroy 3:823 .
Carrell, James P. 3:825
Carter, Benny 3:831
Carter Family 3:837-838
Cash, Johnny [John R.] 3:856
Catlett, Sid 4:12
Chaloff, Serge 3:111
Charles, Ray 4:158
Charles. reddy [Cohen. Theodore
Charles) 4:158
Charleston (ii) 4:159-160
Cherry. Don(ald E.) 4:203
Christian. Qlarlie [Qlarles} 4:361
Christy, Edwin Pearce 4: 377
Clarke, Kenny (Spearman, Kenneth;
'Klook'] 4:448
CleVeland, James 4:496

9S

Clog dance (see USA, II, 2(iii)
and Jig) 4:501
Cole, Nat King 4:525
Coleman, Cy [Kaufman, Seymour 1
4:526
Coleman, Ornette 4:526-527
Coltrane, John 4:586-587
Cook, Will Marion 4: 708
Cowboy song 5:8
Crooning 5: 60
Crosby, Bing [Harry Lillis)
5:60
Crosby, Fanny Jane 5:60
Grouch, Andrae Edward (see
Gospel muSic, I) 5:68
Cunningham. Arthur 5:97
Dameron, radd (Tadley Ewing)
5:171-172
Davis, Gary ['Blind Gary') 5:22
Davis. Gussie (Lord) 5:282
Davis, Mlles (Dewey) 5:282
Davisson. Ananias 5: 284
Dawson, William Levi 5:286
Desmond (Breitenfeld), Paul
5:392
Dixie jass (see Original
Dixieland Jazz Band) 5:512
Dodds, 'Baby' [Warren] 5:519
Dodds, Johnny 5:519-520
Donaldson. Walter 5:541
Dorsey (Family! 5:579
Dorsey. Thomas A(ndrew)
['Georgia tom'l 5:578-579
Dresser [Dreiser). Paul 5:629
Dylan, Bob [Zi1llll1erman, Robert
Allen]
5:795
East Coast jazz 5:808
Ec:kstine, Billy [Eckstein,
William Clarence) 5:827
Eldridge, (David) Roy 6:104
Ellington Duke [Edward
Kennedy j 6:136-137
Ellis. Don(ald Johnson)
6:138-139
Eskimo music 6:247-248
Evans, Bill [William J.I 6:318
Evans. Gil [Green, Ernest
Gilmore} 6:319
Everett. Asa Brooks 6:320
Folk hymn 6:693
Foster, Steven Collins 6:730
Fox. Roy 6:737
Freeman, Bud [Lawrence I 6:815
Fuller. Blind Boy [Fulton.
AlIeni 7:27
Funk. Joseph 7:32
Gabriel, Charles Hutchison (see
Gospel music, 1) 7:54
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AMER1CA - NORTH (cont.)

Garland. Judy (Gum, Frances
Ethel) 7:167
Garner, Errol (Lewls) 71167
Gershwin. George 7:302-304
Get~. Stan(ley) 7:324
Gillesple. Dizzy (John Birks)
7:379-380
Giuffre, Jimmy (James Peter) 7:413
Goodman, Benny (Benjlllllinj (David)
7:529-530
Gospel IllUsic 7;549-559
Granz. Monsan 7:640
Graves, Hilford 7:649
Guthrie, Woody {Woodrow Wilson)
7:856-857
Haig. Al [Allan Warren) 8:30
Haley. Blll [Clifton, William
John) 8:46
Hammerstein, Oscar (Greeley
Clendenning) 8:77
HlIJIIpton. Lionel ['Hamp'! 8:80
Handy, Wlll1a1l1 Christopher 8: 144
Hard bop (see East Coast jazz)
8:158
Hart. Lorenz 8:260
Hauser, Willialll 8:313
Hawkins, Colelllan l' Hawk. " 'Bean ' J
8:321-322.
Henderson. (James) Fletcher 8:478
Henderson. Ray IBrost, Raymond)
8:478
Hensan, Jerry (Gerald) 8:507
Hensan, Woody (Woodrow) (Charles)
8:508
Hillbilly IllUslc 8:561
Hines. Earl (Kenneth) I'Fatha')
8:587-588
Hodges, Johnny [John Cornelius;
'Rabbit') 8:612
Hoedown 8:612
Hollday. Billie (Lady Day; Fagan;
Eleanora) 8:645
Hanky tonk IllUslc 8:682
Hookey, John Lee 8:686
Hopkins, Lightnin' [Sam) 8:690
Hurok, Sol(~on lsraelovich) 8:821
Hurt, Mississippi John 8:821
Hutchinson [FaIlIily) 8:827
Jackson, Judge 9:438
Jackson. Mahalia 9:438
Jackson, Milt(on} I'Bags')
9:438-439
Jefferson, 'Blind Lemon' [Lemon)
9:583
Jive 9:652
Johnson, 'Blind' Willie 9:676
Johnson, 'J. J.' [James Louisl
9:678

AMERICA - NOmt (cont.)
Johnson, Bunk (William Geary)
9:676
Johnson. J(ohn) Roaamund 9:680
Johnson, Jamell P(rice) 9:678
Johnson, Robert (11i) 9:682-683
Jolson, Al (YaelBon, Alia) 9:689
Jones, Elvin (Ray) 9:699
Jones, Jo (Jonathan) 9:701
Jonell, Spike (Lindley
Armstrong) 9: 704
Joplin, SCOtt 9:708-709
Kenton, Stan [Newcomb, Stanley)
9:866
Kentucky dulcimer (see
Appalachian dulCimer) 9:867
Kiefer, Aldlne S(11lman) 10:54
King. E. J. 10:65
King, B. B. (Riley B) 10:65
Kirk. Andy (Andrew Dewey)
10:78-79
Kanitz, Lee 10:178
Lane, Burton 10:441
Lang, Eddle (Massaro,
Salvatore)
10:442
Leadbelly (see Ledbetter,
Huddie)
Leclerc, Felix 10:592
Ledbet:ter, Huddle f'Leadbelly')
10:595-596
Lee, Peggy [Egstrom, Norma
Delores I 10:599
Leigh, Hitch 10: 631
Lerner, Alan Jay 10:685
Levant, Oakar 10~699
Lewls lleno), George (Louis
Francis) 10:706
Lewis, John (Aaron) 10:707
Lewis, Heade (Anderson) ['Lux' J
10:707
Lindy 11:5-6
Little Jazz (see Eldridge, Roy)
Little Walter (Jacobs. Walter)
11:84

Little. William 11:83
Mancini, Henry 11:603
Hann, Elias 11:620
McGranahan, James 11:426
McHugh. Jlmmy (James) (Francis)
11:439-440
McIntosh, IUgdon McCoy 11:440
Merell, 'Blind' Willie 11:452
Helllphia Minnie (001l81all.
MtMle J 12: 131
Miley, 'Bubber' IJames Wesley)
12:304
Miller, (Alton) Glenn 12:322
Mingus, Charles 12:334-335
Minstrelsy, American 12:351
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AMERICA - NORm (cont.)

AMERICA - NORm (cont.)

Modern Jazz Quartet 12:453
Mole, 'Miff' (Irving Milfred]
12:464
HOnk. Thelonious (Sphere)
12:490-491
Monroe, B11l [William) (Smith)
12:499-500
Moravians, American 12:562-564
Morton. 'Jelly Roll' [Ferdinand
Joseph) 12:595-596
Moten. Bennie [Benjamin) 12:617
Motown 12: 649
Mountain dulcimer (see
Appalachian dulcimer)
Muddy Waters (Morganfield,
McKinley) 12:759
~ll1gan. Gerry (Gerald Joseph]
12:775
Murray, Sonny (James Arthur)
12:792
Musical comedy 12:815-823
Nashville sound 13:41
Navarro, 'Fats' (Theodore) 13:82
Negro minstrels (see Minstrelay,
American)
New Orleans jazz 13:i69
New Orleans Rhythm Kings
13:169-170
,Nichols, 'Red' (Ernest Loring]
13:206
North America, I. Folk music
13:292-295
II. Indian and Eskimo traditions
13:295-320
Norvo, Red (Noville, Kenneth]
13:321
Oliver, King [Joe) 13:533-534
Original Dixieland Jazz Band
(Dixie Jass Band) 13:822
Cry, 'Kid' [Edward) 13:878
Page, Walter (Sylvester) 14:92
Parker, Charlie rCharles
Christopher, Jr.; Bird; Yardbird)
14:228-230
Patent notes (see Shape-note
hymnody) 14:299
Patton, Charley 14:304
Pepper. Art(hur Edward) 14:356
Peterson, Oscar (~nuel) 14:578
Phillips, Philip 14:661
Porter, Cole (Albert) 15:135-136
, Powell, Bud (Earl] 15:172-173
'Powwow (see North America, II,
2(iv» 15:180
Presley, Elvis (Aaron) 15:U8
Race record 15:525
Ragtime 15:537-540
Revival spiritual 15:776
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Rhythm Kings (see New Orleans
Rhythm Kings)
Rice, 'Daddy' (Thomas
Dartmouth] 15:835
Rice, Edward Everett 15:835
Rich, Buddy [Bernard) 15:838
Roach, Max. (Maxwell) 16:65
Roberts, Luckey (Charles
Luckeyth (Luckeyeth») 16: 70
Rodger (Rajonskil, Shorty
(Milton H.] 16:104
Rodgers. J1mIIIie [James]
(Charles) 16:89
Rodgers, Richard (Charles)
16:90-91
Rollins, Sonny [Theodore
Walterl 16:U8
Rome, Harold (Jacob) 16:162
Rushing, J1mIIIy (James Andrew]
16:334
Ruasell, George (Allan)
16:334-335
Russell, Luis (Carl) 16:335
Russell, 'Pee Wee' (Charles
Ellsworth] 16:335-336
sacred Harp singing 16:377
Sankey, Ira David 16:472
Scat singing 16:580
Schifrin. Lalo (Boris) 16:644
Schmidt, Harvey (Lester)
16:673
Seeger [Family) 17:101-103
Shakers, American 17:213-214
Shape-note hymnody 17:223-228
Shaw, Artie (Arshawsky, Arthur]
17:232
Shi1lllllY 17:257
Silver, Horace (Ward Martin
Tabares) 17:319
Sinatra, Frank [Francis AlbertI
17:333-334
Singleton, 'Zutty' (Arthur
James) 17:347
Smith, (Clarence) 'Pine Top'
17:417-418
Smith, Hale 17:414
Smith, William (ii) 17:420
Sondheim, Stephen (Joshua)
17:509
Songster 17:524
Songwriter 17:525
Soul music 17:545
Spa8111 band 17:818
Spiritual, I. White 18:1-4
II. Black 18:4-7
Square dance 18: 30
Stamps, V(irgil) O(liver) 18:67
Stebbins, George Coles 18:86
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AMERICA - NOR1'H (cont.)

Strayhorn, Billy (William)
Wyeth, John 20:553-554
18:265
Yancy, Jimmy (James Edward)
Stride 18:270
20:569-570
Strouse, Charles (Louis) 18:293
Young, Lester (Willis) ['Pres',
Sun Ra (Bourke, Sonny; Le Sony'r
'Prez'] 20:580
Ra) 18:369-370
Sunday school hymnody 18:368
AMERICA - SOtmf
Swan, Marcus Lafayette 18:396
Aquinaldo 1:118-119
Symphonic jazz 18:428
Tatum, Art (Arthur) 18:593-594
Argentina, II. Folk music
Taylor, Cecil (Perceval) 18:604
1:566-571
Baguala 2:32
Tharpe, 'Sister' Rosetta 18:725
Tierney, Harry (Austin) 18:817
Bal1ecito 2:35
Tin Pan Alley 18:841
Bambuco 2:103
Tindley, Charles Albert 18:840
Berimbao 2:553-554
Towner, Daniel Brink 19:104
Blrimbao 2:731
Trent, Alphonso (Alphonse) 19:132
Bolivia 2:872-876
TriBtano, Lennie (Leonard Joseph]
Bossa Nova 3:77-78
19:154
Brazil, II. Folk music
United States of America, II.
3:223-244
Folk music 19:436-452
Cabaca 3:567-568
Vallee (Vallee) Rudy (Hubert
Cachua 3:582
Prior) 19:502
Caja 3:610-611
Van Heusen, Jimmy (James)
Charango 4:155
(Babcock, Edward Chester) 19:525
Chile, II. Folk music
Vaughan. James D(avid) 19:568
4:232-240
Vaughan, Sarah 19:568
Choro 4:340
Vigneault. Gilles 19:756
Chula 4:382
Von Tilzer (Gumm), Albert 20:77
Chunchus-collas 4:382
Von Tilzer (Gumm), Harry [Harold]
Cladn 4:429
20:78
C8co 4:514
Walker, 'T-Bone' (Aaron Thibeaux)
Colombia, II. Folk music
4:570-581
20:174
Waller, 'Fats' (Thomas Wright]
Copla 4:718-719
20:179
Cuatro 5:84
Ward, Clara 20:210
Cu!ea 5:95
Warren. Harry (Salvatore) 20:215
Currulao 5:99
Washboard band 20:224
Decima 5:315
Waters, Ethel 20:233-234
Ecuador, II. Folk music
Webb, Chick (William] 20:237-238
5:830-834
Webster, Ben(jamln Francis)
Erke 6:229-230
20:282
Est110 6:263
Webster, J(oseph) P(hilbrich)
French Guiana 6:820
Galeron 7:96
20:282
Guacharaca 7:764
Weill, Kurt (Julian) 20:300-310
Wenrich, Percy 20:342
Guyana 7:857-878
Western swing 20:375
Huayno 8: 752
White, Benjamin Franklin 20:382
Inca music 9:56-57
Whiteman, Paul 20:388
Kasbua (see Cachua)
Williams. Cootie [Charles Melvin)
Kaswa (see Cachua)
20:433
Kultrun 10:305
Williams (, King') Hank (Hiram I
Latin America 10:505-534
20:433
Marinera 11:685
Williamson, 'Sonny Boy' (John
Haxixe 11:851
Lee] 20:439
Milongs 12:328
Willson (Reiniger), (Robert)
Minas Gerais 12:331-332
Hodinha 12:454
Meredith 20:442
Paraguay 14:175-178
WIlson, Teddy iTheodore] 20:445
Pasillo 14:261
WOodbury, Isaac Baker 20:520
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AMERICA - SOU'l'H (cont. >

ASIA - CEKrRAL (cant.)

Peru, II. Folk DUsie 14:559-566
PiDCullo 14: 752
Qquepa 15: 489
Quena 15:503
Quijada (see Rattle> 15:505
leeo-reco (see Guire and Brazil
II, l(iv) 15:658
Reso-resa (see Guira) 15:757
Samba 16:447-448
South America (see Latin
America and under names af
.individual countries)
Surin.. 18:374-371
Trutruka 19: 230
Uruguay, II. Folk DUsie
1.9:472-474
Vals 19:509
Venezuela, 11. Folk music
19:606-613
Vidala 19:711
Yaravl 20:510

Turkmenia (see Central Asia, II
and USSR, XI, 9) 19:279
Uzbekistan (see Central Asia,
11 and USSR, XI, 9) 19:480
ASU - EAST
Abe, iZmei 1:9
Blva l:748-749

ASU-GENERAL

Asia (see Central Asia, East
Asia, India, Subcontinent of,
Soutbeaat Asia) 1:655
Epic song 6: 21.2
Ncaaclie P4Ioples of Europe and
Asia (ancient) 13:264-266
ASIA - C£N'.rRAL

Afghanistan 1:136-144
Armenia (see USSR, I) 1:596
Azerbaijan (see USSR, II) 1:758
Balalaika 2:56
Bandura 2:110
Central AIIia, I. Eastern 4:61-67
II. Western 4:67-75
DOmbra (see Afghanistan 3, 12.
Balalaika; Central Asis, I9('i7)1
II, 2 and 5; USSR XI, 4,
)
5:532
Dutar 5: 759
Eskimo music 6:247-248
Huns, music of the (see Nomadic
peoples af Europe and Asia)
Kazakhstan (see Central Asia, II
and USSR, XI, 4) 9:838
Kirghuia (see Central Asia and
USSR, XI, 5) 10:78
Lozhky 11: 292
Hongolia (see Hongol music) .
S:lberia (see USSR, lX, 3)
Soviet Union (see USSR)
lajik.llt.aft (see USSR, XI, 6) 18:533
Tambura 18:555
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Buddhist music 3:417-421
Bunraku (aee Japan, III, 3)
3:455
Cheng 4:201
Chlin 4:245
China 4:245-283
Chineae 'WOodblock. 4: 283
Chlins (see Lithophone; Bee
also China, V, 5(i»
Ching-hu (see China V, 3(ii);
see also China, Ill, 2(iv),
and V, 3(i),(iii»
East Asia 5:803-807
Gagaku (see Japan, III, 1) 7:79
Hichiriki 8:546
Hsiao 8:751
HSien HSinS-hai 8:751
Hu-eh'ln 8:729
Huang-chung 8:752
Huns, music of the 8:812
HyOboshl (hyOshigi) 8;852
Japan 9:504-552
Kabuki 9:762
Kcmun'go 10:171
Korea 10:192-208
Koto 10:216
Kyogen 10:330
Ui ll:292
Mei Lan-fang lZ:71
H1yagi, Michio 12:371-372
Mongol music 12:483-485
Mongolia (see Mongol music)
Nagayll, KenlS' (see Hsyashi,
Kenz15)

Nan-hu 13:19
Nao po 13:22
Noh 13:263
Osaka 14:1
P'ansori 14:160
Peking opera (see China, Ill,
2) 14:31.2
P'i-p'a 14:761
P1en ch'ins <sea Lithophone)
14:736
San-hsian 16:472
Shakubyoshl 17:218
Sbakuhaebi 17:218
Sbamisen 17:219
Sheng 17:248
Sbll 17:261
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ASIA - £As:r (cont.)
Sbou-pan 17:275
So-na 17:479
Taiwan 18:529-533
Tanabe, Hlsao 18:557
Tchoung-tou 18:638
Tibet 18:799-811
Wei Cb'eng-aheng 20:293
Yotsudake 20:577
Yueb-cb'in 20:585
Yun, Isang 20:606-607
Zeaml, Motoklyo 20:656
ASIA - Sount

Balasaraswatt, Thanjavar 2:58
Bali (see Sri Lanka) 2:69
Bangladesh 2:110-117
Bengali IllUsic (see Bangladesh)
Bin [double clarinet) 2:707
Brn {stick zitber] 2:707
Dholak (see India, Subcontinent
. of II, 6(i1i); Nepali Pakiatan
4, V(vi); Surinam, 4} 5:413
Ohrupad 5: 414
Gaine, IllUsic of the (see Nepal)
Hindustani lllUaic 8:587
India. Subcontinent of 9:69-166
Kashmir 9:817-819
Katbakal1 9:826
Xh~, Ali Akbar 10:49
\Chaysl 10:50
KIrtana 10:83
Lal. Chatur 10:380
Mrdang8lll 12:765
Nigasvaram 13:14
Ni~ya-fistra 13:76
Nepal 13:107-109
O4i8s1 (see Ind1a, Subcontinent
of VII, 4(iv» 13:533-534
Pakistan 14;104-112
Riga 15:536-537
Sirangt 16:496
Sarod 16:499-500
Shshnal 17: 213
Shankar, Rav! 17:219-220
Shankar, Uday 17:220-221
Slkk1m, music of the (see Nepal)
Sltar 17:354
South Asia (see Bangladesb,
India, Subcontinent of, and
Pakistan) 17:762
Sri Lanka 18:32-35
Subbulakshmi, Madura!
Shanmukhavadlvu 18:322
Tabla 18:506
Tagore, Rabindranath 18:525
Tagore, Slr Sourlndro Mbbun
18:525-526
Tila 18:538

ASIA - SOUl'H .(cont.)

:rllllbura 18: 555
7anburi (see Taburs)
'Xanpurl' (see 'X_burs)
Tbumr£ (see Ind1a, Subcontinent
• of, II, 4fi1); Ill, 1;
Surlnam, 4) 18:796
ASIA - soutH-EASt
Angklung 1:427
Borneo (see Indonesla, VII, 2;
Malaysia, II-Ill)
Bronze drum 3:332-333
Burma 3:474-485
Cambodia (see Kampuchea)
Colotamic structure 4:584-585
Drum chime 5: 649
Flores (aee IndoneSia, VIII, 3)
Gabang 7: 139
Gambus 7:142
Gaelan 7:142
Gln4ang 7:230
GInder 7:230
Gong-chlme 7:523
Hsain-waine 13:751
Indonesia 9:167-220
Kacapi 9:752-763
Kalimantan (see Indonesla,
VllI, 2) 9: 776

Kampuchea 9:789-792

Klndang 9:862
~r Republic (see KaJlpuchea)
Khong wong 10:51
Kiribati Csee Hicronesia, 3)
10:78
Kndi 10:99
Kul1ntang 10:304
Laos 10:460-465
Malaysia 11:555-567
New Guinea 13:162
Nia. (see IndoneSia, VIII, 1)
Pa;l!t 14:300
Pbilippines 14:631-652
Pf pblt 14:765
Ranana 15:522
Ranlt 15:580
saron 16:500
Saung-gauk (see Burma,S)
16:523
Singapore (see Malaysia and
South East Asia)
Solomon Islands (see MelaneSia,
6)
South-East Asia 17:762-779
Suling 18: 355
Sumatra (see IndoneSia, VII)
Tarompet 18:581
lhai1and 18:712-722
Vletnam 19:744-752
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EUROPE - GENERAL
Bell llarp 2:442-443
Europe, Prehistoric 6:312-315
Hurdy-gurdy 8=814-818
Husla 8:824
Naaadic peoples of Europe and
Asia (Ancient) 13:264-266
1lIhithorn 20:388

EUROPE - EASt

Culley

EUROPE - EAST (cont.)
Redowa 15:663
Romania, II. Folk music
16:129-139
Rusaia (see USSR, IX)
Russian and Slavonic church
music 16:337-346
Soviet Union (see USSR)
Iamburs 18:555
Iirogat6 18:580-581
Ukraine (see USSR, Xl 19:324
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics
I. Armenia 19:334-349
II. Azerbaijan 19:349-354
III. Belorullia 19:35~-357
IV. Estonia 19:357-360
V. Georgia 19~360-368
VI. Latvia 19:368-372
VII. Lithuania 19:372-377
VIII. Moldavia 19:377-380
IX. Russian SFSR 19:380-406
X. Ukraine 19:406-413
XI. Central ASian Peoples
19:413-424
Verbunkos 19:679-630
Yugoslavia. II. Folk music
20;587-(,06

Albania 1:197-202
An4reyev, Vaaily Vasil'yevich
1:413
Anenayki (see Ruuian and
Slavonic church music) 1:~17
Avars 1:743
Azbuki (see Russian and Slavonic
church music, 2) 1:758
Bohemia (see Czechoslovakia)
2:851
Bol'shoy raspev 3:10
Bulgaria, II. Folk music
3:431-438
C1JDbalOlll 4:403
Cossetto, Emil 4:815
trel1 (see Georsian rite, music
• of the) 5:30
Cs'rdu 5:82
EUROPE - WEst
Czechoslovakia, II. Folk music
5:127-137
Alphorn 1:290
Dumka 5:7U
Austria, II. Folk music
Epic song 6:212
1:736-740
Eltonia (see USSR, IV) 6:263
Banduria 2: 110
Europe, II. Eastern 6:301-312
Banjo11m (see Mandolin)
Cadlllka 7: 76
Barber, (Donald) Cbris(topber)
Georgia (aee USSR, V) 7:240
2:133
Georgian rite, music of tbe
Barnard, Charlotte Alington
7:241-243
2:165
Gusle 7:855
Beatles, The 2:321-322
Gusl1 7:855
Belfast 2:421
Gypsy DUsie 7:864-870
Belgium (see Low Countries)
Hopak 8:688
2:422
Hora lunga [doina] 8:694-695
Bothy ballad 3:88
Hungary, II. Folk music 7:803-811
Bre1, Jacques 3:253-254
Kaval 9:834
Burns, Robert 3:492-493
tazacbok 9:837-838
Cancan 3:678-679
Koleda [colenda] 10:158-159
~llidh 4:48
kcmeda (rrzcinakil, Krzysztof
Celtic rite, music of the
10:165
4:52-54
Irakowiak 10:238
C1air.each 4:425
lujawiak 10:304
ClArsacb (see also Irish harp
lutev, Philipp 10:326
and C1lirseach) 4:449
Lament 10:407-410
Coward, Sir Nee1 (Piercel 5:7-8
Latvia (see USSR, VI) 10:536
Crwth 5:75-77
Lithuania (see USSR, VII) U:81
Dankworth, Jobn(ny) 5:228
Moldavia (see USSR, VIII and
Dauner, We lfgang 5: 254
Romania) 12:463
Davies. Harry Parr 5:274
Mcn-avla (see Czechoslovakia) 12:561
Poland, II. Folk music 15:29-39
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EUROPE - WEST (cont.)

England, II. Folk music
6:182-191
English Folk Dance and Song
Society 6:198-199
Europe, I. Western 6:296-301
Farandole 6:394
France, II. Folk music 6:756-764
Gaasenhauer 7:177-178
Germany, II. Folk music 7:283-289
Grappelli {Grappelly) Stephane
7:640
Hodeir, Andr4 8:610-611
Hommel 8:676-677
Hurdy-Gurdy 8:814-818
Ireland, II. Folk music 9:316-325
Irish harp 9:328-329
Italy, II. Folk music 9:382-392
Kuhn, Rolf 10:297
Lambeg drum 10: 394
Lancers 10:424
tandler 10:435-436
Lauder, Sir Harry (Maclennan)
10:543
Lennon, John (Winston Ono) 10:665
Low Countries, II. Folk music
11:276-283
Luxembourg (see Low Countries, I,
6) 11:377
Lyttelton, Humphrey 11:403-404
Malaguei\a 11: 549
Mangelsdorff, Albert 11:616
Harizapalos 11:691
Harshall, Will1am 11:708
Hatachin 11:816-817
Mod1nha 12:454
Monckton, (John) Lionel
(Alexander) 12:478-479
Morris dance (see England, II.
6(i» 12:592
Music hall 12:831-834
Musical comedy 12:815-823
Noordsche balk 13:274
Northern Ireland (see Belfast and
Ireland)
One-step 13:543
Pen11lion 14:351
Pibcorn (see Pibgorn)
Pibgorn 14:719
Pibroch 14:718
Piobaireachd 14:760
Portugal, II. Folk music
15:141-148
Psalmod1kon 15:336
Reel 15:667-668
Reinhardt. Django 15:723
Rolling Stones 16:117-118
Savoy Orpheans 16:529
Schoof, Manfred 16:731
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EUROPE - WESl' (cont.)
II. Folk music
17:70-81
Scott, Ronnie (Ronald) 17:83-84
Seguidilla 17:106-108
Sevillana (see Flamenco, Table
1. and Spain II. 6, 7{xi»
17:204
Slttffle 17: 365
Solal, Hartial 17:448
Spain, II. Folk music
17:790-805
Starr, Ringo (Starkey, Richard)
18:80
Strathapey 18:202
Street cries 18:265-266
Sullivan. Sir Arthur (Seymour)
18:355-364
Surman, John (Douglas) 18:377
Switzerland, II. Folk music
18:416-422
Iirana 19:11
Union pipe 19:424
Vlhuela 19:757-761
VIler (see Low Countries, II.
3) 20:51
Wales 20;159-171
Waul king song 20:235
Westbrook. Hike (Michael}
20:371
Whithorn 20:388
Wilson, Sandy [Alexander]
(Galbraith) 20:444
Zither harp 20:703

Scotland~

HEDIl'ERRANEAN
AIda 1: 191

Albore. 1:221
AlegrU 1: 242
Aulas 1:699-702
Baile 2:35
Bandurria 2:110
Basque music 2:242-246
Bolero 2:870-871
Cana (see Cante hondo and
Flamenco, Iable 1) 3:667
Cante hondo 3:719
Caracole (8ee Flamenco) 3:768
Caramba. La 3: 7
Cartagenera (see Flamenco,
Table 1) 3:830
Cavaco 4:18
~rus 5:116
Fandango 6: 378
Flamenco 6;625-630
Gaita 7:90
Greece, IV. Folk music
7;675-682
Hadjldakis, Manos 8:17
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tlEDI'IERRANEAN (cant.)
Hittite music (8ee ABatalia)
Jicaro 9:435
Kithara 10:88-89
Laud 10:538
Ltvianas 11:94
Machete ll:437
Malta 11:589-590
Monaco 12;476-477
Psaltery 15:383-387
Rondena (see Flamenco and
Spain. II. 6) 16:172
Santana 16:497
5eguiriya (see Seguidilla) 17:108
Seguidilla 17:106-108
Semantron 11:122
Siguidilla (see Seguidilla)
Siguiriya (see Seguidilla)
SUbete 17:316
Sistrum 17:354
Solea 17:449
Spain, II. Folk musiC 17:790-805
Syrirrx 18:481
Xaranta (see Flamenco, 'table U
18:575
Tarantella 18:575-576
:Urana 19;11
Txiatu (see Basque 111118ic, 3)
19:297
Veniiales 19:665
Vibuela 19~757-761

Abdel-Rahtm, Gamal 1:8
Abdel-Wahab, HubaaDed 1:8-9
Abdias (see also Jewish music,
I, 2(lv» 1:9
Abw!q 1:30
AI-AmuU 1:193
'Alel)U 1: 243
AI-GhaziII 1:253
Al-labitl ibn ~d 1:263
'Amr ibn Bana 1:332-333
ARatolla 1:388-393
Arab music 1:514-539
Arabian Gulf 1:S13-514
Arglriil 1:572
'Asor (see Jewish music. 1,
4Civ» 1:658
AtDBtl 1:669
Atrash lEI Atrash) Farld 1:673
Badtlan 2:8
Bardaisan 2:150
Bendi'r 2:468
Berber 2:517-519
lIUq 3:458
Chaldean rite, music of the <See
Syrian church music) 3:110
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NEAR lASt" (cont.)
Chang <see Persla, Iran,
Paki.tan) 4:129
Cha88idism (see Jewish music)
4:179
Chazzan (see Jewish muSic, I,
7-9) 4:189
Cbelronamy 4:191-196
Da.ff 5:145
Darabulcka 5:239
Davul 5:284

Dawtdha ( _ Syrian church

l11115ic) 5:286
Dervish music <see Islamic
religious muslc)
DTeux, Jean (see Jewish music)
5:633
Druze music 5:652-656
Epic song 6:212
'Eqbi 6:218
Glantz, Leib 7:421-422
Hafez, Abdel-Haltm 8:21
sldlsm 8:274
tarot 8:301
8:41.8
Hiidhri 8:761
Hullili 8:773
Ibn 'abd Rabbihi 9:3
Ibn al·thatlb 9:3
lbraks'rs 9:5
lb,ally 9:5
'ldin (see 'Ud)
Ikhwin al-$afJ' "Brethren of
Purity') 9:24
IngliU 9: 230
Iran 9:292-309
Iraq 9:309-315
lshaq al Hawsili 1.0:339
Islamic rellgious BUslc
9:342-349
ISlll8il. Aly 9:349
Israel, II. Folk and popular
mus1c 9:358·361
Jacobite rite, lDUIIie of the
(see Syrian church BUsic)
Janissary music 9:.96-498
Jarcha 9:555
Jewish music 9:614-645
Joseph ibn-Aknin 9:711
Kaithros 9:771
Kalthum, Ibrahim VIII 9:785
Kamanc:ha 9: 785
KillOna 9: 795
Karraniy 9:814
ltaahlml 9:817
kafiklar (see Lozhky)
lUtlbs daqdhim wadbithar (see
Syrian church muslc) 10:88
Klezmer 10:108-1.09
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Koran readIng 10:191
Kube (see Persia, 3(li» 10:287
Kurdish music 10;314·318
IUs (see Persia, 3(ii» 10:324
Kuwait (see Arabian Gulf) 10:326
Lal)n 10: 363
LlklnmIirl 1.0: 380
Lebanon 10;S7J.576
Lelya (see Syrian church music)
10:650
Libya (see Arab music and North
Africa) 10:823
Madrish8 11: 547
Mailllonides (see Jewish musiC, 1.
13(111» 11:537
MI'irini 11:540
Malabar rite, musiC of the (see
Syrian church music)
Malank.ar rite, IIII1sic of the (see
Syrian church IIII1sic)
Ma'nitha (see Syrian church music)
1b619
Maqim 11:638
Maqwimiyi 11:638
Marmithi (see Syrian church music)

Nalah (see Syrian chuTch music)
13:11+
Nakers 13:16-17
Haqqira 13:36-37
Hawba 13:84
Hiy 13:84-85
Nay-l-rSytn (see Peraia, 3(ii»
13:85
Near East 13:87
Nebel (see Jewish mudc, I.
4(Iv» 13:88
Neltorian rIte, IIII1sic of the
(see Syrian churCh music)
NflI' (see Nafir)
Nf.uun 13:244
North Africa 131287-292
Osman (Ultmanl, MUhammed 14:5-6
Pa'8IIIOnim (see Jewlsb music, I.
4(1» 14:41
Palest1ne (see Arab musiC.
Islamic re11gious lIII1Sic
Israel and Jewish musiei
Perakais (see Syrian churCh
music) 14:361
Persia 14:549-552
Persian Gulf 14:552
Psantria 15: 387
Qili (see syrIan church music)

11:693

Maronite rite, music of the (see
Syrian church IIII1sic)
Maskil (see Jewish muSic, I, 5)

15:lt88

11:747

Mauritania 11:844-846
Hiwtba (see Syrian church IIII1sic)
11:850
Helchite rite, music of the (see
Syrian·church music)
Hena'anim (see Jewish music. I.
4(i» 12:131
Mesopotamia 12:196-201
Metzi1tayim (see Jewish music. I.
4(1) 12:225
H1ddle East (see Near East)
Mijwiz 12:287
Himra (see Syrian church music)
12:331
Hissinai melodies (see Jewish
music, I, 10) 12:367
Hizmir 12:373-314
Morocco 12:587-589
Mubirak Shah (see Sharq Havllni)
~d ibn 'Abd a1-ijamtd (see
al·Ladhiqit)
HUsi ibn-MaimUn (see Jewish music)
12:794
Muahtaq (see Persia, 3(ii» 12:800
ltiwashshah 13:1
Nabla (see Jewish muSic, I, 4(iv»
13:10
HaitI' 13: l.lo
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Qil tbi (see Syrian church
musIc) 15!488
Qillin 15: 488-489
QanGne yawniye (see Syrian
church music) 15:489
Qarna (see Jewish music, I.
4(111» 15:489
Qafaba 15:489
Qatar (see Arab1an Gulf) 15:489
Qawinrn (see Qanun) 15:489
Qawmq (see Syrian eburch music)
15:489
Qene (see Etblopian rite, muSic
of the) 15:489
Qeren (see Jewish musIc. I,
4(Ui» 15:489
QiblI (see Coptic rite, music
of the) 15:489
Ququlion (see Syrian church
music) 15:518
Qutb ai-Dtn 15:518
Rabib 15:521-522
Ramshi (see Syrian church
IIII1sie) 15:579
Rey. Cemal Re,1t 15:782
Riibab 16:292
~abri. WadI 16:368-369
Sali al-DIn 16:381-382
Samaritan music 16:446
Santur 16:486
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Sapri 16:489
'Ud 19:306-307
~aalanld Emplre, muaic of the
'Usab 19:310
(lee Persia)
United Arab Emirates (see
Saudi Arabia (aee Arab music
Arabian Gulf) 19:424
and Arabian Gulf) 16:521
'Unlthi 19:453
SIdra (aee Syrlan church muslc)
weat Syrian ri te, muaic of the
17:100
(aee Syrian church music)
Selah (aee Jewillh music, I, 5)
Westem Asia. Ancient (aee
17:117
Anatolia and Mesopotamia)
Sepbardic muaic (see Jewish
Yehuda ha-Levi (see Jewish
music, II, 5)
MuSiC, I, 13(11i» 20:573
ShaipUr (see Persla, 3(11»
Yemen (see Arabian Gulf and
17:213
Arab !Uaic)
Shalishtm (see Jewish music, I,
¥Unua a1 Katib 20:607
4U» 17:218
Zajal 20;626-627
Sharh Hawlini Mublrak She Bar
Zabal 20:629
Adwir 17:231
Zlryib 20:698
Sheth shi'in (see Syrian church
Zulzul (see Zalzal)
muslc) 17;252
Zuma 20:720-721
~tmtl (see Syrlan cburch muaic)
17:252
PACIFIC ISLANDS
Shofar 17:261-262
Shubiba (aee Syrlan church music)
Abdon, Bonifacio 1:9
17:278
Austral Islands (aee Polynesia,
Sbuchlife (see Syrian church
4(il), and PacifiC Islands)
lIIudc) 17:278
Australia 1:711-728
Shuriyi (see Syrian church music)
Bismarck Islands (see
17:279
Halaneaia. U
Sinj (see Perala, 3(ii» 17:349
caroline Islands (see
SUfl music (aee Islamic religious
Microneda, 2)
III\Jalc)
Chamorro muSic (see Micronesia,
4(1) )
Sughitbi (see Syrian church muaic)
Cook ISlands (see PolyneSia, 2,
18:332
and Paclflc Islands)
Sumponya (see Jewish muaic, I,
4(1v» 18:368
Corroboree 4:804-805
Surney 18:371
Didjeridu 5:461-462
Sutara (see Syrian church music)
Ellice Islands (see Polynesia.
18:382
8, and Pacific Islands)
Syria (see Arab music and Syrian
Fiji (see MelaneSia, 2)
ehurch music)
Gambier Islands (see Polynesia.
Syrian church music 18:472-481
4(il1), and Pacific Islands)
TabIra (see PerSia, 3(11» 18:506
Guam (see Micronesia, 4(ii»
Tabi 18:506
Hawaii 8:319-320
Hawaiian steel guitar (see
Tambura 18:555
Electric Guitar) 8:320
rlr IB:574
HlmeRi 8; 571
larfqa 18:580
Tis (see PerSia, 3(li» 18:588
Hula 8:772
Ifaluk (see Micronesia)
!barti 18:606
Hangareva (Bee PolyneSia
Teshbo~ta 18:702
4(iii). and Pacific Islands)
Tllth shl'in (see Syrian church
music) 19:17
Harquesas Islands (see
PolyneSia, 4(iv). and Pacific
Tsbl' sbi'ln (see Syrian church
Islands)
musiC> 19: 231
lUnbUr (see Persia, 3(li) and Arab
Harshall Islands (see
Micronesia,S)
musiC, I, 2(1» 19:253
Tunisia (aee Arab music and North
Melanesia 12:80-96
Micronesla 12:271-279
Afrlca)
lUpim (see Jewish music) 19:258
New GQinea 13:162
lbrkey 19:268-278
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New Zealand. II. Folk music
13:192-196
Oceania (see Pacific Islands)
Pacific Islands 14:57-65
Palau Islands (see Micronesia,

2(11»
Papua New Guinea (see Melanesia.
5)

Polynesia 15:54-70
Shake-a-Ieg 17:213
Society Islands (see Polynesia.
4(v). and Pacific Islands)
Solomon Islands (aee Melanesia, 6)
tahiti (see Polynesia, 4(v»
:ronga (see Polynesia. 7. and
Paciflc Islands)
Torres Strait Islands (see
Australia, 11, l(il»
Truk Islands (see Micronesia,
2(1v»
Tuamoto Islands (see PolyneSia,
4(vO)

Ukelele 19:323-324
Yap Islands (see Micronesia,

2ev»

SCANDINAVIA
Denmark, II. Folk music
5:370-373
Dodnner, Henrik Otto 5:570
Dcmnerus, Arne 5:539
Finland, II. Folk music
6:586-592
Garbarek. Jan 7:151
Greenland 7:688-689
Cullin, Lars 7:845
Hallberg. Bengt 8:53
Helling 8:S7
Hardanger fiddle 8:158
Hardtngfele 8:160
Iceland, II. Folk music 9:7-10
Kalevala 9:775
Kantele 9:796-797
Langeleik 10:448
Langspil 10:1,;53
Lappish musiC (aee Samiah music)
Lur 11:338-339
Norway, II. Folk music
13:322-328
Nyckelharpa 13:455
Rypdal, terje 16:359
Samlah music 16:41,;9-452
Sweden, II. Folk music
18:401-406
Tcbicai, John (Hartin) 18:638
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A NOTE ON THE INDEX

Ibe Editors

The compilation of an etlmomusicological index to The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians has been a laborious task
requiring many hours of painstaking effort.
It is even more
remarkable that one individual has endeavored to complete this
cbore, partly under the auspices of UCLA's Ethnomusicology
Archive.
This index goes further than Appendix A of the New Grove in
that it is more than an alphabetical listing of terms. Culley
has attempted to consider the various parameters in which
ethnomusicologists approach music behavior and has organized the
information
accordingly.
Implicit
in
this
process
are
epistemological decisions about ethnomusicology (see Sadie 1979
for a discussion of the history of the editorial philosophy on
the relevant portions of the New Grove). As editors. we have
influenced the compiler's choice of subjects to be included, but
by and large it remains as he has planned it. The dictionary has
generated
considerable
discussion
on
the
selection and
presentation of its subject matter and on the choice of scholars
(and their viewpoints). Ibis index will hopefully serve as an
aid in the formulation of informed logical arguments about the
nature of etlmomusicology (if not generating discussion of the
choices of the compiler).
Culley has maintained much of the organizational format of
the New Grove in his index--the use of uppercase and lowercase
Roman numerals and the reproduction of punctuation, headings, and
subheadings.
The distinction between "see" (directing the reader to a
more appropriate entry title) and "see also" (directing the
reader to additional information on a topic) is not maintained in
the New Grove. In this index the difference is inferred by the
inclusion or omission of specific reference locations after a
"see" entry.
Finally, we refer interested readers to recent issues of
EthnomusicOlOgy for reviews of individual entries in the
dictionary.
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BOOK SUMMARY AND REVIEW

Chamorro, Arturo.
Los instrumentos de percusi&n en Mifxico.
Mexico: El Colegio de Hichoacln (CONACYT), 1984. 275 pp.
Published by El Colegio de Michoacdn (the author's research
base) and the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnolog!a in Mexico
City, Los instrumentos de percusicm en ~ico concerns the
diversity of percussion instruments used in Mexican music, and
includes indigenous and transculturated forms of idiophones,
membranophones, and a sole chordophone type--the musical bow.
Chamorro presents a compilation of chronological perspectives of
Mexican percussion instruments and applies various taxonomic
systems in a highly organized methodology that reflects his
extraordinary training and knowledge
in the field of
ethnomusicology.
The author has organized the study into four chapters which
describe the historical development of percussion instruments in
Mexico.
The first chapter begins with a helpful survey of
prehistoric antecedents of percussion instruments on the American
continent and even includes the human body as an integral
percussion instrument}
Delineating the various origins and
materials of pre-classic (from 2000 B.C. until the common era)
indigenous instruments, the chapter emphasizes the importance of
the discovery and use of ceramics in the fabrication of musical
instruments in MesoAmerica. 2 The narrative progresses to the
appearance of metallurgy in the post-classic period (fro~ ca.
A.D. 800 until l521) , especially in the construction of
percussion instruments.
Chamorro proceeds to discuss the
diversity of pre-Cartesian musical culture as reflected by the
complex social functions and symbolic importance of indigenous
percussion instruments such as the Aztec teponaztli and huehuetl.
Importantly, the author consistently relies upon and cites
the organizational concepts and theories of recognized scholars
in etbnomusicology (Sachs, Nketia, Boiles, Kolinski) while
referring to the research of major musicologists who have studied
organology in Mexican music. Substantial references are made to
Stevenson (1976), Castellanos (1970), Mendoza (1955, 1956), Marti
(1968), and Uhague (1979). Included in the first chapter is
Castellanos's (1970) useful table which chronologically organizes
pre-Hispanic percussion instruments in accordance with historical
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periods in Mexico: pre-agricultural (10000-5000 B.C.), protoagricultural (5000-2000 B.C.>, pre-classic (2000-0 B.C.), classic
(A.D. O-ca. 800). and post-classic (ca. A.D. BOO-1521).
Additionally, Chamorro incorporates in this same chapter
various non-musicological SOUTces and underscores the connection
between the diffusion and socialization of Mexico's population
and the evolution of percussion instruments and their socia·
musical functions.
lie notes, for example, that the initial
contact period between the indigenous world of tbe Americas and
the Iberian tradition was marked by the arrival of musical
instruments thTougb the Tel1gious evangelization undertaken by
the Chureh. 3 Chamorro also considers the durable effect of
Moorish transc:ulturation from northern Africa to southern Spain
and on to New Spain. Syncretism, therefore, chaTacterizes the
development of Mexico's musical tradition as a result of numerous
culture contacts.· lie further discusses the transplantation of
non-indigenous aspects of instrument fabrication such as the
tuning of membranophones. !he marimba is also presented as an
example of the acculturation process. The various theories of
its ASian, Aft'ican, Afro-American, and indigenous origins are
reviewed from the perspectives of lzikowitz (1970), Ortiz (1971),
Casta~da Paganini (1951), Stevenson (1976), Garfias (1983),
Baratta (1952), Armas Lara (1970), and Hernandez (1975).
Chamorro notes that the most developed marimba type in MexiCO, a
chromatic model with resonators. is found in the southeastern
states of Tabasco, Chiapas, and Oaxaca and related marimba types
are found in adjacent Guatemala and El Salvador.
The first chapter eoncludes with an insightful transition to
Chapter II, an essay focusing on classification systems. He
points out that instruments as physical specimens were not: the
sole or primary media of musical change, but that the variety of
musical styles and performance techniques integral to and
synonymous with these newly introduced instruments were of equal
importance. One example is the praetice of sesquialtera, both a
formal characteristic and rhythmic performance technique common
throughout Mexico in indigenous and mestizo musical traditions.
From sesguiJltera a great diversity of percussive rhythms have
developed.
In Chapter II, Chamorro concentrates on general organological characteristics of selected percussion instl"Ulllents and
their placement within a taxonomy. Citing Hood's (1971:12)-124)
definition of organology, Chamorro empbasizes the importance of

,
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physical description, acoustics, historic antecedents, performmice technique, and function in instrument classification. The
author proceeds to develop a classification oriented to the
individual aspects of his inventory of percussion instruments,
dividing his approach into categories of performance technique,
construction materials, and percussion group types (that is,
membranophones and idiophones). Preferring the nomenclature of
"percussion instruments" as a pragmatic referent" he further
subdivides this category into two formats of performance technique:
auxiliary instruments (or "percussors") and percussed
instruments (or "percussion"). Auxiliary instruments are determined by their striking manner whereas the percussed instruments
are identified as those that are receptors of the striking
action.
Referring to the traditional classification systems
developed in Europe by Mabillon (1893) and Hornbostel and Sachs
(1914) , Chamorro defines in detailed fashion the four primary
instrument groups of idiophones. membranophones, chordophones,
and aerophones. the author also explains the numerical taxonomy
devised by Hornbostel and Sachs and its value as a means of coded
classification and cataloguing. Recognizing the limitations of
the system, Chamorro warns against its over-generalized use. In
this particular study. however, he considers the application of
the Hornbostel-Sachs classification as a usefUl vehicle for
cataloguing the historical panorama of percussion instruments in
Mexico, and in fact applies it.
Continuing with his analysis of percussion instruments
through classification, Chamorro provides descriptions of
construction techniques and materials.
These include wood,
metal, animal gut, and other natural sources. Essential to the
construction of many percussion instruments, particularly the
teponaztli, are the symbols and representative figures often
sculpted into wood or metal portions of the instrument bodies. A
detailed illustration of such art work on the teponaztli is
included. Also presented are descriptions of the material and
construction of tarimas de percusidn ("dance platforms"),
marimba, castanets, muSical bow, metal percussion, machetes,
bells, jaw bones. and mar!mbola (similar to the Afro-Cuban
mar!mbula which evolved from the African !2!!! or ~). Other
percussion idiophones described include an assortment of rattles,
rasps, guiros, and matracas. Membranophones surveyed include the
Aztec huehuetl (vertical drum), clay drum, friction drum, and
two varieties of the musical bow are
frame drum (pandero).
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considered as percussion instruments in Mexico: the triangular
bow, found in the northern regions and in the southern state of
Guerrero, and the ''hunting bow" type. observed by Lumholtz (1.9&0)
in his expeditions among the Cora and Tepebuan Indians. 5 Chapter
II closes with an evaluation of sound characteristics peculiar to
percussion instruments in Mexico.
In Chapter III, Chamorro addresses performance technique as
applied to the context of percussion in Mexico. He engages in a
discussion of notational practices, especially syllabic and
rhythmic
inflection.
In his observation of percussion
instruments, the author emphasizes the common occurrence of
bi-rhythms Bnd mono-rhythms. Within ,the context of bi-rhythms is
the aforementioned concept of sesquialtera, often described as a
type of hamiols.
The author, however, cites Venezuelan
ethnomusicologist Ramon y Rivera's criticism (1.980:34-35) of the
use of the term "hemiola" to describe Ses9uia'ltera. Problems
arise in transcribing sesguiiltera within the framework of
hemiola in Western notation. Within this discussion of monorhythms, bi -rhythms, and hetero-rhythms, musical transcriptions
are provided, clarifying Chuorro's rhythmic analysis of the
patterns played by various instruments.
!he transcriptions
excellently illustrate the various rhythmic combinations
characterizing
different
Mexican
genres
and
percussion
performance practices.
Another important concept clarified in Chapter III is
percussion as a striking action and its effect. Furthermore,
bodily movement, the author asserts, is an essential element of
dance that must also be considered as percussive--in effect, a
gestalt condition of "stimulation and response" (Kolinski
1973:499).
Chamorro concludes that three basic elements are
integral to the concept of percussion: accentuation, movement,
and culture. The author refers to the works of Lomax and Kurath
as approaches compatible with his integrated, conceptual
framework.
The balance of Chapter III, quite substantial in content, is
dedicated to the notion of a symbolic taxonomy and its
application to the body of percussion instruments in Chamorro's
study. The author uses Hood's organogram format (Hood 1971) as
the basis of a far·reaching taxonomy lIIhich provides for the
schematization of performance practice in addition to SOCiOcultural aspects of the instrument's use, In employing Hood's
organograms, Chamorro cOlllllUnicates in visual symbols the
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morphology of the marimba, indigenous drums, the machete, the
~, matracas, the huehuetl, the conga drum, tumbadora, harps,
rattles, and a wide array of other folk and popular percussion
instruments used in Mexico.
Chapter IV, the final section, examines the use, function,
and contemporary context of instruments in this study. Chamorro
distinguishes the multiple influences that have shaped Mexican
music from pre-Hispanic contact to the present impact of imported
styles and the native musical vanguard. He categorizes these
continually evolving influences (on rural indigenous and mestizo
music, on popular urban music, and on folklore) as elements that
have been integrated into musical compOSition and education.
Continually present in Chamorro's conceptual perspective of
Mexican musical culture is the diverse evolution of indigenous,
African, and mestizo genres within the broad framework of
folklore, innovation, and oral tradition. the author attests to
the probability that the most characteristic feature of the use,
function, and contemporary practice of percussion instruments in
the rural sector is their essential role within the sacred,
magico-religious time-space, that is, in ceremonial ritual. This
function extends to a large degree into the urban areas.
Conversely, city music has penetrated the rural sector with the
transplantation of instruments and musical forms, especially
identifiable among the younger generations in the ''baile de
salon. II 6 Augmenting this diffusionary process are the various
media of mass communication:
television, radio, and sound
recordings.
It is also within the mass media context that
contemporary dances are nurtured and created, and percussion
instruments continue to be diffused through an enormous musical
network. Chamorro mentions some of the most evident commercial
media importations to Mexico within ,the last 50 years, including
I
such musical styles as rock, salsa, mambo, calypso, danzon, and
-----other dance types. Also we 11 known in Mexico is the ~
tropical genre which contains influences of Afro-Antillean
rhythms and perCUSSion instruments that have been especially
dynamic in the contemporary musical culture.
Chamorro proceeds to describe the use and function of
various rural-based instruments, especially in dance-related and
ceremonial contexts.
'lhe use of many of these instruments
characterizes indigenous musical practice while the use of other
instruments, such as the marimba, characterize a more popular
fOnD of folklore produced through a mestizo tradition. The
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regional aspects of Mexican musical styles are described in
conjunction with many genres and instruments. An assortment of
drums, for example. correspond to particular regions throughout
southern Mexico. which in many cases is due to the Afro-Antillean
influence. The use of the tumbadora ("conga drum"). timbales,
and bongd's has remained very popular in the urban sectors.
Interestingly, Chamorro dtes the zapato ("shoe") and the
guarache ("sUpper") as the IDOst common percussion instruments in
Mexico. Throughout tbe diverse regions of Mexico,' dancing to
various musical forms of zapateado, especially the !2! and
jarabe, has been a popular practice for more than 300 years.
Also surveyed in Chapter IV is tbe use and f1.mction of
various percussion iostI'Ulllents in ceremonial songs of different
indigenous groups in Mexico such as the Seris, the Papagos, the
Iarahumaras, and the Huicboles. Chamorro includes an survey of
percussion instruments used in conjuntos, or group contexts, and
provides iii chart outlining the use of particular percussion
instruments in the various feast cycles, mostly of a religiOUS
nature, celebrated throughout Mexico.
In tems of use and
function within the contemporary context, Chamorro identifies at
least 53 basic types of percussion instruments. Fifty percent of
these are preferentially U!led in ceremonial contexts associated
with either the Christian feast cycles or mag1eo-religious
rituals. The balance of percussion instruments are used in the
festivities and functions of a more social context.
A
comparative table is included which enumerates instrument types
according to variety and use in either ritual or social contexts.
Also included are three valuable maps of Mexico which illustrate
the geographical diffusion of the diverse perCUSSion instruments
surveyed in this study.
Chamorro directs some attention to percussion instruments of
the urban sector. He notes that the employment of percussion in
Mexican cities has developed in two contexts: in popular urban
music of the educated class and in music of an academic focus
which has developed. separately from the nstionalistic movement
initiated by composers born during the latter part of the
nineteenth century.
Composers of this movement, including
luminaries such as Manuel Ponce, Carios Cb4vez, and Silvestre
Revueltas, fOTmed a school whose musical philosophy espouses the
use of Mexican instruments.
Chamorro traces the development of popular urban music in
MexiCO, especially in terms of the media and recording
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industries. One of the most dominant manifestations since the
late nineteenth century porfir1ato epoch of elite social dances
is the still popular baile de salon, which incorporates various
non-indigenous musical forms, particularly those introduced to
Mexico through Cuba and other Caribbean areas. Penetrating the
eastern seaboard of Veracruz, a variety of Afro-Cuban genres
including son montuno, rumba, danz~n, and chachacru{ have become
part of Mexico's musical repertoire.
Chamorro surveys in
substantial detail the specific influential Caribbean musicians
and orchestras that have become popular in Mexico within the last
50. years. Also discussed are the performance techniques and
diverse repertoire of Afro-Cuban influence assimilated by Mexican
musicians primarily through oral tradition, similar to the
process that took place in Cuba.
Other recent developments are reviewed and include the
marimba orchestra and the growing employment of United States and
British percussion equipment (manifested in the use of trap
sets). Important is Chamorro's insight into the political nueva
I
---cancion
phenomenon in Mexico which is, to a large degree,
influenced by various South American and Cuban musicians who
incorporate folk genres from their respective countries. Nueva
,
cane ion , also known in Mexico as cancion de protesta, frequently
employs Afro-Cuban percussion.
The integration of percussion instruments into the ballets
folk16ricos (regional folk dance troupes) is examined in terms of
traditional forms that have been preserved and innovatively
adapted. It has often been the educational institutions teaching
folk dance which have maintained the highest interest in teaching
and performing the indigenous percussion instruments of Mexico.
In his quest for a national identity, Carlos Ch~vez has had
a profound influence in pioneering the recognition of Mexican
percussion instruments and orchestration within educational
institutions in Mexico. As director of the Orquesta Sinfonica
Nacional and through the Conservatorio Nacional, Ch~vez
organized, during the years 1928 to 1934, workshops and research
seminars that included the study and application of Mexican folk
music and instruments. Chamorro makes reference to most of the
major twentieth century Mexican composers who have integrated
national themes, folk genres, and indigenous instrumentation into
their music. He includes extensive description and documentation
of specific compositions exhibiting the use of Mexican percussion
instruments. Orchestration technique, structural features, and
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the -merging of various folk genres with appropriate indigenous
and/or popular percussion instt'UlDents are outlined. Chamorro
also cites the important musicological field research by Vicente
T. Mendoza, Francisco Dominguez, and Carmen Sordo Sodi~
In conclusion t this is a commendable, well-eiecuted, and
insightful study by Arturo Chamorro, especially for those ethnomusicologists with an interest in organology. In addition to his
comprehensive review of the pertinent literature, Chamorro
continually refers to the work of musicologists involved in
Mexic.an scholarship. He thereby both leads the Latin American
reader to European/United States-based methodologies and exposes
the ethnomusicologi.t to a wealth of musical sources related to
Mexican organological studies. Furtbermore t Cbamorro provides an
excellent model of contemporary organological method and its
application.
Los instrumentos de percusi&n en ~Xico represents ten years
of research and fieldwork. The book is an important contribution
to the field of ethnomusicology and, IIIOre specifically, to the
ever-growing landscape of scholastic innovation in Mexico.
Perhaps even more important than the study itself and its impact
on the field is the fact that this book signals tbe emergence of
a very important ethnomusicologist. Adelante Arturo!
Steve Loza
University of California,
Los Angeles

NOTES
1. !he author cites the musical function of the feet in
dance, the clapping of hands, and the use of other parts of the
body that have characterized musical practices throughout Mexico.
2. Cbamarro (P. 23) notes that "debido a este descubrimien to se multipllcaron y desarrollaron los experimentos
iniciados con mater1ales naturales, se fabricaron sonajas,
raspadores. sartales. timbales de ol1a 0 de va so" (lIBecause of
the discovery, there was an increase and development of initial
experiments in constructing rattles, rasps, clay drums, etc.,
from natural materials").
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3. See pp. 35-39. Chamorro discusses the Conquest period
in Mexico in relation to musical instruments.

4. Desct'ib1ng this convet'gence of influences in colonial
Mexico as a process of accu1tut'ation, Chamorro (p. 39) emphasizes
the role of musical instruments as "elementos cu1tura1es
se1ectivamente aceptados y sincretizados 0 re1nterpretados para
ajustar10s a 1a estructura sociocultural de 1a Nueva Espana"
("cultural elements selectively accepted and syncretized or
reinterpreted in order to adjust to the socio-cu1tura1 structure
of New Spain").

S. Chamorro (p. 98) also describes free aerophones commonly
used in traditional, indigenous dance, saying that, "cuyo usa se
derivo' probab1emente de ls ridicul1zaci6n de caciques y
mayordomos de las haciendas agrico1as en nuestro pais, adem's de
a1guna funcio'n ritual que pueda atribu{rse1e" (" ••• its [free
aerophones] use 'was probably derived from farces of Indian
leaders and plantation officials in Mexico, in addition to some
ritual function which can be attributed to the dance").
6.
Baile de salon is a type of social dancing seen in
nightclubs.
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BOOK REVIEW

LitweUer, John. The Freedom Principle: Jazz After 1958. New
York: William Morrow and Co., 1984. 324 'Pp.. notes, selected
discography, index.

Over the past 40 years ethnomusieologists have been
adapting methodologies developed to study non-Western musics to
that of American communities. Studies of the musics of European
immigrants 1n North America, for example, have sbed light upon
broader historical, analytical, and methodological problems (see
Porter 1978). They have also delineated music 1n the urban
environment and examined the kinds of social .and contextual
dynamics that affect its performance (see Such 1981 and Sehramm
1982). !he study of jazz has been influenced by this trend and
has provided an important souree of material on musieal change
and intergroup relations.
Richard Waterman (1952) viewed specific characteristics of
West African music (compound meter, off-beat phrasing of melOdic
accents, dominance of perCUSSion, "metronome sense," and
overlapping
call-and-response
patterns)
as
"retentions, II
"syncretisms," and "reinterpretations" in New World Negro music,
including jazz. Alan Merriam considered the jazz community an
isolated subgroup in American society (Merriam and Mack 1960).
"Jazz and Ethnomusicology, " furthermore, was the title of a
panel at the annual meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology
in 1984, which discussed such diverse topics as jazz style and
methodological approaches. Ethnomusic:ologists with an interest
in jazz are deepening their awareness of such basic music-makIng
processes as finprovisation, and their research may be useful in
cross-cultural comparisons of this topic:.
The development of improvisation in the various styles of
modern jazz has been marked by a decrease in restrictions placed
upon the soloist.
In bebop (a style beginning in the urly
1940's and continuing today in a slightly altered fom, hard
bop) the soloist I s improvisation is strictly guided by
precomposed harmonic and metric frameworks. Ihis style afforded
more opportunities and less restrictions than those guiding
soloists in the swing groups of the 1920·5 and 1930's who were
basically required to remain close to standard written arrangements.
During the middle 1950's and early 1960's several
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musicians began experimenting with "free-form" collective
improvisation.
Ibis style (most cOllDDonly known as "free" or
"avant-garde" jazz) allows the soloist to explore new ideas and
emotions without the restrictions of functional harmony or
metric frameworks.
For the researcher, these characteristics make it difficult
to define a general avant-garde jazz musical style, for each
composer has his own set of rules for harmony, rhythm, and
melody.
The paradox of musiCians incorporating elements of
bebop in their avant-garde compositions has spawned numerous
interchangeable names for this muSiC, including "free bop,"
"black classical muSic." "today muSiC," "the new thing," and
"new wave." Avant-garcle jazz musicians who use bebop-derived
precomposed harmonic and melodic features in their compositions
and performances allow improvisational freedom to interact with
f~rm.
Litweiler in his the Freedom Principle, however, fails to
address the question of bow these diverse approaches are
tulerated within the avant-sarde stylistic group.
The most comprehensive critical-historical study available,
Litweiler's book pinpoints important stylistic changes or
deviations in the transition from bebop to "free" jazz (around
1958) and the latter's subsequent development as a separate
style. He also attempts to show how these developments have
expanded the range of emotions for soloists and composers in
new-found areas of improvisational freedom.
Based largely on out~of-print commercial recordings and
published interviews, The Freedom Principle is intended for
readers familiar with the general stylistic features of bebop
and avant-garde. Litweiler proceeds with descriptive analyses
of the ways in which precursors of the "free" style (including
Herbie Nichols, Charles Mingus, and Lennie Iristano) began to
deviate from the stylistic norms of bebop in the mid 1950's. He
then assesses the musical contributions and performance style of
such major innovators 8S Ornette Coleman, Eric Dolphy, John
Coltrane, Miles DaviS, Sun Ra, Albert Ayler, Cecil Taylor,
Anthony Braxton, The Art Ensemble of Chicago, Ronald Shannon
There are also chapters on ''Pop-Jazz
Jackson, and others.
Fusion and RomantiCism," ''Free Jazz in Europe," and "Free Jazz
Loday."
!he term "freedom" in the title of Litweiler's book is
examined as an aesthetic parameter in sroup and solo improvisation, as a gauge for analysis of stylistic change, and as a
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point of differentiation among avant-garde and other jazz
styles. Utweller includes in his sampling musieians who have
deviated in various ways from the conventional stylistic norms
of harmony, melody, and rhythm in bebop. Howevel' , many of the
musicians mentioned in his study (e.g., Omette Coleman, Dewey
Redman, Charles tyler) sometimes use bebclp-derived, precomposed
melodies and harmonic structures. Furthermore, Litweiler does
not address Afro-American cultural influence upon the music, the
contextual dynamics of the urban environment upon the musicians
Who perform avant-garde' jazz, and the complete worldview of the
avant-garde group.
Nonetheless, Li tweiler I s identification of significant
stylistic innovations by "free ll musicians, which he places in
the overall development of this style, displays remarkable
inSight and careful reflection. A professional critic who has
closely followed jazz for a number of years, Litweiler infers a
range of emotions that may guide performers through particular
parts of their improvisation and incorporates musician comments
about performance style to support this belief.
Ornette
Coleman's treatment of pitch relationships, for example, is
cons1stent with his observation that IfA tempered note is like
eating wi th a fork ••• if you don I t have a fork the food isn 't
going to taste any different" (pp. 50-51>. Ihough Litweiler's
analysis is not supported with musical transcriptions, he
successfully penetrates some of the cognitive and semiotic
components of avant-garde music.
Aside from the methodolo81cal weaknesses mentioned above,
scholars, collectors, and listeners of jazz will find this book
a welcome addition to their library.
One's appreciation of
"free jazz" is enhanced by Litweiler's extensive citation of
significant recordings, many of which today are out of print and
nearly impossible to find.
David C. Such
UnIversity of California,
Los Angeles
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